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ABSTRACT
Formation of advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs) on proteins has been linked
to the pathogenesis of diabetic complications. Importantly, elevated levels of
methylglyoxal (MG) occur in type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), and the resulting sitespecific formation of stable adducts on arginine residues can cause protein damage.
Using MG, site-specific modifications on the plasma protein plasminogen (Pg) were
determined following protein digestion into peptides and liquid chromatography tandem
mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analysis, and 30 arginine sites were identified on the
protein. Investigation into three of the most highly modified sites, R504, R530, and R561,
using molecular modeling, identified likely functional changes to the Pg cleavage and the
lysine binding pocket as a result of adduct formation at these sites.
Overall functional changes to Pg were examined using silver staining and kinetic
assays to examine normal protein cleavage by activator enzymes streptokinase (STK),
tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) and urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA). MGmodified Pg exhibited decreased activation into plasmin (Pn), which is the active enzyme
that forms via normal Pg cleavage, by all three activator enzymes. Activation into Pn by
STK was significantly delayed by MG modification on plasminogen. Similar effects were
observed with tPA and uPA.
Efforts to identify the primary sites of MG adduction on Pg by two dimensional
gel electrophoresis (2DGE) identified six sites, including R504 and R530, as the earliest
modified sites. In order to probe MG site specific modification effects on lysine binding,
MG-modified protein was run through a lysine-sepharose binding column and fractions
were collected. The results indicated that MG-modified Pg bound more weakly to the
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column and eluted easier than unmodified Pg and LC-MS/MS using a LTQ Orbitrap
Velos of the fraction indicated that R504 and R530 were the primary sites of MG
adduction within the eluate. To assess MG-modification of Pg in humans, 12 plasma
samples were immunodepleted of the top 14 abundant proteins and samples were
analyzed by LC-MS/MS using a LTQ Orbitrap Velos. Nine of the 12 patient samples
indicated the presence of MG-modified peptides.
The antihyperglycemic drug metformin, a drug that scavenges MG and lowers
formation of AGEs, was studied in order to better elucidate this scavenging mechanism.
A novel reaction imidazolinone product, IMZ, was determined to be the primary product
formed in the reaction between metformin and MG, confirmed unequivocally through xray diffraction analysis.
In order to determine levels of IMZ in human patients on metformin therapy,
multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) was employed to quantify the compound. Human
urine samples from 92 patients on metformin treatment were analyzed. 66 of the 68
patients to exhibit high concentrations of metformin also indicated the presence of IMZ
in their urine. The remaining samples either exhibited no metformin, or levels of
metformin too low to detect the presence of IMZ. Importantly, IMZ was never identified
in patients without a metformin signal, indicating the validity and quality of the assay.
This dissertation builds upon the current knowledge of site-specific MG
modifications, both in vitro, identifying for the first time Pg as a sensitive site-specific
target of glycation, with functional effects, and importantly in humans, as this is the first
identification of MG-modified Pg in vivo. The functional effects associated with this
modification may provide a link between elevated MG in T2DM, and resulting
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cardiovascular complications. Additionally, the identification of the novel reaction
product IMZ is important, as it helps to fully elucidate the role metformin plays in
treating T2DM patients. The detection of IMZ in the urine of human patients on
metformin therapy indicates that metformin plays a role in the reducing MG levels
through scavenging in vivo, and the developed MRM method allows for future rapid,
sensitive study of cohorts to better understand this mechanism and the role it plays in
reducing AGEs and diabetic complications.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. GENERAL COMMENTS
T2DM has quickly become one of the major disease concerns among first-world
countries. Affecting as many as 22.3 million people in the United States and costing the
nation over $245 billion in healthcare costs, T2DM not only is a deadly disease but one
that also can drastically lower quality of life (American Diabetes Association, 2013). The
prevalence of diabetes is expected to increase 69% by the year 2030, projected to affect
439 million people worldwide, with the vast majority of that increase attributable to
T2DM (Shaw et al., 2010).
T2DM is a disease characterized by elevated blood glucose as a result of insulin
resistance, with fasting glucose levels increasing above 126 mg/dL. Unlike type 1
diabetes, which is elevated blood glucose entirely due to a lack of insulin production as a
result of islet cell breakdown, T2DM is more multifaceted in regards to its development.
Genetic variables, environmental factors, obesity, diet, and lack of physical activity all
play a role in the development of insulin resistance and T2DM.
Genetics is a large factor in T2DM development, as rates are elevated in certain
populations, including American Indians and African American populations. Of note due
to the proximity to the University of Arizona, the Pima Indians located in Southern
Arizona have the highest rate of diabetes in the world, affecting >60% of the population
(Welty et al., 1995). In addition to genetic factors, environmental factors such as chronic
inorganic arsenic exposure have been linked to increased risk of T2DM (Navas-Acien et
al., 2009).
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Insulin, a peptide hormone responsible for signaling cells to take in blood glucose, is
still produced in T2DM, however skeletal muscle, fat, and liver cells do not respond as
expected to the normal levels produced by the islet cells. In the liver, this resistance to
insulin results in abnormal glucose release, as the cells are not receiving the signal to turn
off gluconeogenesis. Additionally, islet beta cells in many cases secrete an insufficient
amount of insulin, based on levels of glucose present in the blood. There is usually a
combination of both insulin secretion and insulin resistance involved in the pathogenesis
in T2DM, though this can differ drastically from individual to individual.
T2DM is often preceded by a disorder known as metabolic syndrome. Metabolic
syndrome is diagnosed by having three or more of the following markers: waist
circumference >102 cm (men) or >88 cm (women); triglyceride levels >150 mg/dL; HDL
cholesterol <40 mg/dL (men or <50 mg/dL (women); blood pressure >130/85 mm Hg;
fasting glucose >110 mg/dL (Ford et al., 2002). A patient with metabolic syndrome is at
five times higher risk of developing T2DM, and as the pool of patients with metabolic
syndrome grows exponentially (currently affecting 34% of the U.S. population), so will
those with T2DM. There is a large overlap of causes and characteristics between T2DM
and metabolic syndrome, though it is possible to have one and not the other. A key factor
in both, however, is central obesity.
Diabetic complications are the major health effects associated with T2DM, and these
complications can affect a large number of organs and tissues in the body. These
complications include micro and macrovascular complications, neuropathy, retinopathy,
and nephropathy. One of the four major mechanisms of diabetic complications (Figure 11) is the non-enzymatic formation of stable AGEs due to elevations in reactive
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dicarbonyls, the most reactive of which is MG (Brownlee, 2001). AGEs have been found
on many proteins and in functional locations within those proteins, correlating with
complications and providing a mechanism for the development of complication due to
AGEs.
Glycation of proteins and the resulting AGEs is still a developing research field,
despite the evidence of the link to diabetic complications. The advancement of the field
of mass spectrometry has aided in the study of glycation, as identification of site-specific
AGEs is much easier with more sensitive instruments. It is now practical to search for
AGEs on moderate and low abundant proteins, in attempts to identify links between these
proteins and T2DM complications.
Strategies to reduce AGEs remains an elusive research goal, but one that could have
wide benefits. There has been little pharmaceutical research into compounds that can
positively affect levels of AGEs on proteins. Reduction in overall levels of reactive
dicarbonyls, such as MG, or a compound that stimulates the removal of stable AGEs
from residues, would be beneficial in the reduction of diabetic complications and overall
risk
Work described in this thesis focuses on protein AGEs that result from MG at
arginine residues on proteins, and how this protein adduction may ultimately influence
blood clot lysis and ultimately cardiovascular complications. Additionally, my work
explores the use of the anti-hyperglycemic drug metformin as a potential therapy to
prevent the formation of AGEs by reducing circulating MG, offering a new mechanism
of action for the drug.
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Figure 1-1. Major mechanisms of diabetic complications.
Excess superoxide can lead to inactivation of GAPDH, leading to a concomitant
increased in the triosephosphate glyceraldehyde-3-phsophate. This in turn can lead to
increases in MG, activating the AGE pathway and leading to diabetic complications
(Brownlee, 2001).
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1.2. METHYLGLYOXAL AND REACTIVE DICARBONYLS
1.2.1. Glycation
The term “glycation” has a broad definition, and has come to represent a couple
of specific processes. It general, it is the term used for adduction of a sugar to another
biomolecule (Zhang et al., 2008). It is typically used in contrast to glycosylation, an
enzyme-driven process, as glycation is non-enzymatic adduction.
Glycation is used as a term for early reactions in a process known as the Maillard
reaction (Maillard, 1912), whereby sugars form an unstable adduct known as a Schiff
base, or its rearranged cyclized form known as an Amadori product (Hodge, 1953). These
are the reaction products of glucose directly reacting with proteins, most commonly with
the epsilon amino group of lysine to form fructoselysine (FL) (Figure 1-2A). This adduct
is an example of an early-glycation product. This is the type of early glycation that is
monitored in patients with diabetes with glycation on hemoglobin indicative of long-term
glucose exposure; monitored as a glycated isoform of hemoglobin, termed A1C
(HbA1C). Due to the slow turnover of hemoglobin, HbA1C represents overall glucose
levels over a period of weeks, as the direct reaction between glucose and the n-terminal
beta chain ultimately forms a stable 1-deoxyfructose adduct. While HbA1c remains the
primary biomarker utilized to assess long-term glucose exposure, it does not appear to be
an accurate predictor of diabetic complications (DCCT, 1995). In particular, development
of biomarkers for cardiovascular complications in T2DM is vital, and MG-adducted
plasma proteins may eventually serve as such a biomarker, as elevations in MG are a
known link to diabetic complications.
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Another accepted use of the term “glycation” refers to the formation of all AGEs,
including adducts and cross-links, on all biomolecules within the body. These can arise
due to degradation from early glycation products like FL, or from adduction of residues
with reactive α-dicarbonyl compounds such as MG, glyoxal, or 3-deoxyglucosone.
The last accepted use of the term glycation applies specifically to the reaction
between MG and arginine residues on proteins, resulting in MG-specific AGEs such as
MG-derived dihydroxyimidazolidine (MG-DH) or MG-derived hydroimidazolone (MGH1) (Figure 1-2B). This final definition of glycation is most applicable to the work
herein.
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Figure 1-2. Early and advanced glycation.
A). Early stage adduction of lysine residues by glucose, forming a Schiff base prior to
undergoing Amadori rearrangement to form FL. B). Glycation of arginine by MG to form
the AGE MG-DH, followed by dehydration to form MG-H1 (Rabbani and Thornalley,
2012b).
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1.2.2. Methylglyoxal
Research into MG, also known as pyruvaldehyde or 2-oxopropanal, first began in
the later years of the 19th century. Shortly thereafter, the enzyme detoxication system for
MG, now known to be the glyoxalase system, was identified (Dakin and Dudley, 1913).
For a number of years, MG was believed to reside within the main glycolysis pathway,
until the canonical pathway was established. To date, the role of MG within the body
remains unclear, as a large number of hypotheses regarding its function have yet to yield
any insight. However, MG dose have deleterious effects within the body, and these
deleterious effects are accelerated in patients with T2DM (Karachalias et al., 2010,
Phillips et al., 1993, Beisswenger et al., 1999, Ahmed et al., 2005a).
There are a large number of ways that MG arises within the body (Figure 1-3).
MG forms mainly intracellularly, but a portion can leak outside cells, resulting in both
intra-and extracellular protein glycation (Vulesevic et al., 2014). MG synthase is an
enzyme that catalyzes the production of MG from dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP),
an intermediary product of the glycolysis pathway (Thornalley, 1993). Approximately
0.1-0.4% of triosephosphates (both DHAP and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate [G3P]) are
directed into the MG pathway (Thornalley, 1988, Martins et al., 2001). Degradation of
DHAP into MG also occurs non-enyzmatically (Kalapos, 1999). Elevations in oxidative
stress, due to hyperglycemia, can cause oxidative damage to DNA within the nucleus.
This damage triggers poly ADP ribose polymerase to ribosylate glyceraldehyde 3phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), resulting in its degradation. Lower amounts of
GAPDH results in elevations in glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate, which can be converted into
DHAP through triosphosphate isomerase (Brownlee, 2001). This is the primary
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mechanism by which oxidative damage can elevate MG levels, a process called glycooxidation.
MG is also known to form through fatty acid metabolism, the sorbitol pathway,
threonine metabolism through aminoacetone (Lyles and Chalmers, 1992), acetone
metabolism (Casazza et al., 1984), from degradation from early-glycation Amadori
products through retroaldolization (Zhang et al., 2008) and via non-enzymatic conversion
from acetoacetate (Milligan and Baldwin, 1967). Other reactive dicarbonyl products,
such as glyoxal and 3-deoxyglucosone can form through many of the same mechanisms
(Rabbani and Thornalley, 2012a). However, in the context of diabetes, perturbations in
glycolytic flux and oxidative stress are the primary mechanism by which elevations in
MG are observed.
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Figure 1-3. Pathways of MG production.
The major pathways for the production of MG include enzymatic (bold arrows) and nonenzymatic mechanisms from glucose, lipids, and proteins. Adapated from (Kalapos,
2013).
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Due to its small size and poor ionizability, it is difficult to detect MG to assess
levels of the compound. There are no developed methods for antibody, HPLC, mass
spectrometry, or plate based assays for the detection of free MG in vivo or in vitro.
Techniques to determine levels of MG use a derivatizing compound - 2-oxopentanoic
acid, 1,2-diamino-4,5-dimethoxybenzene, and o-phenylenediamide commonly used – and
then high-performance liquid chromatography for the determination of concentration
(Kalapos, 2013). The reliance on these techniques for MG detection has led to the
reporting of highly variable circulating plasma concentrations for MG, from as little as
123 nM ± 37 nM (Beisswenger et al., 1999) up to 3.34 µM ± 0.38 µM (Wang et al.,
2007). Studies relating to MG turnover and production suggest that the true plasma
concentration of MG is closer to the low end of the aforementioned range (Thornalley,
2008, Thornalley, 2005). The highly variable range of these estimates are due to the fact
that carbonyls are sparingly absorbant and non-fluorescent, requiring conjugation for
detection (Vidal et al., 2014). While these concentrations are relatively low, they do not
take into account a large portion of the MG pool that is protein bound via stable arginine
and lysine adduction, via reversible binding to thiol groups of cysteines, nor MG within
tissue. Intracellular concentrations are higher than plasma concentrations, reaching 2-4
µM (Phillips et al., 1993, Dobler et al., 2006, Nicolay et al., 2006). Regardless of
concentration detected, one constant with MG plasma analysis is that diabetes uniformly
increases plasma [MG]. In the studies referenced above, the concentration in the diabetic
groups were 189.3 nM ± 38.7 nM and 5.9 µM ± 0.7 µM.
Humans produce 3 mmol MG per day, with only 0.3% of this MG being involved
in glycation (Rabbani and Thornalley, 2012b). The remainder of the MG produced is
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broken down by enyzymatic degradation systems. Flux of MG is increased up to fourfold in diabetics, and formation of MG adducts are expected to be increased
proportionally (Rabbani and Thornalley, 2014). It is this elevation in MG levels that is
believed to be a risk factor for a large number of diabetic complications.
Normal breakdown of MG within the body is regulated primarily by two
enzymes, glyoxalase 1 and 2. The first enzyme processes MG into S-DLactoylglutathione, and the second enzyme takes this intermediate and converts it into Dlactate (Rabbani and Thornalley, 2012b). This serves as the major detoxification pathway
for MG, and any disruptions in this pathway can also result in elevations of MG, and
resulting AGE formation.

1.2.3. 3-Deoxyglucosone
Another compound of interest in the formation of AGEs is 3-deoxyglucosone
(3DG). 3DG also forms primarily through the Maillard reaction, as a result of the
degradation of early glycation products. Similar to MG, 3DG is elevated in patients with
T2DM, and the AGEs formed from 3DG are known to contribute to diabetic
complications. Elevations in 3DG have also been linked to elevations in oxidative stress,
promoting an environment conducive to formation of further dicarbonyl compounds and
diabetic complications, creating an amplification loop (Yan et al., 2003).
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1.3.

ADVANCED

GLYCATION

ENDPRODUCTS

AND

DIABETIC

COMPLICATIONS
1.3.1. Prominent AGEs
Early and advanced glycation endproducts on proteins can vary drastically, as they are
dependent on both the glycating compound as well as the residue on which they are
formed. The residues most likely on which to find stable AGEs are lysine and arginine.
Roughly 0.1-0.2% of lysine and arginine residues would be expected to be glycated at
any point in time (Thornalley et al., 2003). Early glycation adducts occur on lysine
residues, forming FL (Ahmed and Thornalley, 2007). Later stage advanced endproducts
on lysine include Nε-carboxyethyl-lysine and Nε-carboxymethyl-lysine (Thornalley et al.,
2003).
Of the most interest for this work, and of note due to their importance
quantitatively, are the AGEs formed with the guanidino group of arginine by MG, and to
a lesser extent 3DG (Figure 1-4). The primary product of this reaction is a
hydroimidazolone; in the case of MG, Nδ-(5-hydro-5-methyl-4-imidazolon-2-yl)ornithine (MG-H1), in the case of 3DG, Nδ-(5-hydro-5-(2,3,4-trihydroxybutyl)-4imidazolon-2-yl)-ornithine (3DG-H1) (Ahmed and Thornalley, 2007).
Formation of MG-H1 results in an addition of 54.0105 Da to the arginine residue
and is neutral in charge state (UniMod). MG-H1 forms from a loss of water from an
intermediate arginine modification known as MG-DH, which is an addition of 72.0211
Da to the arginine residue (UniMod). MG-H1 accounts for 90% of the adducts formed
from MG (Ahmed et al., 2005b, Dobler et al., 2006, Duran-Jimenez et al., 2009, Rabbani
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et al., 2011). Among the minor products, additional adducts include the fluorophore
argpyrimidine, a stable 6-membered ring structure (Ahmed et al., 2003).
Hydroimidazolones have a relatively short chemical half-life under physiological
conditions, at between 2-6 weeks, and glycate both short and long-lived intra and
extracellular proteins (Ahmed

and

Thornalley,

2007).

The

stability of the

hydroimidazolone adduct requires proteolysis and de novo protein synthesis to replace
the damaged protein (Goldberg, 2003). Proteins with MG-H1 modifications have been
anticipated to be targets of proteolysis due to the damage causing tertiary structural
alterations to the protein (Ahmed et al., 2005b, Dobler et al., 2006, Grune et al., 1996,
Dudek et al., 2005, Hernebring et al., 2006).
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Figure 1-4. Arginine and dicarbonyl-derived adducts.
Arginine, argpyrimidine, MG-H1, and 3DG-H1 chemical structures and chemical names.
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1.3.2. AGEs and vascular complications
There is an accumulation of data linking AGEs and vascular complications.
Multiple studies have noted that injection of MG or AGE-modified proteins results in
vascular damage mimicking that observed in T2DM (Vlassara et al., 1994, Vlassara et
al., 1995, Vlassara et al., 1992, Berlanga et al., 2005). Evidence exists that AGEs
accumulate in the renal glomeruli, retina, and peripheral nerve in both experimental and
clinical diabetes (Thornalley et al., 2003).
Collagen and elastin are targets of AGE modification, and the resulting vascular
stiffness is believed to contribute to vascular stress (Dobler et al., 2006, Zieman et al.,
2005). Elevated levels of MG and other dicarbonyls activate an inflammatory response
resulting in accelerated cardiomyocyte and vascular damage in diabetes (Vulesevic et al.,
2014). Additionally, MG elevations may play a critical role in endothelium-dependent
relaxation, and ultimately vascular complications (Brouwers et al., 2010). MGmodifications on mitochondrial proteins lead to a decline in mitochondrial function,
accelerating cellular damage (Ihnat et al., 2007). Moreover, increases in MGmodification have been found to prevent activation of cell survival pathways during
ischemia, perhaps due to glycation and inhibition of redox-related protein thioredoxin
(Wang et al., 2010).
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1.4. TARGETS OF GLYCATION
1.4.1. Specificity
Glycation can have damaging effects, as protein stability, structure, and function
can all be affected. Functional impairment of proteins by MG commonly occurs due to
the fact that arginine residues are one of the main sites glycation, and arginine residues
are more commonly found in functional domains of proteins than lysine residues,
accounting for 19.5% of functional site residues (Thornalley and Rabbani, 2011). There
is also evidence that arginine residues within functional domains are hot spots for
modification by MG (Dobler et al., 2006).
Extent of protein modification by MG-H1 rarely exceeds 10% of total protein,
primarily due to protein turnover (Rabbani and Thornalley, 2012b). In situations where
turnover is less frequent, such as with lens crystallins, the extent of MG-H1 modification
can become much higher than 10% (Ahmed et al., 2003). Thus, the working theory is that
functional modification of proteins due to glycation arises not due to high overall protein
glycation, but rather due to glycation at sensitive and functional residues at low
concentrations of MG. Slight changes to overall extent of MG-H1 modification, if they
occur at functional sites, will have the most drastic noticeable effects on protein function
(Rabbani and Thornalley, 2012b).
Site-specific MG modifications have been identified primarily through the use of
LC-MS/MS (Rabbani and Thornalley, 2012b). This process allows for identification of
peptides containing an arginine residue with MG-H1 or MG-DH modification.
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1.4.2. Albumin
Due to its abundance within the plasma, human serum albumin (HSA) is one of
the most highly studied proteins in regards to MG-H1 modifications. In order to detect
MG-H1 modifications, a protein needs to both be relatively highly glycated and
accessible (Zhang et al., 2008). HSA fits both criteria extremely well.
R410 is a known site-specific modification of MG on HSA, which is both
sensitive and has functional implications (Ahmed et al., 2005b). Modification at R410
impacts ketoprofen binding and esterase activity and is one of the most studied sites on
albumin. Another seven sites, with varying sensitivity to MG adduction, were identified
on albumin in later work (Kimzey et al., 2011). R257 was the major site identified, both
in regards to its sensitivity as well as the functional implications. Modeling of MG-H1 at
R257 indicated a decreased affinity for the ligand warfarin with drug binding site I,
where R257 resides within HSA.
Dissertation work by Dr. Michael Kimzey elaborated further on this modification,
and utilized R257 in a study examining its potential use as a biomarker in T2DM patients.
The study determined that patients with T2DM had elevated MG-H1 modification at
R257 over non-diabetic patients. Interestingly, a reduction in R257 glycation was
observed in patients on metformin therapy.
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1.4.3. Other known glycation targets
A number of other proteins, primarily plasma proteins, have been studied in
regards to their site-specific glycation. In a number of these proteins, functional
modifications were noted which may play a direct role in diabetic complications.
Collagen is a protein that is a known target of glycation. Arginine residues in the
integrin-binding sites of collagen are hot spots for glycation and modification at these
sites causes functional changes in the protein, resulting in detachment of endothelial cells
(Dobler et al., 2006). It is thought that this would lead to blood platelet binding and
activation, followed by clot development.
Overall glycation of human lens proteins is increased with age (Ahmed et al.,
2003). In low turnover proteins, it is a reasonable assumption that elevated age is roughly
equivalent to elevated MG exposure, so observing this protein more highly glycated with
age is to be expected. However, it was also observed that these proteins were more highly
glycated in cataract samples, yet another link between single protein MG-modification
and a known diabetic complication.
Though site-specificity was not established, overall MG modification of the
voltage-gated sodium channel Nav1.8 results in enhanced sensory neuron excitability and
an increased sensitivity to pain (hyperalgesia) (Bierhaus et al., 2012). A knockout Nav1.8
mouse model was effective at preventing hyperalgesia due to elevations in MG.
Glycation of this protein appears to be a clear link between elevations in MG and diabetic
pain sensitivity.
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In vitro work in the dissertation of Dr. Kimzey, utilizing 5 mM MG modification
of human plasma, identified multiple sites of MG modification on plasma proteins,
including transferrin, haptoglobin, apolipoprotein A1, and transferrin. Using pure
proteins modified by 5 mM MG, he was also able to identify site-specific modifications
on both fibrinogen and Pg. All warrant further study to determine if any of the sitespecific modifications may confer functional changes.

1.5. METHODS FOR THE PREVENTION OF AGES
1.5.1. Aminoguanidine
The first and most powerful inhibitor of AGEs known to date is aminoguanidine
(Figure 1-5). In the first study exploring its role as a glycation inhibitor, aminoguanidine
was able to inhibit cross-linking and fluorescence of aortic collagen in diabetic rats
(Brownlee et al., 1986). Further studies indicated that aminoguanidine slowed the
development of a number of diabetic complications. Interestingly, aminoguanidine was
able to halt AGE formation while having no effect on hyperglycemia directly, indicating
that a different mechanism was in play aside from reducing AGEs by removing glucose
upstream (Brownlee, 1994).
The mechanism at work was a direct reaction between the compound and reactive
dicarbonyls, trapping them as a separate, stable cyclic compound and preventing AGE
formation (Thornalley et al., 2000). While the therapy was effective as a dicarbonyl
scavenging therapeutic, trials with the drug were terminated due to some serious
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complications, most notably the development of anemia and the development of antinuclear antibodies (Nilsson, 1999).

1.5.2. Metformin
A drug structurally similar to aminoguanidine, and already known to be safe and
effective in humans, is the anti-hyperglycemic metformin (dimethylbiguanide) (Figure 15). Metformin’s known mechanism of action involves suppressing hepatic glucose
release through the activation of AMP-activated protein kinase (Rena et al., 2013).
MG concentrations in diabetic patients treated with metformin were significantly
reduced by metformin treatment (Beisswenger et al., 1999). As mentioned previously,
obesity is large underlying co-factor in the development of T2DM. Metformin is the firstline therapy overweight T2DM patients, as it has less weight gain and hypoglycemia
associated with the treatment compared to other glucose-lowering therapies. Metformin is
also a more effective therapy for the reduction of diabetic complications than other
glucose lowering drugs, such as insulin and sulfonylureas, a phenomenon observed
during one of the largest clinical studies of T2DM to date (UKPDS, 1998). Metformin
appears to have inhibitory effects on both early and late stage adduction (Rahbar et al.,
2000), while aminoguanidine was limited in effect to only early stage adduction
(Khalifah et al., 1999). Additionally, the dissertation work of Dr. Kimzey from the Lau
laboratory discovered a significant association between metformin treatment and
reduction in adducts on albumin by MG, 3DG, and another reactive dicarbonyl,
glucosone. The levels of adducts on albumin in those treated with metformin were
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significantly lower than those not on metformin therapy, and were indistinguishable from
levels in non-diabetic patients.
Metformin has previously been studied as a possible scavenger of MG due to its
structural similarity to aminoguanidine (Ruggiero-Lopez et al., 1999). The reduction of
MG levels has been attributed, at least in part, to direct binding and trapping of MG by
metformin (Beisswenger and Ruggiero-Lopez, 2003). The reaction is not believed to be
occurring at a rapid rate (k=0.56±0.14 M-1 min-1) (Battah et al., 2002), however the
constant presence of high levels of metformin in those taking the drug may serve to
somewhat negate the slow rate of reaction.
The study into metformin scavenging remains incomplete, especially in humans,
and an efficient, selective, and sensitive method for detection of the resulting product in
plasma and urine is not present in the literature, making it difficult to assess the
contribution this mechanism plays in reduction of MG and AGEs. The contribution of
reducing overall glucose burden cannot be ruled out as a factor in the overall reduction in
MG and resulting AGEs, and more research into the topic is required.
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Figure 1-5. Known inhibitors of AGEs.
Research has indicated that all four compounds, metformin, aminoguanidine, ALT-946,
and LR-90 reduce AGE levels. All but LR-90 are believed to work at least in part through
direct scavenging of reactive dicarbonyls such as MG.
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1.5.3. Different techniques for capturing and preventing AGEs
There are a number of other compounds that have been associated with lower
AGEs. Some are likely due to their glucose lowering effect (pioglitazone, troglitazone)
(May and Qu, 2000, Rahbar et al., 2000), others are perhaps due to their ability to lower
oxidative stress and therefore prevent production of glycooxidative products (Dpenicillamine, desferoxamine, acetylsalicylic acid, ibuprofen, indomethacin, inositol)
(Keita et al., 1992, Jakus et al., 1999, Sobal and Menzel, 2000, Caballero et al., 2000).
The methylxanthine pentoxifylline has also been associated with lower AGEs, though no
mechanism has been posited (Rahbar et al., 2000).
Benfotiamine, typically used for sciatic nerve pain, is known to inhibit AGE
formation, although its exact mechanism for this AGE inhibition is unknown. The most
likely mechanism for this AGE inhibition is due to shuttling of AGE precursors into the
pentose phosphate pathway, thereby reducing AGE levels (Stracke et al., 2001, Hammes
et al., 2003). Tenilsetam, a cognition enhancing drug used in dementia, is another
effective AGE inhibitor, however the mechanism for this effect has not been elucidated
(Shoda et al., 1997). The compound reacts directly with sugars and glycated proteins,
which is perhaps how this compound is effective.
As for designed, novel compounds with the goal of AGE inhibition, little work is
ongoing in this field. ALT-946 is an inhibitor of AGE, developed by Alteon (Figure 1-5).
The compound exhibits renal protection in diabetic rats and has little off-target effects at
nitric oxide synthase, a major difference from aminoguanidine (Forbes et al., 2001).
OPB-9195 is a thiazolidinedione-based structure and is reported to be a potent inhibitor
of AGE, with the hydrazine nitrogen groups thought to be involved in the trapping
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mechanism (Nakamura et al., 1997). LR-90 was developed as an anti-AGE agent that has
displayed an ability to halt progression of diabetic nephropathy in diabetic mice (Figarola
et al., 2003). The exact mechanism of LR-90 is unclear, though it is known to be a metal
chelator, and inhibition of reactive oxygen species seems to play a role (Rahbar and
Figarola, 2003).
Another avenue for AGE prevention involves breaking the stable AGE crosslinks,
removing the deleterious effect rather than preventing it from occurring in the first place.
Novel compounds LR-20, LR-23, LR102, metformin, and 5-acetylsalicylic acid all have
displayed a moderate ability to break these cross-links on collagen in diabetic rats
(Rahbar and Figarola, 2003).
While these novel inhibitors merit further study, and development of new
therapeutics with AGE prevention in mind are a noble goal, utilization of currently
widely used drugs like metformin, with AGE prevention in mind, may be of benefit to
diabetic patients. Further studies into metformin and its AGE prevention would aid in this
goal.

1.6. ANALYSIS BY MASS SPECTROMETRY
The current standard for the detection of site-specific AGE modification of
proteins is mass spectrometry. Identification of MG-H1 residues on tryptic peptides, in
particular using high resolution mass spectrometers like an LTQ Orbitrap Velos (Thermo
Scientific), is considered an essential step in current studies of site-specific MG
modification (Rabbani and Thornalley, 2014).
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Protein analysis of MG modification uses the “bottom-up” approach to
proteomics. In this approach, proteins are fragmented with a proteolytic enzyme –
commonly trypsin – and these tryptic peptides are analyzed by the mass spectrometer. In
most cases, the peptides being analyzed are further fragmented within the instrument and
these smaller fragments are then analyzed. The fragment data is then used, through the
use of computer programs, to reassemble and determine the correct peptide sequence. In
the case of MG modifications, this approach can reveal on which residue within the
peptide a modification exists. This technique has been used to determine site-specific
post-translational modifications of proteins, not only with MG but with other reactive
compounds related to oxidative stress, such as malondialdehyde, 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal
and 4-oxo-2-nonenal, and was able to determine differential levels of these modifications
in obese and obese/T2DM cohorts from control (Bollineni et al., 2014).
Mass spectrometry also allows for the detection of small molecules in complex
mixtures. Using similar concepts as proteomics analysis, using liquid chromatography a
compound will elute from a column at a known retention time, provide a distinct mass to
charge (m/z) ratio, and when fragmented, yield fragments unique to the compound.
There are a large array of mass spectrometers, and all have their uses. There are
three components that are traditionally incorporated into a mass spectrometer: an
ionization source which contributes a charge to the sample, a mass analyzer which is used
to separate ions based on m/z, and a detector which counts the resulting ions.
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1.6.1. Ionization sources
The primary ionization source for the study of site-specific modification and
small molecules in a complex mixture is ESI. This is a “soft” form of ionization, in that it
does not break covalent bonds during the ionization process. This ionization source is
used when the sample is in liquid form, and ESI creates a fine mist of charged droplets as
a result of solution flowing through a capillary at high voltage. The sample enters the gas
phase as the solvent evaporates, leaving it with the charge that has been applied via ESI
and the resulting charged sample enters the source of the mass spectrometer. In the case
of complex mixtures, samples are eluted from an analytical C18 column before entering
the ESI source.

1.6.2. Mass analyzers
A mass analyzer is used to separate and/or fragment ions. Commonly used mass
analyzers for proteomics include ion traps, quadrupoles, time of flight, and orbitrap. In
tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), this process of mass analysis occurs twice (before
and after fragmentation), whether at two different times with the same analyzer or with
two different mass analyzers within the instrument.
Quadrupole mass analyzers consist of four parallel cylindrical rods and filter ions
based on the stability of their paths in the electric fields being applied to the rods. In a
triple quadrupole, the first (Q1) and the third (Q3) quadrupoles act as mass analyzers,
while the middle quadrupole (Q2) is used as a collision cell for ion fragmentation.
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Ion trap mass analyzers utilize the ends of quadrupole rods. These mass analyzers
can trap packets of ions, and within the mass analyzer, selection, dissociation, and
scanning can all be accomplished.
Orbitrap mass analyzers were commercially introduced in 2005 and have become
a standard within the field for analysis of post-translational modifications (Figure 1-6).
Orbitrap mass analyzers have an outer barrel electrode and an inner spindle electrode, and
when ions enter the orbitrap they enter a spin trajectory around the spindle. The elliptical
spin trajectory allows for extremely accurate mass determination. Two sensors within the
analyzer can detect the unique spin trajectory and attribute it with high resolution to a
single ion. This mass analyzer allows for mass accuracy better than 1 ppm. Though fewer
spectra are traditionally obtained from this mass analyzer, the spectra obtained are of
higher resolution and confidence.
A large portion of the work in this dissertation was performed on a LTQ Orbitrap
Velos (Thermo Fisher), as it was used in all of the analysis of protein MG-modification.
The work in Chapter 5 was performed on an Agilent 6490 triple quadrupole instrument.
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Figure 1-6. ESI, linear ion trap, and orbitrap mass analyzer
An LTQ Orbitrap Velos uses ESI to contribute a charge to the sample. The C-Trap, a
curved linear ion trap, permits select ions to pass into the orbitrap, where high mass
accuracy analysis occurs. A selected high resolution parent ion is then fragmented and the
resulting fragments are mass analyzed in the linear triple quadrupole at lower resolution
than that of the orbitrap.
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1.6.3. Ion fragmentation
Collision induced dissociation (CID) is the most commonly used method for ion
fragmentation. Molecular ions are accelerated by increased energy and allowed to collide
with a neutral gas, such as nitrogen, helium or argon. The result is fragmentation of the
ion, and these fragment ions are analyzed in the case of MS/MS.
In the case of CID of a peptide, common fragments include b and y ions (Wysocki
et al., 2000). B ions are the result of fragmentation and resulting charge remaining on the
N-terminus of the peptide. Y ions result when the charge remains on the C-terminus of
the peptide. Fragmentation can occur at many points on the peptide backbone, resulting
in b and y ions of varying m/z (Figure 1-7). These varying fragments can be used to
determine the sequence of the peptide.
CID of a small molecule results in fragments unique to the structure of the initial
compound. These fragments can be used to provide insight into the parent compound
structure. Due to varying stability of bonds within a compound, varying collision energy
(CE) is often necessary to break different bonds within the compound.
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Figure 1-7. Peptide fragmentation ions generated from CID.
The fragment types displayed are the most common ions formed using CID. B and y ions
are commonly observed, with a b ion retaining a charge on the N-terminal fragment, and
a y ion retaining a charge on the C-terminal fragment.
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1.6.4. Multiple reaction monitoring
Mulitple reaction monitoring (MRM) is a concept that utilizes the properties of an
LC-MS/MS for the sensitive identification of target compounds (Figure 1-8). This
method requires method development in order to determine the known parent ion, as well
as the daughter ions that result from CID fragmentation of that parent ion. Once these are
known, a method can be developed in order to selectively fragment in Q2 only ions
matching those of the parent molecules of interest, identified within Q1, and then levels
of the predetermined daughter ions are selected for in Q3, and the resulting ions pass to
the detector yielding insight into total compound present. Each parent/daughter ion pair
monitored is traditionally called a transition, and each transition has an optimized CE for
optimal fragmentation of the daughter fragment from the parent ion. Multiple transitions
are traditionally monitored for a single compound for higher confidence of detection, as
all transitions for a single compound should have identical retention times as the
compound elutes from the LC column. This method of MRM was utilized in the study of
patient urine for metformin and a resulting metformin-MG product in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1-8. Multiple reaction monitoring.
A schematic of a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer is shown. Q1 and Q3 are mass
filters that select the parent ion and daughter fragment. Q2 is a collision cell that creates
fragments of the parent ion using CID. A signal (blue) is generated based on the intensity
of parent-daughter transition. Figure adapted from (Boja and Rodriguez, 2011).
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1.7. DISSERTATION AIMS
This dissertation investigates the role that MG plays in cardiovascular
complications due to site specific protein glycation, and studies a mechanism by which
metformin can aid in the reduction of levels of MG. The second chapter explores overall
functional changes due to MG adduction of the plasma protein Pg, and explores how site
specific modifications may play a role in the observed changes. In Chapter 3, sensitivity
to MG adduction by Pg is further explored, and modifications of Pg are explored in
human plasma samples via Orbiptrap analysis. Chapter 4 describes a novel metabolite
formed as a result of MG reacting with metformin, yielding further insight into the
mechanism by which metformin reduces AGEs. This metabolite was previously
incorrectly identified, and the work in this chapter unequivocally determines the structure
of the metabolite using heteronuclear bond correlation nuclear magnetic resonance, and
x-ray diffraction. In Chapter 5, a method for the rapid determination of this metforminMG IMZ product is developed using MRM. The urine from a cohort of ~90 patients on
metformin-therapy was studied to determine levels of the IMZ. The work presented
herein represents the first examination of site-specific MG-modification of Pg and
resulting functional changes, as well as the first time MG-H1 and MG-DH modified Pg
has been identified in humans. MG adduction at Pg has drastic functional effects, and the
identification of MG-modified Pg isoforms in humans indicates that human subjects may
be susceptible to similar consequences. The structure determination of the IMZ formed
from metformin and MG denotes the first time this compound has been correctly
characterized and identified, while the MRM method for detecting this product in humans
is the first rapid, sensitive, high-throughput assay that has been developed for IMZ
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identification. The work will aid in a better understanding of the mechanisms of
metformin and the formation of IMZ in human patients on metformin therapy.
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CHAPTER 2: INHIBITION OF ACTIVATION OF THE FIBRINOLYTIC
SYSTEM PROTEIN PLASMINOGEN BY METHYLGLYOXAL
2.1. INTRODUCTION
T2DM is associated with a number of complications, the most severe being
cardiovascular disease (CVD). CVD is characterized primarily by the thickening of
arterial walls due to the accumulation of cholesterol, eventual occlusion of blood vessels
and associated thrombosis, which ultimately causes heart disease or stroke. The mortality
rate due to stroke and heart disease is higher in T2DM patients than in the general
population (Gorina and Lentzner, 2008, Heron, 2007).
Among the causes of CVD in T2DM is the nonenzymatic formation of AGEs
from reactive dicarbonyl sugars, such as MG and 3DG (Plutzky, 2011). AGE formation
on proteins such as collagen and elastin causes vascular stiffness, can cause stress
signaling and inflammatory response, and ultimately promote atherosclerotic plaque
formation. Overall dicarbonyl stress from elevated levels of MG and 3DG may play a
crucial role in the development of vascular complications. However, the effect of AGEs
on the process of thrombosis has not been fully elucidated, and the ultimate mechanisms
through which hyperglycemia promote vascular disease are not fully understood.
The process of thrombosis is normally counteracted by the process of fibrinolysis
to maintain hemostasis. Pg, a zymogen released from the liver, is converted into plasmin
by the enzyme tPA via cleavage between arginine-561 (R561) and valine-562 (V562)
(Benfeldt et al., 1995). Pn is the active enzyme which degrades the fibrin backbone of a
clot. In vivo fibrinolysis may be impaired as a result of MG modification of Pg (Lerant et
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al., 2000). Pn, a serine protease, is also responsible for other functions within the body
including activation of collagenases, facilitating ovulation, and cleavage of a large
number of substrates including fibrin, fibronectin, laminin, and von Willebrand factor.
The half-life of glu-plasminogen, the native version of the protein, is 2.24 ± 0.29 days
(Miyashita et al., 1988). Although this is relatively short for a protein, in vitro work
demonstrates that glycation can occur within this time period (Gugliucci, 2003). The
exact mechanism by which this impairment occurs has not been elucidated. Additionally,
the oral hypoglycemic drug rosiglitazone improves plasminogen activity (Mustaffa et al.,
2011). The reduction in glycemic burden, and possibly the subsequent reduction of AGEs
on Pg, resulted in a 16% improvement in enzyme activity. Research into other glucose
lowering drugs, such as metformin, and their effect on plasminogen activity has never
been undertaken.
Recent work has confirmed that glycation of plasminogen in type 1 diabetes has a
direct effect on fibrinolysis, as plasminogen purified from diabetic patients displayed
inhibited fibrinolysis, and improved glycemic control of those same patients resulted in a
partially restored fibrinolytic activity (Ajjan et al., 2013). The same study indicated that
two fructosamine-modified lysine residues, at positions 107 and 557, may be responsible
for the observed functional changes. It was speculated that K557 may have been of
functional significance due to its location, interfering with hydrolysis of the R561-V562
cleavage site, and the work presented explores this cleavage site area further.
Due to the steric and electrostatic changes that MG adduction causes, we
hypothesize that functional impairment of normal hemostasis may be due to adduction of
critical arginine(s) on Pg. Previously, we utilized mass spectrometry-based approaches to
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identify MG adducts on the plasma protein albumin (Kimzey et al., 2011). Such
structural modifications on albumin altered its drug binding ability. In this study we
investigated MG adduction on Pg in order to identify potential critical arginines. R561
was identified for molecular modeling studies of modified Pg, with various dicarbonyl
adducts on R561. The functional significance of MG modification of Pg was
demonstrated via activation by the exogenous thrombolytic drug streptokinase (STK) and
endogenous activators tPA and uPA. Our results reveal that modification of plasminogen
by reactive dicarbonyls, perhaps at specific sites, leads to impaired fibrinolysis and could
be an underlying factor in increased cardiovascular complications in T2DM.
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2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.2.1. Chemicals
Sequencing grade trypsin was purchased from Promega (Fitchburg, WI). 40%
MG solution and streptokinase were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Glu-plasminogen,
fibrinogen, tissue plasminogen activator, urokinase, and chromogenic substrate for Pn
were acquired from Molecular Innovations (Novi, MI). Thrombin BioUltra was obtained
from Sigma Aldrich.

2.2.2. Modification of Pg with methylglyoxal
Physiologically relevant concentrations (Chaplen et al., 1998, Ahmed et al., 2002)
of MG were utilized for all LC-MS/MS, silver stain and enzyme inhibition analyses of
Pg. glu-Pg (10 µg) was incubated with MG (1-500 µM) at 37°C for 24 Hrs. Samples for
STK assay were further processed before being resolved on a 12% SDS-PAGE gel
following removal from 37°C oven.

2.2.3. Gel excision, cleanup and digestion
500 µM MG-modified sample was resolved on a 12% SDS-PAGE gel and gel
was stained with coomassie Imperial Protein Stain (Thermo Scientific). Coomassie
stained gel-band was excised and washed in ddH2O for 15 min. H2O was removed and
bands were incubated in 50/50 acetonitrile (ACN):ddH2O for 15 min. ACN:ddH2O was
removed and bands were incubated with ACN for 5 min. ACN was removed and gels
were incubated with 100mM ammonium bicarbonate (AMBIC). An equal volume of
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ACN was added to make 1:1 solution and was incubated for 15 min. The ACN/AMBIC
solution was removed and remaining gel bands were dried by speed-vacuum.
Dithiothreitol (DTT; 10mM) was added to each band and incubated at 56°C for 45 min.
DTT was removed and sample brought to room temperature (RT). Iodoacetamide (IAA;
55mM) was added to each sample and incubated at RT for 30 min in dark. IAA was
removed and 100mM AMBIC was added and bands were incubated for 5 min. An equal
volume of ACN was added to make a 1:1 solution and incubated for 15 min. The
ACN/AMBIC solution was removed and bands were dried by speed-vacuum. Bands were
digested with sequencing-grade trypsin (Promega; 400 ng/band) in 50mM AMBIC and
incubated on ice for 45 min. Tryptic solution was removed and 50mM AMBIC was
added to each band and incubated overnight at 37°C to complete digestion. Digests were
acidified using 10% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). Supernatant was saved. Band was
covered with TFA:ACN (0.1%:60%) and sonicated at 20°C water bath for 30 min.
Supernatant was combined with previous fraction. Samples were speed vacuumed to a
final volume of 10 µL prior to LC-MS/MS analysis on an LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass
spectrometer as described below.

2.2.4. Tandem mass spectrometry coupled to liquid chromatography (LC-MS/MS)
LC-MS/MS analysis of in-gel trypsin digested-proteins (Shevchenko et al., 1996)
was carried out using a LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, San Jose, CA) equipped with an Advion nanomate ESI source (Advion, Ithaca,
NY), following ZipTip (Millipore, Billerica, MA) C18 sample clean-up according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Peptides were eluted from a C18 precolumn (100-μm id × 2
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cm, Thermo Fisher Scientific) onto an analytical column (75-μm ID × 10 cm, C18,
Thermo Fisher Scientific) using a 5-20% gradient of solvent B (acetonitrile, 0.1% formic
acid) over 65 minutes, followed by a 20-35% gradient of solvent B over 25 minutes, all at
a flow rate of 400 nl/min. Solvent A consisted of water and 0.1% formic acid. Data
dependent scanning was performed by the Xcalibur v 2.1.0 software (Andon et al., 2002)
using a survey mass scan at 60,000 resolution in the Orbitrap analyzer scanning m/z 3501600, followed by collision-induced dissociation (CID) tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) of the fourteen most intense ions in the linear ion trap analyzer. For human
samples analyzed, an inclusion list was utilized that first preferentially allowed the ions
corresponding to known modified peptides to undergo CID prior to that of the most
intense ions. Precursor ions were selected by the monoisotopic precursor selection
(MIPS) setting with selection or rejection of ions held to a +/- 10 ppm window. Dynamic
exclusion was set to place any selected m/z on an exclusion list for 45 seconds after a
single MS/MS. All MS/MS samples were analyzed using Sequest (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA; version 1.3.0.339). Sequest was set up to search human
proteins downloaded from UniProtKB on 08/06/2013. Variable modifications considered
during

the

search

included

methionine

oxidation

(15.995

Da),

cysteine

carbamidomethylation (57.021 Da), as well as two products of the adduction of arginine
residues by MG, MG-H1 (54.011 Da) and MG-DH (72.021 Da). At the time of the
search, the Human UniProt database contained 88,323 entries. Proteins were identified at
95% confidence with XCorr scores (Qian et al., 2005) as determined by a reversed
database search using the Percolator algorithm (http://per-colator.com) (Spivak et al.,
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2009). Identified modified peptides were considered with a q-value < 0.01 (Kall et al.,
2008).
2.2.5. Molecular modeling of Pg and tPA complex
The X-ray crystal structure coordinates for human Pg catalytic domain (PDB
code: 1ddj) (Wang et al., 2000) and human tPA (PDB code: 1bda) (Renatus et al., 1997)
were used for modeling of the complex structure. Model for the complex structure was
created using published data on Pg-tPA interaction (Wang et al., 2000). Charges were
assigned using consistent valence force field (CVFF) parameters within Insight II 2005L
modeling software (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA). This complex was then soaked in
TIP3P water molecules. This assembly was then subjected to molecular minimization and
dynamics protocol as elaborated below. The assembly was first subjected to 100000 steps
of minimization using Discover 3.0 and then dynamic equilibration for 50 picoseconds
(ps) and simulations for 450 ps. Trajectories were collected every 1.0 ps. Trajectory
frames were analyzed using their potential energy values and twenty lowest potential
energy structures were used to create the average structure. This average structure was
minimized using 100000 steps of minimization. The final minimized structure was then
used for the analysis, and the interaction energy values were calculated using Affinity
docking module.
Three adducts (MG-H1, [N Δ-(5-hydro-5-methyl-4-imidazolon-2-yl)-ornithine];
3DG-H1, [N Δ-(5-hydro-5-(2,3,4-trihydroxybutyl)-4-imidazolon-2-yl)ornithine]; and
argpyrimidine [N5-(5-hydroxy-4,6-dimethyl-2-pyrimidinyl)ornithine]) were built on the
R561 residue of Pg using Insight II – builder module. Molecular minimization and
dynamics protocol was repeated for adducted Pg-tPA complexes as described earlier.
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2.2.6. Molecular modeling of kringle 5
The X-ray crystal structure coordinates for human kringle (KR) 5 domain (PDB
code: 2KNF) (Battistel et al., 2009) were used to build the models of the adducts (MGH1 [N Δ-(5-hydro-5-methyl-4-imidazolon-2-yl)-ornithine]; and argpyrimidine [N5-(5hydroxy-4,6-dimethyl-2-pyrimidinyl)ornithine]). Molecular modeling studies were
performed using Sybyl 8.0 software available from Tripos Inc. Appropriate chemical
adducts were created and the charges were assigned using Gasteiger-Huckel parameters
within Sybyl. The adduct structure was then subjected to molecular minimization using
10000 steps of minimization. The refined structure was then used for the analysis.

2.2.7. Reaction of Pg with activating enzymes.
Upon removal from the 37°C oven, Pg was buffer exchanged in a 3-kDa spinfilter (Amicon YM-3; Millipore) to ensure the removal of MG from the sample.
Following centrifugation, the volume of each sample was brought to 150 µL, and divided
into five 30 µL samples for different incubations. STK (3U), tPA (100nM) or uPA
(100nM) was used per sample. STK, tPA or uPA was incubated with Pg for 0, 5, 15, 30,
60, or 90 min. At the conclusion of the enzyme incubation, samples were denatured with
5% BME and heated for 5 minutes at 100°C on a heat block prior to being resolved on a
12% SDS-PAGE gel.
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2.2.8. Silver Staining
Gels were stained using a modified version of the method from (Blum et al.,
1987). Gel was fixed overnight in a solution of 50% MeOH, 12% glacial acetic acid, and
0.0185% formaldehyde. The gel was washed 2x20 min with 50% EtOH followed by 20
minutes with 30% EtOH. The gel was subjected to a pretreatment solution of 0.2 mg/ml
of sodium thiosulfate (Na2S2O3) for 1 minute and was rinsed 3x20 sec with MilliQ H2O.
The gel was impregnated with the silver solution (2 mg/ml silver nitrate [AgNO3],
0.078% formaldehyde) for 20 minutes. Following two 20-second MilliQ H2O washes, the
gel was immediately developed with a solution of 60 mg/ml Na2CO3, 4 µg/ml sodium
thiosulfate, and 0.0185% formaldehyde until protein bands were visible. Upon acceptable
staining progression, the gel was rinsed twice for 2 min with MilliQ H2O before the
reaction was stopped with a solution of 50% MeOH and 12% glacial acetic acid. Gel was
washed and stored in 50% MeOH. Gel was imaged with a ChemiDoc XRS System
(BioRad).

2.2.9. Chromogenic activity assay
Pg (10 µg) was incubated with MG (50-500µM) in 10mM HEPES/150mM NaCl
(pH 7.4) for 24 hours at 37°C. Following modification, sample volumes were increased
to 150 µL and placed in 5 kDa spin filters to reduce volume and remove excess MG from
solution.
A 96-well plate was incubated with 200 µL of 260nM fibrinogen in TBS for 40
min. at room temperature. Fibrinogen solution was removed and replaced with 250 µL
TBS containing 3% bovine serum albumin and 0.01% TWEEN for 90 minutes at 37°C.
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Blocking solution was removed and the plate was washed twice with solution of 50mM
Tris-HCl, 110mM NaCl and 0.01% TWEEN (pH 7.4). Thrombin (5 units/mL) and 5mM
CaCl2 in 50mM Tris-HCl, 110mM NaCl (pH 7.4) was added to the wells for 45 min. A
high salt wash (1M NaCl, 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4) followed by a TBS-TWEEN wash
completed plate prep.
Into each well, 198 µL of 10mM HEPES/150mM NaCl (pH 7.4) and 2 µL of
25mM chromogenic substrate for Pn (D-VLK-pNA) were added. To appropriate wells
were added 2 µL of 20µM Pg, either a 24-hour unmodified control or 24 hour 50-500µM
MG modified. Activators were added to respective wells to test activation of unmodified
and modified Pg. Each activator enzyme (2 µL) was utilized in appropriate wells for tPA
(12nM), uPA (50nM) and STK (5nM) (Ajjan et al., 2013, Zhang et al., 2012). Following
enzyme addition, plate was immediately read on a SpectraMax M2 plate reader
(Molecular Devices) every minute for 90 minutes at an absorbance of 405 nm.
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2.3. RESULTS
2.3.1. Identification of sites of MG-adduction of plasminogen
Utilizing 500 µM MG modification of glu-Pg, and subsequent LC-MS/MS
analysis of the sample by LTQ Orbitrap Velos, specific sites of arginine adduction by
MG were determined. A large number of arginine sites were found to be modified, in
most cases with both MG-H1 and MG-DH adducts present. The sites of modification are
visualized in Figure 2-1, and the list of modifications can be found in Table 2-1. A qvalue below 0.01 and an XCorr score greater than 2.0 were utilized as thresholds for
modified peptide identification. A q-value is a false discovery rate analogue to the pvalue. Many of the q-values were zero, indicating a near statistical impossibility that
these spectra were false positives. An XCorr score is a value that is assigned based on
how well the spectrum correlates with a given peptide, with a value of 2 traditionally
indicative of a good correlation. The most commonly identified site was the arginine at
position 504, as 16 spectra for the MG-H1 adduct were observed at this position (Figure
2-2 A). R530 and R561 (Figure 2-2 B-C) were also highly identified, both with 12
spectra identifying the MG-H1 version of the respective peptides. In total, 30 of the 42
arginine residues of the protein were observed to be modified to some extent. R504,
R530, and R561 were selected for further molecular modeling analysis, both due to the
possibility that they are more highly modified than other sites, and that they are in regions
of the protein involved in critical functions of Pg. R504 and R530 are located in the KR5
domain of the protein, responsible for binding to lysine residues of fibrin and thus
integration of Pg into the backbone of a clot. R561 is the point of cleavage for Pg into Pn,
and adduction at this residue could prevent this cleavage.
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Figure 2-1. Sites of arginine modification of glu-Pg.
Thirty arginine residues were observed modified by 24-hr, 500 µM MG modification via
LC-MS/MS analysis with an LTQ Orbitrap Velos. Most sites were observed with both
MG-H1 (M) and MG-DH (D) modified peptides in the sample. Six sites were identified
with only one observable adduct. Due to the 19-amino acid leader peptide still being
incorporated into this figure, R504, R530 and R561 are observed at positions 523, 549,
and 580 (Forsgren et al., 1987). The highlights in green represent areas of peptide
coverage of the protein. In this study 80% (646/810 amino acids) protein coverage was
reached. n=3.
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Site

Peptide Sequence

Spectra
Modifications
observed

XCorr

Charge MH+ [Da] RT [min]

43 C(+57)EEDEEFT C(+57)RAFQYHSK

1 MG-H1

2.92135

3

2289.909

61 EQQC(+57)VIMAENRK

4 MG-H1

2.955172

2

1559.73

24.03564
20.0872

61 EQQC(+57)VIMAENRK

3 MG-DH

2.679394

2

1577.74

18.20813

68 SSIIIRMR

2 MG-DH

2.730202

2

1047.596

23.10083

68 KSSIIIRMR

1 MG-H1

2.592713

2

1157.682

20.88797

70 MRDVVLFEK

7 MG-DH

3.285292

3

1208.634

27.57829

70 MRDVVLFEKK

4 MG-H1

4.433904

3

1318.717

23.58504

70 M(+16)RDVVLFEK

4 MG-H1

3.295085

3

1206.619

24.63987

70 MRDVVLFEK

4 MG-H1

3.152577

2

1190.62

25.31826

70 MRDVVLFEKK

2 MG-DH

3.73222

3

1336.727

22.97411

70 M(+16)RDVVLFEK

23.83258

2 MG-DH

2.819363

3

1224.627

115 WSST SPHRPR

4 MG-H1

2.644886

2

1264.612

14.33063

117 WSST SPHRPRFSPAT HPSEGLEENYC(+57)R

9 MG-H1

5.022877

3

3239.473

22.70006
23.37743

9 MG-DH

3.155099

4

3257.479

115/117 WSST SPHRPRFSPAT HPSEGLEENYC(+57)R

117 WSST SPHRPRFSPAT HPSEGLEENYC(+57)R

3 MG-H1; MG-H1

4.054143

4

3293.481

23.2681

115/117 WSST SPHRPRFSPAT HPSEGLEENYC(+57)R

2 MG-DH; MG-H1

2.584404

4

3311.488

24.1241

1 MG-DH; MG-DH

115/117 WSST SPHRPRFSPAT HPSEGLEENYC(+57)R

2.458603

4

3329.508

24.63564

134 FSPAT HPSEGLEENYCRNPDNDPQGPWC(+57)YT T DPEKR

1 MG-DH

3.64746

4

4279.85

26.47397

220 NPDRELRPWC(+57)FT T DPNKR

6 MG-DH

3.82446

4

2374.134

25.69231

220 NPDRELRPWC(+57)FT T DPNK

5 MG-H1

2.784007

4

2200.024

26.77613

220 NPDRELRPWC(+57)FT T DPNK

1 MG-DH

2.277936

4

2218.033

27.48596

223 NPDRELRPWC(+57)FT T DPNKR
223 ELRPWC(+57)FT T DPNKR

11 MG-H1

4.081222

3

2356.125

26.91059

4 MG-H1

2.733854

3

1873.903

26.14231

220/223 NPDRELRPWC(+57)FT T DPNKR

9 MG-H1; MG-DH

2.777863

5

2428.147

26.7036

220/223 NPDRELRPWC(+57)FT T DPNKR

8 MG-H1; MG-H1

3.910948

3

2410.132

25.60333

220/223 NPDRELRPWC(+57)FT T DPNKR

27.03834

3 MG-DH; MG-DH

3.54006

4

2446.158

234 RWELC(+57)DIPR

2 MG-DH

3.08503

3

1316.643

30.26445

242 WELC(+57)DIPRC(+57)T T PPPSSGPT YQC(+57)LK

6 MG-DH

3.87702

3

2935.343

31.45411

242 WELC(+57)DIPRC(+57)T T PPPSSGPT YQC(+57)LK

3 MG-H1

3.994577

3

2917.329

30.77023

265 GT GENYRGNVAVT VSGHT C(+57)QHWSAQT PHT HNR

7 MG-DH

5.357526

4

3631.651

20.37024
21.54209

265 GT GENYRGNVAVT VSGHT C(+57)QHWSAQT PHT HNR

5 MG-H1

6.999237

4

3613.643

290 GNVAVT VSGHT C(+57)QHWSAQT PHT HNRT PENFPC(+57)K

12 MG-H1

5.533076

4

3809.751

22.13035

290 GNVAVT VSGHT C(+57)QHWSAQT PHT HNRT PENFPC(+57)K

4 MG-H1

3.690379

4

3827.75

21.13519

312 RAPWC(+57)HT T NSQVR

10 MG-DH

3.530581

3

1684.793

20.30097

312 RAPWC(+57)HT T NSQVR

8 MG-H1

4.33057

2

1666.784

15.17595

324 RAPWC(+57)HT T NSQVRWEYC(+57)K

7 MG-H1

5.757808

3

2433.099

23.69433

324 RAPWC(+57)HT T NSQVRWEYC(+57)K

4 MG-DH

4.016407

3

2451.104

22.92327

324 APWC(+57)HT T NSQVRWEYC(+57)K

3 MG-H1

4.331403

3

2276.992

23.76159

312/324 RAPWC(+57)HT T NSQVRWEYC(+57)K

7 MG-DH; MG-H1

4.502779

4

2505.118

25.38008

312/324 RAPWC(+57)HT T NSQVRWEYC(+57)K

3 MG-DH; MG-DH

3.028201

4

2523.122

24.30186

312/324 RAPWC(+57)HT T NSQVRWEYC(+57)K

2 MG-H1; MG-H1

4.103342

4

2487.099

22.28137

389 C(+57)QSWSSMT PHRHQK

4 MG-H1

3.011286

2

1823.808

16.3436

389 C(+57)QSWSSMT PHRHQK

2 MG-DH

2.834358

3

1841.816

19.05036

389 KC(+57)QSWSSMT PHRHQK

1 MG-H1

2.776672

3

1951.899

16.78563

389 KC(+57)QSWSSMT PHRHQK

1 MG-DH

2.129934

4

1969.91

17.13416

474 GKRAT T VT GT PC(+57)QDWAAQEPHR

4 MG-H1

3.84241

4

2521.189

19.80755

474 RAT T VT GT PC(+57)QDWAAQEPHR

3 MG-H1

5.947902

3

2336.079

21.06519

474 RAT T VT GT PC(+57)QDWAAQEPHR

3 MG-DH

5.884814

3

2354.094

23.31671

474 GKRAT T VT GT PC(+57)QDWAAQEPHR

1 MG-DH

4.187221

4

2539.198

20.18088
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Site

Peptide Sequence

Spectra
Modifications
observed

XCorr

Charge MH+ [Da] RT [min]

493 AT T VT GT PC(+57)QDWAAQEPHRHSIFT PET NPR

6 MG-H1

3.009536

3

3459.609

25.66775

493 RAT T VT GT PC(+57)QDWAAQEPHRHSIFT PET NPR

4 MG-H1

7.000995

4

3615.708

24.01152

493 AT T VT GT PC(+57)QDWAAQEPHRHSIFT PET NPR

4 MG-DH

3.724425

3

3477.627

27.2342

493 RAT T VT GT PC(+57)QDWAAQEPHRHSIFT PET NPR

3 MG-DH

5.619551

4

3633.726

25.99322

474/493 RAT T VT GT PCQDWAAQEPHRHSIFT PET NPR

1 MG-DH; MG-H1

4.9038

4

3630.747

25.5692

474/493 RAT T VT GT PC(+57)QDWAAQEPHRHSIFT PET NPR

1 MG-H1; MG-H1

4.301919

4

3669.726

24.54209

504 HSIFT PET NPRAGLEK

16 MG-H1

3.900824

3

1850.936

21.85166

504 HSIFT PET NPRAGLEK

9 MG-DH

3.767757

3

1868.945

22.65094

1 MG-H1; MG-DH

26.15854

489/504 AT T VT GT PC(+57)QDWAAQEPHRHSIFT PET NPRAGLEK

2.587048

5

4029.912

530 NPDGDVGGPWC(+57)YT T NPRK

12 MG-H1

4.458975

2

2087.923

25.93358

530 NPDGDVGGPWC(+57)YT T NPRK

9 MG-DH

4.080699

2

2105.931

25.01715

3 MG-H1

5.674226

3

2681.16

25.34793

561 KC(+57)PGRVVGGC(+57)VAHPHSWPWQVSLR

530 NYC(+57)RNPDGDVGGPWC(+57)YT T NPRK

12 MG-H1

6.14196

4

2824.401

26.70944

561 KC(+57)PGRVVGGC(+57)VAHPHSWPWQVSLR

10 MG-DH

4.014128

4

2842.415

29.47906

561 C(+57)PGRVVGGC(+57)VAHPHSWPWQVSLR

5 MG-DH

5.375551

4

2714.314

30.75051

561 C(+57)PGRVVGGC(+57)VAHPHSWPWQVSLR

5 MG-H1

5.081058

4

2696.31

28.89118

561 KCPGRVVGGCVAHPHSWPWQVSLR

1 MG-DH

2.348458

4

2728.364

26.34512

561 CPGRVVGGCVAHPHSWPWQVSLR

1 MG-DH

2.001367

4

2600.271

28.38697

582 T RFGMHFC(+57)GGT LISPEWVLT AAHC(+57)LEK

1 MG-H1

3.315366

4

3172.525

39.77992

582 T RFGM(+16)HFC(+57)GGT LISPEWVLT AAHC(+57)LEK

1 MG-H1

3.058828

4

3188.512

38.4995

582 T RFGMHFC(+57)GGT LISPEWVLT AAHC(+57)LEK

1 MG-DH

2.227959

4

3190.524

40.76536

644 LFLEPT RK

2 MG-H1

2.553553

2

1057.603

23.37511

712 VC(+57)NRYEFLNGR

5 MG-DH

3.733632

3

1499.702

24.17667

712 VC(+57)NRYEFLNGR

4 MG-H1

3.763921

2

1481.693

23.108

767 DKYILQGVT SWGLGC(+57)ARPNKPGVYVR

11 MG-H1

5.617276

4

2988.549

31.59185

767 DKYILQGVT SWGLGC(+57)ARPNKPGVYVR

8 MG-DH

5.893369

4

3006.557

32.86298
33.69309

767 YILQGVT SWGLGC(+57)ARPNKPGVYVR

6 MG-DH

5.086669

3

2763.443

767 YILQGVT SWGLGC(+57)ARPNKPGVYVR

6 MG-H1

4.357009

3

2745.433

32.3703

779 VSRFVT WIEGVM(+16)R

9 MG-H1

3.987265

3

1649.847

34.02246

779 VSRFVT WIEGVM(+16)R

5 MG-DH

2.883295

3

1667.857

35.16557

779 VSRFVT WIEGVMR

4 MG-H1

3.525512

2

1633.854

39.53223

779 VSRFVT WIEGVMR

2 MG-DH

2.12907

2

1651.863

41.29859

789 FVT WIEGVMRNN

14 MG-H1

4.085983

2

1519.736

37.34363

789 FVT WIEGVMRNN

13 MG-DH

3.926203

2

1537.748

38.46862

789 FVT WIEGVM(+16)RNN

10 MG-H1

4.154977

2

1535.731

32.24466

789 FVT WIEGVM(+16)RNN

6 MG-DH

3.589212

2

1553.74

31.4466

779/789 VSRFVT WIEGVM(+16)RNN

3 MG-H1; MG-DH

3.710465

3

1949.954

34.73159

779/789 VSRFVT WIEGVM(+16)RNN

3 MG-H1; MG-H1

3.59701

3

1931.944

34.17961

779/789 VSRFVT WIEGVM(+16)RNN

1 MG-DH; MG-DH

2.901959

3

1967.958

36.23294

Table 2-1. LC-MS/MS identified sites of MG-modification of plasminogen.
Identified sites of MG adduction, either as MG-DH or MG-H1. Peptides with methionine
oxidation (+16) and cysteine carbamidomethylation (+57) are indicated as such. n=3.
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Figure 2-2. Representative spectra for R504, R530, and R561 MG modification.
Three representative spectra indicating the presence of R504 (A), R530 (B) and R561 (C)
MG-H1 adduction on plasminogen within the in vitro MG-modified Pg sample. All three
representative spectra display thorough b- (red) and y-ion (blue) coverage, with a large
amount of these ions containing the +54 MG-H1 modification. In all three cases, a low
amount of unassigned peaks are present. Taken as a whole, these modified peptides are
unequivocally determined to be present within the in vitro MG-modified sample.
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2.3.2. Modeling dicarbonyl adducts at site R561 of plasminogen
Due to the large size (~100 kDa) of Pg, a full crystal structure for the protein did
not exist until very recently. However, separate domains of the protein have been
crystallized and their tertiary structure determined (Peisach et al., 1999). The R561
containing catalytic unit of Pg is one of the domains that has a crystal structure available.
The interaction between this catalytic unit and tPA was reproduced from previous work
by (Wang et al., 2000). From this native model, arginine adducts were modeled in place
of unmodified arginine at position 561 (Figure 1-4) due to its detection by both MS
techniques and importance to Pg cleavage. The lowest energy conformation was adopted
for each modified model, which included MG-H1, MG-DH, argpyrimidine, and 3DG-H1.
Interaction energy changes are considered substantial enough to change protein
binding to its partner at >2.5 kcal/mol (Ofran and Rost, 2007). Argpyrimidine
modification caused the largest change in interaction energy from the native model, with
a 410.4 kcal/mol weaker interaction between Pg and tPA. MG-H1 caused a decrease in
interaction energy of 225.6 kcal/mol from the native model. 3DG-H1 caused a decrease
in interaction energy of 232.2 kcal/mol from the native model. The difference in
interaction energy came almost entirely from the electrostatic alterations, with steric
changes having little effect on the overall interaction energy (Table 2-2).
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Protein-Protein
Interaction type

Interaction
energy (steric
component)
kcal/mol

Interaction energy
(electrostatic
component)
kcal/mol

Interaction
energy
TOTAL
kcal/mol

Net change in
interaction
energy
kcal/mol

tPA-Pg
tPA-Pg
MG-H1
adduct on R561
tPA-Pg
argpyrimidine
adduct on R561
TPA-plasminogen
3DG-H1 adduct
on R561

-200.1
-188.3

-625.2
-411.4

-825.4
-599.8

225.6

-209.8

-205.2

-415

410.4

-206.7

-386.5

-593.2

232.2

Table 2-2. Pg-tPA interaction energy changes due to modification.
A molecular model of Pg-tPA was examined for energy changes due to MG-H1,
argpyrimidine, or 3DG-H1 adduction (see Figure 2 for structures). Both the steric and
electrostatic components were analyzed for changes. Energy values were obtained using
Affinity docking module.
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We examined changes in the models at the amino acid level based on important
published residue interactions between Pg and tPA. In the native model, R561 of Pg
forms a salt bridge with aspartic acid-189 (D189) of tPA at a distance of 3.894Å. In the
argpyrimidine model, this salt bridge cannot occur due to the charge loss associated with
ring formation, and the increased distance due to steric effects. If the salt bridge was
possible, the distance increased to 5.486Å, further than the 4Å salt bridge limit. MG-H1
and 3DG-H1 models produced similar results (Figure 2-3). In addition, valine-562
(V562) of Pg is known to be in contact with catalytic histidine-57 (H57) of tPA. Contact
is defined as a <8Å distance between the β-carbon of the amino acid residue (Olmea and
Valencia, 1997). The native model indicates a V562-H57 distance of 7.557Å. In all three
modified models, the V562-H57 distance is longer than the 8Å contact distance (Figure
2-4). Further, it is believed that the interaction between the negatively charged cluster of
residues D95-97 of tPA have an important interaction with basic cluster of residues
lysine-556 (K556), K557 and H569 of Pg. In our native model, there are three possible
salt bridges: K557-D97, and the availability of two bridges with K556-D96. In all three
modified models, no salt bridges exist between these six amino acids in the two clusters,
and the modeled interpolated surfaces display a shift towards acidity in all three models
(Figure 2-5).
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Figure 2-3. Molecular modeling of Pg illustrating R561-D189 salt bridge.
The normal molecular model (A) shows a salt bridge between cleavage-site arginine-561
of Pg and aspartic acid-189 of tPA at 2.746 or 3.033Å. A salt bridge has a distance cutoff
of 4Å. In the model for argpyrimidine (B), MG-H1 (C) and 3DG-H1 (D), the salt bridge
is unable to form. Images were created with the use of Accelrys Discovery Studio 3.1
Visualizer.
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Figure 2-4. Molecular modeling of Pg illustrating V562-H57 contact distance.
The normal molecular model (A) shows that the ß-carbons of valine-562 of Pg and
catalytic histidine-57 of tPA are within the contact distance of 8Å. In the R561 modified
model for argpyrimidine (B), MG-H1 (C) and 3DG-H1 (D), the contact distance is
beyond the 8Å threshold for contact distance. Images were created with the use of
Accelrys Discovery Studio 3.1 Visualizer.
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Figure 2-5. Interpolated charge surface area of Pg basic cluster and tPA acidic
cluster.
The interpolated surface of the interaction between K556, K557, and H569 of Pg with
D95, D96, and D97 of tPA. The normal model (A) displays the basic (blue) and acidic
(red) clusters as expected, from two different views. Salt bridges between K556-D96 and
K557-D97 are possible in the normal model. The modified R561 model (B) with
argpyrimidine indicates a change in this interaction. The cluster is now almost entirely
acidic, and no salt bridges are possible. MG-H1 (C) and 3DG-H1 (D) models exhibit a
similar cluster change to the argpyrimidine model. Images were created with the use of
Accelrys Discovery Studio 3.1 Visualizer.
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2.3.3. Modeling dicarbonyl adducts at sites R504 and R530 on plasminogen
For R504 and R530, the KR5 domain crystal structure (PDB: 2KNF) was utilized
to study possible effects of adduction at these residues (Battistel et al., 2009). Both MGH1 and argpyrimidine were modeled in place of arginine at these residues. Neither
residue is known to be directly responsible for the lysine binding function of KR5, but
they are proximate to residues that are, and overall structural changes as well as binding
pocket structural changes were explored.
R504 had the most observable tertiary structure changes, and these changes were
detected both due to MG-H1 and argpyrimidine modification (Figure 2-6). The most
drastic change was to the C-terminal side of this modification, as the modification caused
what looked to be an alpha-helix type fold, a departure from the normal folding.
Argpyrimidine modification at the same site indicates a similar folding change.
Adduction by MG at site R530 indicated that MG-H1 modification had little
effect on overall tertiary structure of the KR5 domain (Figure 2-7), perhaps due to the
fact that the residue is oriented entirely outwards from the molecule, negating the steric
and charge difference. Both MG-H1 and argpyrimidine (data not shown) exhibited
similar results at this residue.
Overall charge, as displayed by the interpolated charge surface, was
unsurprisingly altered due to modification at both R504 (Figure 2-8). There was a loss of
basicity due to the loss of charge at the residue, and in particular with R504, the area
surrounding the residue was altered as well, with an overall effect of neutralization of the
charge. Change of charge state at R530 due to modification was also observed, though
the area surrounding the residue was unaffected.
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Figure 2-6: Tertiary structure modulation due to MG-H1 adduction at R504.
The overall change in tertiary structure due to R504 modification was minimal, although
slight changes between unmodified (purple) and modified (green) are observed. Most
notably, there is a difference in folding observed just to the right (C-terminal side) of the
modification. A similar change was observed with argpyrimidine modification at the
R504 (B). Images were created with the use of Accelrys Discovery Studio 4.0 Visualizer.
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Figure 2-7: Tertiary structure modulation due to MG-H1 adduction at R530.
The overall change in tertiary structure due to modification at R530 was minimal. There
is very little departure from the normal folding of the kringle 5 domain. A similar lack of
change was observed with argpyrimidine modification at the same site (data not shown).
Images were created with the use of Accelrys Discovery Studio 4.0 Visualizer.
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Figure 2-8: Change in interpolated charge on kringle 5 domain of Pg.
The normal interpolated charge (A) on kringle 5 domain, with the unmodified R504
residue visible as a stick structure. MG-H1 modification at this residue (B) not only
causes a local change in charge state from basic to neutral, but an overall neutralization of
the surrounding area on the molecule. Images were created with the use of Accelrys
Discovery Studio 4.0 Visualizer.
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The primary ligand docking site for the KR5 domain of Pg has been identified,
and the critical residues for this include aspartic acids (D) 516 and 518, typtophan (W)
523 and tyrosine (Y) 533 (Battistel et al., 2009). Key to the binding of lysine residues on
fibrin, and the ligand trans-4-(aminomethyl)cyclohexanecarboxylic acid (AMCHA; an
antifibrinolytic known to competitively inhibit activation of plasminogen into plasmin) is
the Cγ carboxylate distance of D516 and D518, ~7.406 Å in the KR5 crystal structure. A
Cγ carboxylate distance between this anionic pair greater than 8.15Å was non-conducive
to ligand binding. MG-H1 adduction at site R504 causes the D516/D518 Cγ carboxylate
distance to increase to 8.439 Å, indicating a likely reduction in ligand affinity. The
overall binding pocket can be observed changed as well, as the overall pocket is wider
and the carboxylate of D516 internalized, reducing surface charge and again possibly
affecting ligand binding (Figure 2-9). This change was observed most greatly with MGH1 binding at R504, though argpyrimidine exhibited a similar change (data not shown).
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Figure 2-9: Change in binding pocket of Pg kringle 5 domain.
The unmodified model binding pocket (A) has the correct orientation of D516 and D518.
Unmodified R504 is indicated in yellow. The modified model has an overall expansion of
the binding pocket, most notably due to a shift in orientation of D516. MG-H1 modified
R504 is indicated in purple. D516/D518 Cγ carboxylate distances are noted in blue.
Images were created with the use of Accelrys Discovery Studio 4.0 Visualizer.
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2.3.4. Breakdown of MG-modified Pg from STK
In order to better study plasminogen breakdown into its various resulting cleaved
products, silver staining was selected as a sensitive and total protein stain. All three
activating enzymes were inhibited by MG-modification to varying degrees.
Activation of Pg by STK was inhibited by MG. The cleavage products at
molecular weights consistent with Pn heavy chain, Pn light chain, and angiostatin were
observed to increase in the control gel, but not in the MG-treated gel (Figure 2-10).
Additionally, a drop in Pg was observed over time in the control gel, indicating that the
protein was continuously being activated over the 60 minutes assay. The Pg band remains
constant over 60 minutes in the modified gel, however, indicating a lack of activation. A
band consistent with STK molecular weight also appears to decrease over time,
indicating that STK may be forming its activator complex with Pg over time (Loy et al.,
2001). This complex was not observed, but is known to form, and offers an explanation
for the STK decrease over time. In the modified gel, no decrease in this same band is
observed, indicating that the activator complex does not form.
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Figure 2-10. Streptokinase cleavage of Pg.
Unmodified and 24-hr 100 µM MG-modified glu-Pg were reacted with STK for 0 to 60
min. Unmodified (left) Pg exhibits the presence of Pg at 100 kDa and multiple
breakdown products, including bands consistent with plasmin heavy and light chain, and
angiostatin. Modified (right) Pg exhibits only the presence of a Pg band at 100 kDa but
no breakdown products. Blot was imaged using a ChemiDoc XRS+ (Life Sciences
Research).
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Both the tPA and uPA were more potent activators of Pg, and thus a higher
concentration of MG was required to modify Pg to a point where activation of the
zymogen was affected. In both cases, tPA and uPA display Pn heavy and light chain
bands in the unmodified gel, and lesser amounts of these same proteins in the MGmodified gel (Figures 2-11 and 2-12). Additionally, the latest time point was extended to
90 minutes to better observe changes in activation.
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2.3.5. Inhibition of plasmin generation by MG modification.
In order to assess a broader overall effect of MG modification on Pg activation to
Pn, an assay utilizing a chromogenic substrate was performed. The chromogenic
substrate is cleaved in the presence of Pn, releasing a compound that is detectable by
measuring absorbance at 405 nm. Because no Pn was added to the samples, all of the Pn
was produced by activation of Pg. Three activators, tPA, uPA, and STK, were assessed
regarding their ability to generate Pn from modified and unmodified Pg in the presence of
a fibrin matrix.
The assay indicated that with all three enzymes, MG modification of Pg for 24
hours led to a delay in activation of the protein (Fig. 2-13). STK was the activator most
affected by MG-modification, exhibiting a delay in activation of Pg by 16 minutes for
100 µM MG-modified Pg and 12 minutes for 500 µM MG-modified Pg. Activation of
MG-modified Pg by tPA was significantly delayed (p<0.05) by 30 minutes for 100µM
MG-modified Pg and 28 minutes for 500µM MG-modified Pg when compared against
tPA activation of unmodified Pg. Activation of MG-modified Pg by uPA was less
profound, only exhibiting a significant delay in the 500µM MG-modified Pg detectable
beginning at 37 minutes.
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Figure 2-13: Activation of MG-modified Pg.
Activation of PG and MG-modified Pg was tested utilizing a chromogenic substrate
which when cleaved is detectable at 405 nm. (A) Streptokinase (STK) at a concentration
of 5 nM was utilized to activate 24-hour unmodified or 50-500 µM MG-modified Pg.
Significant activation delays began to be observed (shown within the inset) at 16 minutes
for 100 µM modification and 12 minutes for 500 µM modification (*=p<0.05). (B)
Tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) at a concentration of 12 nM was utilized to activate
24-hour unmodified or 50-500 µM MG-modified Pg. Significant activation delays
(shown within the inset) began to be observed at 30 minutes for 100 µM modification and
28 minutes for 500 µM modification (*=p<0.05). (C) Urokinase plasminogen activator
(uPA) at a concentration of 50 nM was utiltized to activate 24-hour hour unmodified or
50-500 µM MG-modified Pg. The only statistically significant delay (shown within the
inset) occurred with 500 µM modified Pg, beginning at the 37 minute mark (*=p<0.05).
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2.4. DISCUSSION
The mechanisms by which AGE contribute to diabetic complications, especially
CVD, remain unclear. We have therefore been developing MS-based approaches to
identify MG-modified proteins and computer modeling coupled to in vitro functional
assays to interrogate the consequences of such structural protein modifications. MG
modifications of Pg at arginine sites were first identified during the dissertation work of
Dr. Michael Kimzey, leading to the current studies. Arginine reacts with dicarbonyls,
forming stable ring structures, including MG-H1, MG-DH, and argpyrimidine. This
adduction results in a loss of positive charge, as arginine is positively charged at
physiological pH, and the ring structures are uncharged (Figure 2-3). The change of
charge status may have important consequences on the physiological function of critical
arginine sites in protein-protein or DNA-protein interactions. When adding potential
modifications to database searches, false positives can result, and it is necessary to
manually validate MG-modified spectra by using criteria specific for this modification.
Operating under the presumption that trypsin does not cleave at MG-modified arginines,
any results that gave a sequence with a C-terminal modified arginine were considered
false positives. Using these standards, 27 sites were identified by LC-MS/MS, an increase
of 19 identified sites over the initial study by Dr. Kimzey, which utilized a 5 mM MG, a
10x increase over the concentration utilized in the present work. Argpyrimidine adducts
(R+80) are known to occur in vivo, but at 22 times lower concentrations than MG-H1
(Ahmed et al., 2003), and were therefore not searched for in the mass spectrometry
studies.
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Though numerous modified Pg peptides were detected via MS, modification at
R561 had potentially significant consequences. R561 was among the three highest
modified sites at 500 µM MG incubation. It should be emphasized that the µM
concentration of MG is physiologically relevant given the fact that continuous production
of MG at these levels is observed in uncontrolled diabetic subjects (Ahmed et al., 2002).
Thus R561 is a relatively sensitive and perhaps a readily glycation-modified site in vivo.
AGEs are known to be deleterious to proteins, so theoretical modeling was
performed to determine the effect of single-site arginine modification on the Pg-tPA
interaction. The molecular model of the Pg/tPA interaction revealed exactly how
important R561 is to the function of Pg. The profound decrease in the Pg/tPA interaction
energy due to the creation of an adduct at R561 was somewhat unexpected. In an
interaction that encompasses 512 residues in our model (56,320 Da, based on an average
amino acid weight of 110 Da), an 80 Da addition (argpyrimidine) to a single arginine
caused a decrease of 410.4 kcal/mol. This one adduction results in a remarkable energy
change that is 164-fold higher than the minimum energy change required to cause an
altered interaction. In addition, the two hydroimidazolone adducts created a decrease in
energy that was more than 90-fold greater than the minimum 2.5 kcal/mol change
required to change protein-protein interactions. These drastic changes clearly point to
R561 as one of the most critical residue interactions between Pg and tPA. D97 of tPA as
well as K556 and K557 of Pg are highly conserved among all species, and believed to be
extremely important in regards to plasminogen activation (Zhang et al., 1997). Critical
salt bridges at these residues, and others that assist in creating the correct tertiary
structure for R561/V562 cleavage, no longer form when R561 is modified, which in turn
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likely prevents cleavage from occurring. Without cleavage, this would lead to a decrease
in plasmin concentration and a decrease in fibrinolysis, ultimately leading to altered
hemostasis towards increased clotting.
Similar to the effects observed by modeling MG adducts at R561, modeling onto
R504 utilizing the KR5 domain crystal structure indicated that functional impairment was
possible due to this single modification. Importantly, the altered charge and steric effects
caused by both MG-H1 and argpyrimidine modification at R504 appeared to drastically
alter the surrounding areas of the molecule, with an overall neutralization observed.
Additionally, the ligand binding site of the domain was also modified, despite R504 not
being directly involved in this region of the molecule. The important D516/518 Cγ
carboxylate distance was increased by over 1 Å due to MG-H1 modification, a change
which implies impaired ligand binding (Battistel et al., 2009). Moreover, the overall
binding pocket was altered by R504 MG-H1 modification, with the pocket becoming
wider and the charge of the carboxylate groups of D516 negated due to altered orientation
of the residue. These changes indicate that although R504 is not involved directly in the
lysine-binding function of the kringle 5 domain, modification of this residue may reduce
affinity for the lysine-residues of the fibrin backbone of a clot, and affect overall
incorporation of Pg into a clot.
Pg is traditionally degraded by tPA in vivo. However STK is used
pharmacologically as a thrombolytic agent to acutely break down blood clots by quickly
degrading Pg to plasmin (Young et al., 1998), with peak effects taking approximately 15
min. STK, incubated with Pg, should cause a decrease in Pg protein concentration, as
observed by silver stain at 100 kDa with a concomitant increase in Pg breakdown
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products at less than 100 kDa with the appearance of lower bands consistent with the size
of Pn heavy and light chain. Our results indicated that the normal breakdown of Pg is
impaired due to adduction by MG, agreeing with similar studies performed for shorter
time periods at higher concentrations of MG (Lerant et al., 2000). Similar effects were
observed with the endogenous activators, as 24-hr MG exposure clearly affected
activation of Pg by tPA and uPA. Although the studies with tPA and uPA required
elevated levels of MG to observe an effect, it was an effective qualitative study to
determine which breakdown products could be inhibited from forming with MG. Further
quantitative studies using lower MG concentrations occurred with the kinetic assay.
The similar activation studies, which allowed for a more in depth examination of
altered kinetics, indicated that all three activator’s effects are inhibited, with the
inhibition being both time and concentration dependent. While full inhibition is not
reached, what is clear is that MG-exposure causes a significant delay in activation of Pg
by each of the enzymes. When these molecules (STK and tPA) are used in the clinic, the
desire is for them to take effect in a matter of minutes and not hours. Any delay caused
by a less functional version of the protein could affect efficacy of these therapies in
T2DM patients with elevated MG levels.
In both the silver stain and kinetic assays, MG was removed from samples using
buffer exchange to ensure that remaining compound would not affect the enzyme
activators. Because an assay to ensure MG was removed was unavailable, further studies
ensured that even if MG was present, it did not affect the validity of the samples. In one
case, buffer exchange was not performed. In another, 500 µM MG was spiked into a
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control sample immediately prior to the assay. In both cases, results indicated that MG
exposure to the enzyme activators over the course of the assay had no effect.
It is clear that STK mediated activation of glu-Pg is decreased following
adduction with MG, most probably due to R561 or R504 adduction. Additional studies to
identify specific R sites which preferentially impact the loss of Pg function are warranted.
The decrease in activity of STK is consistent with clinical data showing that the
effectiveness of STK in treating acute myocardial infarction is less effective in patients
with T2DM (Chowdhury et al., 2008). MS offers the best approach for determining the
overall contribution of site-specific adduction to disrupted hemostasis in T2DM (Kimzey
et al., 2011). Application of MS-based identification of MG-Pg adducts will be a critical
aid in determining whether MG-modified Pg could be utilized as a functional biomarker
to predict diabetic CVD complications.
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CHAPTER 3: IDENTIFICATION OF SENSITIVE SITES OF ARGININE
ADDUCTION BY METHYLGLYOXAL ON PLASMINOGEN
3.1. INTRODUCTION
Site-specific modifications and resulting functional effects are considered to be
one of the most likely mechanisms underlying diabetic complications arising due to
glycation (Rabbani and Thornalley, 2014). Because modified residues are not believed to
overwhelm the protein, it is more likely that a few sensitive, specific sites of adduction by
MG are the culprit behind impaired function of proteins due to glycation (Rabbani and
Thornalley, 2014).
R residues have the highest probability of residing in functional sites of proteins,
at around 20% (Gallet et al., 2000). MG preferentially targets arginine residues and
modification fundamentally alters both the charge and steric interactions of the residue,
likely shifting tertiary structure and possibly function. Additionally, functionally
important arginine residues are often targets of MG modification (Yao et al., 2007,
Ahmed et al., 2005b, Dobler et al., 2006).
As described in Chapter 2, MG impairs overall functionality of Pg by inhibiting
cleavage into Pn by the exogenous activator STK and endogenous activators tPA and
uPA. However, the arginine sites most sensitive to MG-modification remain unknown,
and the role of site-specific modification on function of the protein remains to be
explored. The effect of post-translational modifications on Pg due to glycosylation has
been previously examined, and a single post-translational modification was able to
drastically alter shape and stability of Pg (Law et al., 2012). Pursuing which sites within
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Pg are both sensitive to MG modification and which result in functional changes is vital
to determining the likelihood of glycation-induced dysfunction in humans.
Site-specific MG-modification of collagen has been implicated in impaired
protein function. There is a 100-fold decrease in integrin binding to RGD sites in
collagen IV due to MG-H1 modification at these sites (Dobler et al., 2006). Additionally,
MG-H1 modification at R257 of HSA likely inhibits warfarin binding by the protein due
to altered tertiary structure of binding site I (Kimzey et al., 2011). Within Chapter 2,
molecular modeling indicated that R504 and R561 modifications on Pg may have
functional implications, although further experimentation is necessary to determine
whether this is indeed the case.
There are many ways that functionality of Pg could be altered, as there are a
number of functional domains on the protein. As noted in Chapter 2, R561 is located at
the site of cleavage into Pn. Pn is the active form of the protein, the main function of
which is to degrade fibrin-containing thrombi and thereby reduce vascular obstructions
(Castellino and Ploplis, 2005). Within Pg, there are the five KR domains of the protein,
all of which are responsible for interaction with lysine-like ligands (Law et al., 2013).
These domains facilitate binding between Pg and fibrinogen, as well as other large
substrates such as bacterial proteins and cell surfaces (Suenson and Thorsen, 1981, Berge
and Sjobring, 1993, D'Costa and Boyle, 1998, Wistedt et al., 1998, Miles et al., 1988). It
is this interaction between the KR domains and fibrinogen that enables Pn to recognize
and degrade fibrin backbones of a clot. Site-specific glycation in vivo that affects these
domains or the activation into active form Pn could be deleterious to protein function and
to overall vascular patency.
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Herein we describe the use of two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DGE), lysine
sepharose chromatography, and ultimately LC-MS/MS analysis by LTQ Orbitrap Velos
to discover sensitive and functional sites of modification. Key to MG-H1 modification is
a loss of charge of arginine due to adduction. This property can be utilized
experimentally to explore shifts in isoelectric point of the resulting modified proteins.
Lysine sepharose chromatography is commonly used in the purification of Pg from
human plasma, and any site-specific in vitro modifications that alter this binding will be
detectable (Deutsch and Mertz, 1970). Additionally, we search a human cohort of T2DM
patients with CVD to determine if these same sites of modification are observable within
patient plasma. Site-specific MG-modifications on Pg have never been described in the
literature in vitro, and concordantly, sites of MG-modification on Pg have never been
detected in humans.
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3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.2.1. Chemicals
Glu-plasminogen was obtained from Molecular Innovations (Novi, MI). Imperial
Protein stain is from Thermo Scientific. 40% MG solution was acquired from Sigma
Aldrich. Sequencing grade modified trypsin was from Promega (Madison, WI). Lysine
sepharose 4B was from GE Healthcare (Pittsburgh, PA).

3.2.2. Modification of Pg with MG
Physiologically relevant concentrations (Chaplen et al., 1998, Ahmed et al., 2002)
of MG were utilized for all LC-MS/MS, 2DGE and chromatography analyses of Pg. gluPg (10 µg) was incubated with MG (1-500 µM) at 37°C for 24 hrs.

3.2.3. In-solution trypsin digestion

24- and 48-hr MG-modified samples (1 and 10 µM) were buffer exchanged using
a 3-kDa spin-filter (Amicon YM-3; Millipore) to remove excess MG. Samples at a
volume of 80 µL in 100 mM AMBIC were reduced with 200 mM DTT (5 µL) at 55°C
for 45 min. Alkylation of cysteine residues was performed with 200 mM IAA (10 µL)
added to samples and samples were incubated for 30 minutes in the dark at room
temperature. Sequencing grade trypsin was added to each sample at a final weight ratio of
1:25 trypsin:protein and samples were incubated at 37°C overnight. Samples underwent
LC-MS/MS as described in section 3.2.9.
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3.2.4. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis
Twenty hr. MG-modified (500µM) and unmodified Pg control (same incubation
conditions without MG) were added to 225 µL of rehydration buffer (6M urea, 2M
thiourea, 2% CHAPS, 100mM DTT, 0.5% 3-10 ampholytes) and 5 µL of 3-10
ampholytes (Bio-Rad). Samples were rehydrated with a 13 cm 4-7 pH isoelectric
focusing strip (GE Healthcare) overnight. Following rehydration, strips were placed in a
Bio-Rad PROTEAN IEF Cell focusing instrument. Strips were first focused for 1 hour at
500V, and then run at a maximum of 8,000V until the strips reached a final total of
45,000V/hrs, at which point gels were held at 500V until removed. Focused strips were
removed, reduced with DTT, cysteines carbamidomethylated with IAA, and focused on a
4-20% gradient Criterion gel (Bio-Rad) for 55 minutes at 200V. Gels were stained
according to manufacturer instructions with Imperial Blue Protein (ThermoScientific,
Rockford, IL) and destained immediately with water. Gel bands were excised and
trypsin-digested as described in section 3.2.6.

3.2.5. Lysine sepharose column chromatography fractionation of unmodified and
MG-modified PG
Unmodified or MG-modified glu-Pg (as described in section 3.2.2.) was buffer
exchanged with a 3-kDa spin-filter (Amicon YM-3; Millipore) to remove excess MG.
Sample was loaded onto a Lysine Sepharose 4B column (GE Healthcare), which was
prepared as described by the manufacturer’s instructions. The flowthrough fraction was
collected over six bed volumes (~48 mL) at a flowrate of ~3 mL/min of the equilibration
buffer, 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.5. Immediately afterwards, the elution fraction was
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collected in the same amount and at the same flowrate as that of the flowthrough, using
the elution buffer of 0.2 M ε-aminocaproic acid. Due to uncertainty of where the Pg was
likely to elute, the reequilibration fraction was also collected over six bed volumes at the
same flow rate, using the 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.5. The column was re-generated
with 0.2 M ε-aminocaproic acid, 1 M NaCL, 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.5 for six
column volumes between samples.
Samples were concentrated using a 5-kDa 20 mL spin filter (Vivaspin, Fisher
Scientific), requiring multiple spins to concentrate the full samples. Once the samples
were under 500 µL, they were further concentrated using a 3 kDa spin-filter (Amicon
YM-3; Millipore). Concentrated samples were focused on a gel, stained according to
manufacturer instructions with Imperial Blue Protein (ThermoScientific, Rockford, IL)
and destained immediately with water. Gel bands were excised and trypsin-digested as
described in section 3.2.6. prior to being run on an LTQ Orbitrap Velos.

3.2.6. Gel excision, cleanup and digestion
Coomassie stained gel-bands were excised and washed in ddH2O for 15 min. H2O
was removed and bands were incubated in 50/50 ACN:ddH2O for 15 min. ACN:ddH2O
was removed and bands were incubated with ACN for 5 min. ACN was removed and gels
were incubated with 100mM AMBIC. An equal volume of ACN was added to make a 1:1
solution and was incubated for 15 min. The ACN/AMBIC solution was removed and
remaining gel bands were dried by speed-vacuum. DTT (10mM) was added to each band
and incubated at 56°C for 45 min. DTT was removed and sample brought to room
temperature (RT). IAA (55mM) was added to each sample and incubated at RT for 30
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min in dark. IAA was removed and 100mM AMBIC was added and bands were
incubated for 5 min. An equal volume of ACN was added to make a 1:1 solution and
incubated for 15 min. The ACN/AMBIC solution was removed and bands were dried by
speed-vacuum. Bands were digested with trypsin (400 ng/band) in 50mM AMBIC and
incubated on ice for 45 min. Tryptic solution was removed and 50mM AMBIC was
added to each band and incubated overnight at 37°C to complete digestion. Digests were
acidified using 10% TFA. Supernatant was saved. The gel band was covered with
TFA:ACN (0.1%:60%) and sonicated at 20°C water bath for 30 min. Supernatant was
combined with previous fraction. Samples were speed vacuumed to a final volume of 10
µL prior to LC-MS/MS analysis on an LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer as
described in section 3.2.9.

3.2.7. Human samples IRB
All subjects provided informed consent (Appendix A). The study approval was
granted by the Human Subjects Protection Program at The University of Arizona under
the project title: Proteomic and Metabolomic Biomarker Investigation of Type 2
Diabetes. Subjects were recruited from the University Medical Center, Southern Arizona
VA Health System, UPH-Kino, and El Rio diabetes and primary care clinics. We
collected blood samples from subjects who were instructed to fast overnight. Twenty
subjects within the cohort (all T2DM) were diagnosed with cardiovascular disease (CVD)
and were among the samples utilized in the studies.
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3.2.8. Plasma protein fractionation and modification
Plasma (150µl) from patients were diluted to 300 µl with TBS pH 7.4 and
centrifuged through a 0.2 µm pore size spin filter to remove particulates. This sample was
applied to an IgY-14 Seppro LC5 (Sigma Aldrich) affinity column using a Prominence
UFLC instrument (Shimadzu) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The flowthrough and bound fractions were collected separately, concentrated with a 5-kDa
Vivaspin spin filter, and stored at -80°C until analysis. The unbound flow-through
samples (30 µg total protein) were focused on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel, coomassie stained,
and bands corresponding to the Pg control (~100 kDa) were excised from each sample
lane and underwent digestion and cleanup prior to LC-MS/MS analysis as described in
section 3.2.9.

3.2.9. Tandem mass spectrometry coupled to liquid chromatography (LC-MS/MS)
LC-MS/MS analysis of in-solution and in-gel trypsin digested-proteins
(Shevchenko et al., 1996) was carried out using a LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) equipped with an Advion nanomate ESI source
(Advion, Ithaca, NY), following ZipTip (Millipore, Billerica, MA) C18 sample clean-up
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Peptides were eluted from a C18 precolumn
(100-μm id × 2 cm, Thermo Fisher Scientific) onto an analytical column (75-μm ID × 10
cm, C18, Thermo Fisher Scientific) using a 5-20% gradient of solvent B (ACN, 0.1%
formic acid) over 65 minutes, followed by a 20-35% gradient of solvent B over 25
minutes, all at a flow rate of 400 nl/min. Solvent A consisted of water and 0.1% formic
acid. Data dependent scanning was performed by the Xcalibur v 2.1.0 software (Andon et
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al., 2002) using a survey mass scan at 60,000 resolution in the Orbitrap analyzer scanning
m/z 350-1600, followed by CID MS/MS of the fourteen most intense ions in the linear
ion trap analyzer. For analysis of human samples, an inclusion list was utilized that first
preferentially allowed the ions corresponding to known modified peptides to undergo
CID prior to that of the most intense ions. Precursor ions were selected by the
monoisotopic precursor selection (MIPS) setting with selection or rejection of ions held
to a +/- 10 ppm window. Dynamic exclusion was set to place any selected m/z on an
exclusion list for 45 seconds after a single MS/MS. All MS/MS samples were analyzed
using Sequest (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA; version 1.3.0.339). Sequest
was set up to search human proteins downloaded from UniProtKB on 08/06/2013.
Variable modifications considered during the search included methionine oxidation
(15.995 Da), cysteine carbamidomethylation (57.021 Da), as well as two products of the
adduction of arginine residues by MG, MG-H1 (54.011 Da) and MG-DH (72.021 Da). At
the time of the search, the Human UniProt database contained 88,323 entries. Proteins
were identified at 95% confidence with XCorr scores (Qian et al., 2005) as determined by
a reversed database search using the Percolator algorithm (http://per-colator.com) (Spivak
et al., 2009). Identified modified peptides were considered with a q-value < 0.01 (Kall et
al., 2008).
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3.3. RESULTS
3.3.1. Low concentration MG-modification of Pg.
Both 24 and 48 hr incubations were utilized to mimic lower dose chronic
exposure of Pg to MG. The initial studies in Chapter 2 used a concentration of 500 µM
MG over 24 hrs; while that concentration was optimal for detecting all sites of possible
modification on the protein, these lower concentration experiments allow for a
determination of sensitive sites to glycation. Concentrations of 1 and 10 µM MG more
closely approximate intracellular and plasma levels of MG.
The observed modifications are included in Table 3-1. A q-value below 0.01 and
an XCorr score greater than 2.0 were utilized as thresholds for modified peptide
identification, for the same reasons indicated in Chapter 2. All spectra were manually
validated to confirm modification. MG incubation (1 µM) over 24 hrs was insufficient to
observe any modifications. However, at 10 µM MG, modifications were observed. There
were four sites that exhibited both MG-DH and MG-H1 modification: R117, R220, R504
and R530. R504 and R530 were among the most highly modified sites observed in
Chapter 2, and also appear to be among the most sensitive to lower dose MG
modification. As expected, both R117 and R220 were also observed in the initial high
concentration study from Chapter 2.
There was only one site of modification identified with 48 hr, 1 µM MG
incubation, that again being R504. The MG-DH peptide identification for R504 exceeded
both the q-value and XCorr thresholds; however the MG-H1 modification that was
observed only had an XCorr score of 1.98, barely missing our significance threshold. In
the previous 24 hr, 10 µM sample we had to discard a number of peptides, as they were
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identified and assigned, but did not meet the XCorr threshold. In this sample, these (MGH1 and MG-DH at R504) were the only two peptide assignments observed.
A large number of modified sites were identified in the 48 hr, 10 µM MG sample.
Similar to the 24 hr sample, R117, R220, R504, and R530 were observed. Additionally,
R115, R242, R789, R324, and R474 were identified.
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24 Hr, 10 µM MG
MG-DH
Site

Sequence

Prob

XCorr

117

(K)WSSTSPHRPrFSPATHPSEGLEENYcR(N)

99%

3.083997

117

(K)WSSTSPHRPrFSPATHPSEGLEENYcR(N)

92%

2.877186

220

(R)NPDrELRPWcFTTDPNKR(W)

100%

3.167717

504

(R)HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK(N)

100%

2.920788

504

(R)HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK(N)

93%

2.517718

530

(R)NPDGDVGGPWcYTTNPrK(L)

99%

2.895694

530

(R)NPDGDVGGPWcYTTNPrK(L)

94%

2.109099

Site

Sequence

Prob

XCorr

117

(K)WSSTSPHRPrFSPATHPSEGLEENYcR(N)

100%

3.321348

220

(R)NPDrELRPWcFTTDPNKR(W)

99%

3.04151

220

(R)NPDrELRPWcFTTDPNKR(W)

96%

3.177876

504

(R)HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK(N)

100%

3.415571

530

(R)NPDGDVGGPWcYTTNPrK(L)

99%

2.935308

MG-H1

48 Hr, 1 µM MG
MG-DH
Site

Sequence

Prob

XCorr

504

(R)HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK(N)

79%

2.3354118

(R)HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK(N)

77%

1.9888104

MG-H1
504
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48 Hr, 10 µM MG
MG-DH
115

(K)WSSTSPHrPRFSPATHPSEGLEENYcR(N)

0.97

2.4605813

117

(K)WSSTSPHRPrFSPATHPSEGLEENYcR(N)

0.98

2.613222

223

(R)NPDRELrPWcFTTDPNKR(W)

1

2.8958433

242

(R)WELcDIPrcTTPPPSSGPTYQcLK(G)

0.99

2.5155494

504

(R)HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK(N)

100%

3.1144152

504

(R)HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK(N)

98%

2.9048176

530

(R)NPDGDVGGPWcYTTNPrK(L)

100%

3.119947

789

(R)FVTWIEGVMrNN(-)

100%

2.7422066

117

(K)WSSTSPHRPrFSPATHPSEGLEENYcR(N)

100%

3.6277394

220

(R)NPDrELRPWcFTTDPNKR(W)

94%

2.39372

220

(R)NPDrELRPWcFTTDPNKR(W)

86%

2.3973205

324

(K)RAPWcHTTNSQVrWEYcK(I)

100%

3.2228496

474

(K)rATTVTGTPcQDWAAQEPHR(H)

100%

3.465697

504

(R)HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK(N)

100%

2.670492

504

(R)HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK(N)

93%

2.0366163

530

(R)NPDGDVGGPWcYTTNPrK(L)

99%

2.8682492

MG-H1

Table 3-1. Low concentration MG modifications on Pg.
Low concentration (1 or 10 µM) MG modification of Pg over 24 or 48 exhibits limited
arginine modification. Samples were in-solution digested and LC-MS/MS analyzed on
LTQ Orbitrap Velos to identify peptides with modified residues. No modifications were
observed at 1 µM, 24 hr incubation. All peptides listed had a q-value <0.01.
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3.3.2. 2D gel identification of isoelectric point shift
Glu-Pg has a published isoelectric point of 6.2 (Robbins and Summaria, 1976).
The observed isoelectric point of the glu-Pg unmodified control was pI ≈ 6.5-6.8 (Figure
3-1A). MG modification of R residues on proteins primarily creates hydroimidazolone, a
product which results in charge loss from R. This charge removal shifts the pI of
individual arginine residues lower, reducing the overall pI of the protein. Arginine is the
most basic amino acid, with a known pI of 10.76 (Liu et al., 2004). As more R residues
are modified, it would be expected that the overall isoelectric point of the protein would
shift towards a lower pH, with varying isoelectric points depending on which and how
many residues have been modified on the protein. Treatment of protein with 500 M MG
caused a clear shift towards the 4 pH side of the strip (Figure 3-1B). The observable
stained protein was much wider than the unmodified control, with multiple spots of
concentrated protein within the larger smear. The modified protein spot with the highest
pI appears to be equal to the lowest observable pI spot on the unmodified protein gel,
which was focused under identical conditions side-by-side with the modified protein
strip.
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Figure 3-1: Two-dimensional gel analysis of MG-modified Pg.
Isoelectric focusing strips (4-7 pH) were utilized to capture pI changes due to MGmodification of Pg. (A) Unmodified glu-Pg (10 µg) has a pI equivalent to 6.5-6.8. The
molecular weight appears just above the 100 kDa molecular weight marker, which is
known to be correct experimentally despite a calculated molecular weight of 91 kDa.
Spots L and M were excised as indicated in the figure and analyzed via mass
spectrometry. (B) 10 µg of 20-hr 500µM MG-modified Pg focused in an extremely wide
band, consisting of multiple spots, from a pI of 5.8-6.7. The band appeared at the correct
molecular weight. The long band was excised in multiple portions as indicated in the
figure. Bands A-K were submitted for LC-MS/MS analysis. A portion of the wide protein
spot, between spots D and E, was discarded from the study due to contamination in a
post-processing step.
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3.3.3. Identification of sensitive sites of MG adduction on Pg
Protein spots from 2DGE, performed using modified and unmodified Pg, were
excised as indicated in Figure 3-1 and analyzed via LC-MS/MS to determine which R
residues were readily modified. Due to the chromatographic resolution of the 1st focusing
dimension of the 2DGE process, the modified Pg protein smear was excised in numerous
portions, and divided in order to capture the visible protein spots. A large number of
modified peptides (q-value <0.01) were detected as indicated in Table 3-2. The least
number of modified peptides were detected in spot A, at a pI ≈ 6.7. The greatest number
of modified peptides were detected in spot E, at a pI ≈ 6.4. The amount of modified
peptides detected increased from spot A to spot E, with an overall linear trend. Spots F,
G, and H all had high numbers of modified sites identified, though fewer than that of spot
E. Slight differences in the number of modified peptides detected may be due to
variations in trypsin digestion. Spots I-K most likely had fewer modified peptides
detected due to visibly lower amounts of protein in the excised bands, as evidenced by
the decreased staining intensity. These would be expected to be the highest modified
isoforms of the protein, but total protein present seemed to play a role in the site
identification.
Six MG-modified R sites were detected in spot A, with the +54 Da addition
representative of a MG-H1 modification. Three of these sites were detected in multiple
peptides. R43, one such site identified with multiple peptides, is located in the Pan Apple
(PAp) domain of the protein, which is critical for maintaining the closed-form
conformation of Pg. Three other readily-modified sites, R115, R223, and R312, are found
on KR domains 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The final two early modifications that were
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detected in spot A were R504 and R530, both of which were detected in multiple
peptides. Both of these modifications are found on KR5.
Additional sites of early modification from a slightly lower pI in spot B include
R61 and R70 from the PAp domain, R474 from KR5, and R712 from the serine protease
domain of Pg. In addition to these four sites, all of the modified R residues detected in
spot A were also detected in spot B. The cleavage site arginine, R561, was first identified
as a site of adduction in spot D. As expected, no modifications were seen in spots L and
M, both of which originated from the control gel.
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MGDH
(+72)

Spot of
first
peptide
ID

X

A

Site

Peptide

MGH1
(+54)

R43

(K)CEEDEEFTCRAFQYHSK(E)

X

R115

(K)WSSTSPHRPR(F)

X

R223

(R)NPDRELRPWCFTTDPNKR(W)

X

X

A

R312

(K)RAPWCHTTNSQVR(W)

X

X

A

R504

(R)HSIFTPETNPRAGLEK(N)

X

X

A

R530

(R)NPDGDVGGPWCYTTNPRK(L)

X

X

A

R61

(K)EQQCVIMAENRK(S)

X

X

B

R70

(R)MRDVVLFEK(K)

X

X

B

R474

(R)GKRATTVTGTPCQDWAAQEPHR(H)

X

X

B

R712

(K)VCNRYEFLNGR(V)

X

X

B

B, D, E, F, H
B, C, D, E, F, H, I, J,
K
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I,
J, K
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I,
J, K
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I,
J, K
C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J,
K
C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J,
K
C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J,
K
C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J,
K

R789

(R)FVTWIEGVMRNN(-)

X

X

C

D, E, F, G, H, I, J

R115/117

(K)WSSTSPHRPRFSPATHPSEGLEENYCR(N)

X

X

D

E, H, I, J

R117

(K)WSSTSPHRPRFSPATHPSEGLEENYCR(N)

X

X

D

E, H, I, J

R242

(R)WELCDIPRCTTPPPSSGPTYQCLK(G)

X

X

D

E, F, H, I

R290

(R)GNVAVTVSGHTCQHWSAQTPHTHNRTPENFPCK(N)

X

X

D

E, F, H, I

R324

(K)RAPWCHTTNSQVRWEYCK(I)

X

X

D

E, H, I, J, K

R312/324

(K)RAPWCHTTNSQVRWEYCK(I)

X

X

D

E, F, H, I, J, K

R493

(K)RATTVTGTPCQDWAAQEPHRHSIFTPETNPR(A)

X

X

D

F, H, J

R561

(K)KCPGRVVGGCVAHPHSWPWQVSLR(T)

X

X

D

E, I, J

R68

(K)SSIIIRMR(D)

X

E

K

A

Additional spots with
peptide IDs
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I,
J, K

R220

(R)NPDRELRPWCFTTDPNKR(W)

X

X

E

F, H

R220/223

(R)NPDRELRPWCFTTDPNKR(W)

X

X

E

H, I, J, K

R389

(K)KCQSWSSMTPHRHQK(T)

X

X

E

F, H, I, J

R644

(R)LFLEPTRK(D)

X

X

E

G

R767

(K)DKYILQGVTSWGLGCARPNKPGVYVR(V)

X

X

E

R265

(K)GTGENYRGNVAVTVSGHTCQHWSAQTPHTHNR(T)

X

H

Table 3-2. Sensitive sites of MG-Pg adduction in vitro.
Sites of modification observed in spots from 2D-gel spot excision and LC-MS/MS
analysis by LTQ Orbitrap Velos, sorted by spot in which peptide was first observed. In
total, 23 single-modified peptides were observed, and three double-modified peptides
were observed. Sites of initial modification are arginine residues 43, 115, 223, 312, 504,
and 530. The only sites that appear in every spot are arginine residues 43, 312, 504, and
530. Cysteines were carbamidomethylated (+57). Bolded M indicates methionine
oxidation observed. All modified peptides were considered with a q-value <0.01.
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3.3.4. Alteration in lysine-sepharose binding
MG-modification (500 µM) for 24 hours caused a clear and drastic change in Pg
binding to the lysine sepharose column. Both the unmodified and modified Pg bound
equally well to the column, as evidenced by little Pg present in the flowthrough fraction.
However, MG-modified Pg eluted from the column more readily with 200 mM εaminocaproic acid, a molecule that competitively binds to the lysine binding sites on Pg,
resulting in release from the column. Overall, the protein amount detected in the MG
elution fraction was still significantly less than the amount loaded onto the column,
indicating that the entirety of the unmodified sample and the majority of the MGmodified sample never eluted from the column with 200 mM aminocaproic acid (Figure
3-2).
In the differentially eluted plasminogen fraction, the MG-modified residue R504
was the major site specific modification observed following LC-MS/MS analysis of this
fraction (Table 3-3). Spectra were considered as positive identifications if they had a qvalue <0.01 and an XCorr score >2.0. R530 was highly present as well within this elution
fraction. Eight modified spectra were observed for the MG-H1 modification at R504, and
five for MG-DH in the same location. For MG-H1 and MG-DH for R530, it was four and
five spectra, respectively. These were the only peptide IDs with five or more spectra
identified within the elution fraction.
In addition to detection in the eluate, and despite not having a visible amount of
protein detected on the gel, the flowthrough fraction also exhibited modified Pg. Again,
R504 and R530 were the major sites identified (Table 3-4).
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Figure 3-2. Coomassie stain of lysine sepharose fractions.
Unmodified and MG-modified Pg fractions from lysine sepharose column purification
were concentrated, run on a gel, and coomassie stained. Overall staining was low,
indicating significantly less output protein across the fractions relative to input. There
was no observable staining in the unmodified Pg flowthrough (FT) and elution (E)
fractions. There was also no observable protein in the Mg-modified Pg FT fraction.
However, an observable protein stain appeared in the MG-modified E fraction. This
sample was sent for LC-MS/MS analysis by LTQ Orbitrap Velos and the resulting site
specific modifications are in Table 3-3.
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Site

Sequence

XCorr

Charge

HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK

#
Spectra
8

RT
[min]
31.99944

Modification

3

MH+
[Da]
1850.942

504

3.561923

530

NPDGDVGGPWcYTTNPrK

5

3.666679

2

2105.94

33.72851

MG-DH

504

HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK

5

3.094972

3

1868.95

27.39028

MG-DH

530

NPDGDVGGPWcYTTNPrK

4

2.976334

2

2087.931

33.36786

MG-H1

43

cEEDEEFTcrAFQYHSK

4

2.432903

3

2289.921

32.72007

MG-H1

70

mrDVVLFEK

4

2.875874

2

1206.62

32.30073

MG-H1

644

LFLEPTrK

4

2.207496

2

1057.604

26.89783

MG-H1

474

rATTVTGTPcQDWAAQEPHR

3

3.579448

3

2354.1

30.98155

MG-DH

312

rAPWcHTTNSQVR

3

3.428602

3

1684.795

26.85244

MG-DH

312

rAPWcHTTNSQVR

3

2.648213

2

1666.788

25.37121

MG-H1

70

MrDVVLFEK

3

2.656209

3

1208.637

34.86717

MG-DH

223

NPDRELrPWcFTTDPNKR

2

3.417426

3

2356.131

33.60545

MG-H1

312

rAPWcHTTNSQVrWEYcK

2

3.311911

3

2487.113

31.6477

MG-H1

290

GNVAVTVSGHTcQHWSAQTPHTHNrTPENFPcK

2

3.230081

4

3809.747

30.0351

MG-H1

242

WELcDIPrcTTPPPSSGPTYQcLK

2

3.06502

3

2935.349

38.47329

MG-DH

70

MrDVVLFEKK

2

3.001138

3

1318.718

31.40534

MG-H1

789

FVTWIEGVmrNN

2

2.331052

2

1535.733

36.12041

MG-H1

61

EQQcVIMAENrK

2

2.314787

2

1559.732

28.01646

MG-H1

712

VcNrYEFLNGR

2

3.313932

3

1481.698

32.30794

MG-H1

70

MrDVVLFEK

2

3.123901

2

1190.624

30.25036

MG-H1

117

WSSTSPHRPrFSPATHPSEGLEENYcR

2

2.812845

4

3239.478

30.44952

MG-H1

561

KcPGrVVGGcVAHPHSWPWQVSLR

2

2.599099

4

2824.409

35.34721

MG-H1

220

NPDrELRPWcFTTDPNKR

2

2.458109

4

2374.139

34.41832

MG-H1

68

SSIIIrMR

2

2.147388

2

1047.599

27.93305

MG-DH
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WSSTSPHrPrFSPATHPSEGLEENYcR

2

2.034571

4

3311.501

30.6994

DH, H1

789

FVTWIEGVmrNN

2

2.889082

2

1553.744

38.9133

MG-DH

644

LFLEPTrK

2

2.077133

2

1075.616

31.67031

MG-DH

474

rATTVTGTPcQDWAAQEPHR

1

4.176182

3

2336.086

30.49593

MG-H1

242

WELcDIPrcTTPPPSSGPTYQcLK

1

3.31378

3

2917.34

38.24392

MG-H1

530

RAPWcHTTNSQVrWEYcK

1

2.928951

4

2433.101

31.39716

MG-H1

426

NPDrELrPWcFTTDPNKR

1

2.891185

3

2410.141

34.16031

MG-H1

43

cEEDEEFTcrAFQYHSK

1

2.15193

3

2307.932

33.30312

MG-DH

776

DKYILQGVTSWGLGcARPNKPGVYVr

1

3.83278

4

2988.555

38.90515

MG-H1

789

FVTWIEGVMrNN

1

2.964494

2

1537.748

43.14575

MG-DH

70

mrDVVLFEKK

1

2.783228

3

1352.725

30.26887

MG-DH

70

mrDVVLFEKK

1

2.747214

3

1334.714

29.67023

MG-H1

312

rAPWcHTTNSQVrWEYcK

1

2.479422

4

2505.12

32.52557

DH, H1

561

KcPGrVVGGcVAHPHSWPWQVSLR

1

2.270891

4

2842.415

36.0637

MG-DH

767

DKYILQGVTSWGLGcArPNKPGVYVR

1

3.777987

4

3006.572

39.35835

MG-DH

220/223

NPDrELrPWcFTTDPNKR

1

2.230245

4

2446.163

35.3095

MG-DH

MG-H1
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Table 3-3. Identification of site specific modifications in eluted fraction
A large number of modified residues were observed by LC-MS/MS analysis by LTQ
Orbitrap Velos in the eluate of MG-modified protein run through a lysine-sepharose
column. R504 and R530 were the major sites of modification. The table is sorted by
number of spectra identified in order to best display the results. A q-value <0.01 and an
XCorr score >2.0 were requisites for a positive identification. A modified arginine
residue is indicated by a lowercase “r”, a carbamidomethylation of cysteine is indicated
by a lowercase “c”, and methionine oxidation is indicated by a lowercase “m.”
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Site

Sequence

# Spectra

XCorr

Charge

MH+ [Da]

RT [min]

Modification

530

NPDGDVGGPWcYTTNPrK

3

2.397233

2

2087.927

29.70202

MG-H1

504

HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK

2

2.991894

3

1850.939

26.90155

MG-H1

504

HSIFTPETNPrAGLEK

1

3.149636

3

1868.952

27.69375

MG-DH

242

WELcDIPrcTTPPPSSGPTYQcLK

1

2.608298

3

2935.35

36.05932

MG-DH

70

mrDVVLFEK

1

2.983751

2

1206.62

28.15312

MG-H1

43

cEEDEEFTcrAFQYHSK

1

2.137178

3

2289.922

28.89123

MG-H1

Table 3-4. Identification of site specific modifications in flowthrough fraction.
A limited amount of modified residues were observed in the flowthrough fraction of MGmodified protein run through a lysine-sepharose column. R504 and R530 were the major
sites of modification. The table is sorted by number of spectra identified in order to best
display the results. A q-value <0.01 and an XCorr score >2.0 were requisites for a
positive identification. A modified arginine residue is indicated by a lowercase “r”, a
carbamidomethylation of cysteine is indicated by a lowercase “c”, and methionine
oxidation is indicated by a lowercase “m.”
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3.3.5. Identification of modifications in human samples
Human plasma samples, both diabetic and non-diabetic, were selected from a
larger cohort based on history of cardiovascular complications. Sample were depleted of
their 14 most abundant proteins using an IgY-14 column in order to increase ability to
identify moderate and lower abundant plasma proteins. This column removes HSA, IgG,
α1-antitrypsin, IGA, IgM, transferrin, haptoglobin, α2-macroglobulin, fibrinogen,
complement C3, α1-acid glycoprotein, apolipoproteins A1, A2, and B. Following SDSPAGE focusing, the bands corresponding to Pg were excised, trypsin-digested, and
analyzed via LC-MS/MS on an LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer. In many cases, a
visible coomassie-stained band for Pg was not apparent, but all bands submitted exhibited
the presence of Pg peptides, usually with greater than 70% protein coverage.
Nine of the 12 patient samples analyzed to date indicated the presence of
modified Pg peptides (Table 3-5). While most of the patients exhibiting modified
peptides in their plasma samples were diabetic, two of the patients were non-diabetic with
CVD history, and another was both non-T2D and non-CVD. A large number of modified
peptides, both with MG-DH and MG-H1 modifications were detected in patient samples.
Patient RS104, a patient with T2D and with a history of myocardial infarction, exhibited
the most modified peptides. R504, among the early modifications, detected in many of
the in vitro studies from Chapters 2 and 3, was also observed in patient RS104. In
addition to R504, common adducted peptides observed among patients included R134
and R582. Interestingly, R134 was only detected with an MG-DH modification of +72.
R582 modified peptides appeared in six of the patient samples, as both the +54 and +72
adduct. Of note is that neither R134 nor R582 were detected in any of the in vitro
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analyses performed, regardless of MG concentration, yet are sites observed to be readily
modified in humans.
Follow-up analyses of the same patients, and an additional eight new patients,
indicated MG site-specific modification; however the signal was not quite as strong as
the initial study, and fewer overall modifications were detected in the cohort. With the
technique so heavily dependent on sample workup, loss of signal due to differences in the
excision and in-gel digestion steps may be responsible for the weaker results. However,
the high mass accuracy and manual validation of the spectra from the initial study
provides confidence that the sites identified were present in each sample. Additionally,
six of the eight new patients studied also exhibited MG site-specific modifications.
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Sample
ID

Disease
state

CVD

Sites
Identified

Peptide

CS45

T2DM

CABG

R134

(R)FSPATHPSEGLEENYCRNPDNDPQGPWCYTTDPEKR(Y)

R582

(R)TRFGMHFCGGTLISPEWVLTAAHCLEK(S)

JA73

T2DM

CABG

R712

(K)VCNRYEFLNGR(V)

RS104

T2DM

MI

R70

(R)MRDVVLFEK(K)

R117

(K)WSSTSPHRPRFSPATHPSEGLEENYCR(N)

x

R134

(R)FSPATHPSEGLEENYCRNPDNDPQGPWCYTTDPEKR(Y)

x

R223

(R)NPDRELRPWCFTTDPNKR(W)

x

R312

(K)RAPWCHTTNSQVR(W)

x

R324

(K)RAPWCHTTNSQVRWEYCK(I)

x

R504

(R)HSIFTPETNPRAGLEK(N)

x

R561

(K)KCPGRVVGGCVAHPHSWPWQVSLR(T)

x

R582

(R)TRFGMHFCGGTLISPEWVLTAAHCLEK(S)

x

R644

(K)VILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPTRK(D)

R677

(K)VIPACLPSPNYVVADRTECFITGWGETQGTFGAGLLK(E)

R712

(K)VCNRYEFLNGR(V)

R767

(K)DKYILQGVTSWGLGCARPNKPGVYVR(V)

x

x

R779

(R)VSRFVTWIEGVMR(N)

x

x

R789

(R)FVTWIEGVMRNN(-)

x

x

R134

(R)FSPATHPSEGLEENYCRNPDNDPQGPWCYTTDPEKR(Y)

R582

(R)TRFGMHFCGGTLISPEWVLTAAHCLEK(S)

R677

(K)VIPACLPSPNYVVADRTECFITGWGETQGTFGAGLLK(E)

R134

(R)FSPATHPSEGLEENYCRNPDNDPQGPWCYTTDPEKR(Y)

R582

(R)TRFGMHFCGGTLISPEWVLTAAHCLEK(S)

R677

(K)VIPACLPSPNYVVADRTECFITGWGETQGTFGAGLLK(E)

x

R134

(R)FSPATHPSEGLEENYCRNPDNDPQGPWCYTTDPEKR(Y)

x

R504

(R)HSIFTPETNPRAGLEK(N)

R134

(R)FSPATHPSEGLEENYCRNPDNDPQGPWCYTTDPEKR(Y)

R582

(R)TRFGMHFCGGTLISPEWVLTAAHCLEK(S)

x

R677

(K)VIPACLPSPNYVVADRTECFITGWGETQGTFGAGLLK(E)

x

R712

(K)VCNRYEFLNGR(V)

R312

(K)RAPWCHTTNSQVR(W)

x

R504

(R)HSIFTPETNPRAGLEK(N)

x

R43

(K)CEEDEEFTCRAFQYHSK(E)

x

R242

(R)WELCDIPRCTTPPPSSGPTYQCLK(G)

R530

(R)NPDGDVGGPWCYTTNPRK(L)

x

R582

(R)TRFGMHFCGGTLISPEWVLTAAHCLEK(S)

x

R637

(K)VILGAHQEVNLEPHVQEIEVSRLFLEPTR(K)

x

R767

(K)DKYILQGVTSWGLGCARPNKPGVYVR(V)

x

R789

(R)FVTWIEGVMRNN(-)

x

SS110

GB119

NM130
NY141

GG186
MO238

T2DM

T2DM

non-T2DM
T2DM

non-T2DM
non-T2DM

MI

CABG

MI
CABG

none
MI

MG-H1
(+54)

MG-DH
(+72)
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
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Table 3-5– Human sites of MG-Pg adduction
Sites of modification observed in human plasma samples following IgY-14 depletion,
1D-gel electrophoresis and excision, and LC-MS/MS analysis. Patient disease (with or
without T2DM) and cardiovascular disease (CVD) status was noted. All modified
peptides were considered with a q-value <0.01. CABG: coronary artery bypass graft; MI:
myocardial infarction.
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3.4. DISCUSSION
Pg and the fibrinolytic system play an important role in degrading the fibrin
backbone of a clot. Recent findings indicate that Pg activation to Pn is altered in patients
with T1D, and accordingly, fibrinolysis is impaired (Ajjan et al., 2013). Improved
glycemic control was able to reverse this impairment. Two potential Nε-fructosyl-lysine
modifications were identified that may describe a mechanism behind this impairment
(Ajjan et al., 2013), however, further work is necessary to identify the exact cause of this
functional change. No MG-modified arginine residues were detected by Ajjan et al. This
work is distinct from that of Ajjan et al., however, as it represents the first successful
identification of arginine residues modified by MG in human patients.
The goal of the present study was not simply to determine which R residues are
readily modified by MG, but which were most sensitive to adduction, and thus would be
modified at the lowest MG concentrations. Due to the high concentration of MG used in
the initial site detection study described in Chapter 2, LC-MS/MS studies at lower
concentrations were performed using high resolution LTQ Orbitrap Velos. R504 and
R530 were sites that appeared to be the most sensitive to low concentration MG
modification, and support the initial data from Chapter 2, indicating that they were the
most highly modified sites. A clear conclusion from these studies and from the high MG
concentration work in Chapter 2, is that R504 and R530 are adducted at low
concentrations, and continue to be modified as the concentration of MG increases.
However, R561, the other major site of adduction identified in Chapter 2, does not appear
to be a sensitive site at low concentrations. It is probable that there is a critical
concentration at which R561 becomes overwhelmed (clearly greater than 10 µM), at
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which point it undergoes thorough glycation, accounting for the large amount of modified
spectra due to 500 µM MG exposure observed in Chapter 2.
Although a high concentration of 500 μM MG was utilized in our twodimensional gel studies, analyzing modified peptides based on isoelectric point allowed
us to identify the least-modified species of the protein, and thus capture the most
sensitive sites, in order to determine how they correlate to the low concentration studies.
Six sites were the most sensitive to adduction, all of which were near sites critical for
normal Pg function (Table 3-2). Modification of R43, part of the PAp domain of the
protein, is responsible for holding the protein in its closed conformation and preventing
activation until Pg is bound to fibrin (Castellino and Ploplis, 2005). It is possible that R43
modification could result in a gain of function, where Pg is held in its closed-form
conformation more strongly, thereby preventing activation; or a loss of function, which
would result in premature activation of Pg away from the clot site. The other readilymodified sites identified were within kringle domains, which are responsible for binding
exposed lysine residues on fibrin and incorporation of Pg into the clot (Chang et al.,
1998). This binding to lysine residues triggers Pg to adopt an open form, which promotes
cleavage of Pg to Pn. MG adduction to R residues in these regions could inhibit
interactions between the kringle domains of Pg and the lysine residues of fibrin. Five of
the six early modifications detected occur within these kringle domains, and due to the
altered size and charge resulting from MG adduction, functional alterations likely occur.
It has been suggested that KR5, in particular, where two readily adducted arginine
residues (R504 and R530) were identified, interacts with the PAp domain and is the
“Achilles heel” of Pg conformation change (Battistel et al., 2009). Once the interaction
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between PAp and KR5 is severed, KR5 can bind to lysine residues on fibrin, facilitating a
tertiary structure change that exposes the active site of Pg (Law et al., 2012).
Modifications in this region, which contained R residues readily modified in our studies,
could drastically alter the functionality of the protein. R504 and R530 have repeatedly
appeared both in low dose and high dose MG-modification studies, and were observed
among the least modified Pg species in the 2D gel analysis.
In order to determine whether R504 and R530 modifications in fact result in
functional changes to the protein, lysine sepharose chromatography was utilized to
partition modified samples. In theory, all Pg should bind to the column, as the KR
domains recognize the lysine-residue ligand (Castellino and Ploplis, 2005). Any sitespecific modification that alters kringle binding would ultimately either not bind at all to
the column and pass through, or bind with a weaker affinity to the lysine residues,
allowing for easier elution. What was observed was the latter effect, as MG-modification
of Pg caused a higher rate of Pg elution from the column.
In examining the residues modified in the eluted fraction from the lysinesepharose column by LC-MS/MS, it was clear that both R504 and R530 were highly
prevalent in this fraction. While this may indicate that these site-specific modifications
decrease lysine affinity within the KR5 domain they reside in, the results also match
closely with the profile of un-partitioned MG-modified protein. In a number of studies,
both from Chapter 2 and within Chapter 3, R504 and R530 were observed to be the most
readily modified sites. It is possible that R504 and R530 were observed because they
caused a decrease in affinity towards lysine residues, but it also possible that they were
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observed simply because they are highly modified sites and other site-specific
modifications caused the elution from the column.
An alternative interpretation of the data may indicate that the eluted portion of
MG-modified Pg has a higher affinity for ε-aminocaproic acid, and this is why a higher
amount of the protein is observed in this fraction. While this is possible, the crystal
structure results from Chapter 2 with R504 indicated that the lysine binding pocket was
weakened, not strengthened, by MG modification. Further studies are necessary to rule
this out as a possibility.
Recent studies revealing reduced Pg activation due to glycation were unable to
identify any hydroimidazolone or dihydroxyimidazolidine modifications in any human
subjects tested (Ajjan et al., 2013). It is possible that the parameters of the experimental
design utilized in this previous study did not allow for the detection of all possible
modifications. If, for instance, lysine binding is inhibited by MG modification on R
residues in the kringle domains of Pg (as we have observed), then utilization of a lysine
sepharose column to isolate Pg as used by Ajjan et al. could exclude modified Pg with a
reduced affinity for the column. Inclusion of all possible Pg proteins is necessary to
determine definitively that MG adducts are not present on arginine residues in human
samples.
Utilization of an antibody depletion column, which allows us to decrease the
complexity of the sample while not excluding any Pg protein, allowed for the detection of
MG-H1 and MG-DH on Pg peptides in nine of the twelve patients (Table 3-5). While
R504 appeared to be a site of interest in humans following detection in multiple subjects,
corroborating our own data that implicates this residue as an early and sensitive site of
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adduction, other modifications identified (R134 and R582) were unexpected. R134 and
R582 were modified in a large number of patients, yet the presence of these modified
sites in humans was unexpected, because they were seldom detected in the in vitro
studies performed. R134 is located in KR1 of the protein while R582 is located in the
serine-protease region of Pg. It is possible that altered pH or in vivo conditions exposed
these sites to modification that are not easily reproducible in vitro. Salt is also known to
be necessary to hold Pg in its closed-form conformation (Law et al., 2012). As such, the
dependence of salt concentration during the overnight modification step on the nature of
the residues found following 2D SDS-PAGE and LC-MS/MS may warrant further study
in the future to better understand certain modifications. R134 and R582 are both in
critical domains on the protein, however the result of MG-modification of these residues
on activation of Pg is unknown. It is possible that R582 modification could have a direct
effect on the nearby R561-V562 cleavage site. Further molecular modeling studies are
needed to assess potential consequences of these modifications. Our previous work
identified R561 as a potential site of interest, but seldom was modification of R561
detected in the patients studied, and this modification likely plays little to no role in the
altered Pg activity observed in T2D patients.
In addition to the specific sites identified as described above, disease status of the
patients is also of note. Both patients with and without T2D, and those with and without
CVD, were identified with MG-modifications on Pg peptides (Table 3-5). In general,
T2D patients had more modifications; however non-T2D patients were affected as well.
MG is present in all humans, so a low frequency of basal MG modification may occur.
Further studies are needed to determine whether increased plasma MG concentrations
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result in increased frequency of MG-modified proteins in T2D patients. MRM mass
spectrometry may be an appropriate future method that will allow for more
comprehensive quantification of MG-modified peptides in patient samples. Tandem mass
tagging was explored as a potential avenue for studying differences between patients, but
in combination with the extensive sample preparation to isolate plasminogen, proved
infeasible.
Although further studies are needed, it is clear that MG-modification of R
residues cannot be excluded as a potential mechanism behind inhibition of Pg function,
chiefly in T2DM. In particular, sites R43, R134, R504, R530, and R582 warrant further
study in order to determine the role modification of these residues has in overall Pg
function and activation. In addition, quantitation of these sites in human samples are vital
to understanding the role that these sites may play in altered plasminogen function in
patients with T2DM.
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CHAPTER 4: A NOVEL MECHANISM FOR METFORMIN DRUG EFFICACY:
METFORMIN SCAVENGES MG TO FORM AN IMIDAZOLINONE PRODUCT
4.1. INTRODUCTION
A highly reactive dicarbonyl compound, MG is elevated in the plasma of patients
with T2DM (Kalapos, 2013). MG is known to form an adduct with susceptible amino
acid residues on proteins, in particular cysteine, lysine, and arginine (Lo et al., 1994). The
reaction of MG with arginine is of interest due to the highly stable nature of the reaction
product; upon reaction with arginine, MG can form a cyclized product known as MG-H1
(Ahmed et al., 2003). This reaction results in an addition of 54 Da to the residue, as well
as a loss of positive charge. MG-H1 modifications have been observed on a number of
plasma proteins (Kimzey et al., 2011, Thornalley et al., 2003), and this AGE, along with
numerous others, has been implicated in the progression of T2DM complications
(Beisswenger et al., 2005, Brownlee, 2001).
Metformin is a first-line diabetic therapy, with its primary role in lowering
hyperglycemia a result of its ability to suppress hepatic gluconeogenesis (Kim et al.,
2008). Metformin is unique among anti-hyperglycemic agents, as it lowers the risk of
diabetes-related endpoints, diabetes-related death, myocardial infarction, and stroke
compared to other glucose-lowering medications (UKPDS, 1998). It is also unique in that
it has been linked to lower levels of AGEs in numerous studies (Beisswenger and
Ruggiero-Lopez, 2003, Kiho et al., 2005). While it is possible that this AGE reduction is
linked purely to lowered glucose levels, increased metabolism of MG by glyoxalase, and
direct scavenging have both been postulated as mechanisms for this phenomenon
(Beisswenger et al., 1999).
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Metformin scavenging of reactive dicarbonyls, and in particular MG, has
previously been explored (Ruggiero-Lopez et al., 1999, Beisswenger and RuggieroLopez, 2003, Battah et al., 2002, Beisswenger, 2014). The drug is similar in structure to
aminoguanidine, a known scavenger of MG. While the two are similar in structure,
aminoguanidine is known to react with MG at a much faster rate than metformin (Battah
et al., 2002). Aminoguanidine is currently unapproved as a therapy, after failing to
exhibit efficacy in the treatment of end-stage renal disease, although the drug may serve
better as a preventative therapy than as a treatment for late stage effects of AGE
formation (Corman et al., 1998). While aminoguanidine is unapproved, one out of two
prescriptions for non-insulin anti-hyperglycemic drugs is metformin, making the
understanding of this scavenging mechanism by metformin highly relevant, with 60.4
million prescriptions written for the drug in 2012 in the United States (Hampp et al.,
2014).
Previous studies exploring this scavenging mechanism determined that a linear
adduct is first formed, followed by cyclization (Ruggiero-Lopez et al., 1999). It was
speculated by Ruggiero-Lopez et al that a seven-membered triazepinone ring (Figure 4-1
D) was the primary product formed as a result of the reaction between metformin and
MG. This determination was based on mass spectrometry and 13C and 1H NMR analyses.
The scavenging products of this metformin-MG reaction were further studied, including
the kinetics of the metformin-MG reaction (Battah et al., 2002). While it was determined
that the reaction between metformin and MG was likely not to be a factor in reducing
overall AGE burden, metformin at ~10 µM plasma concentrations may render this
mechanism relevant, based on concentrations of the drug present compared to toxicant
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levels. In addition, the presence of this “triazepinone” (TZP) in humans has been
previously reported (Beisswenger and Ruggiero-Lopez, 2003, Beisswenger, 2014),
although no fully described method exists in the literature for the rapid determination of
this product in metformin-treated patients.
In the current work, the metformin-MG reaction was further explored,
determining unequivocally the structure of the product formed, and developing an assay
for high-throughput analysis of samples from metformin-treated T2D patients. We
determined that the primary product formed from the reaction between metformin and
MG is not the theorized triazepinone-based structure (Figure 4-1 D), but in fact a fivemembered imidazolinone ring structure (IMZ) as confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
of the crystallized synthetic product (Figure 4-1 C). The IMZ compound merits further
study regarding the concentration of this product in human patients, pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic properties, and pharmacological activity, in particular at the
imidazoline receptor.
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Figure 4-1. Relevant structures for the metformin-methylglyoxal reaction.
MG (A) and metformin (B), when reacted together form a product of 184 Da. The
structure of this product, as shown in the present work, is a metformin-MG IMZ (C),
although it has been previously reported as a TZP (D).
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4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.2.1. Chemicals
Metformin hydrochloride [1,1-dimethylbiguanide hydrochloride] was obtained
from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). 40% MG was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich.

4.2.2. Synthesis of metformin-methylglyoxal product
Metformin-MG synthesis was slightly modified from (Ruggiero-Lopez et al.,
1999). Metformin hydrochloride salt was added to 5 mL of Milli-Q water at 4°C to a final
concentration of 200 mM. Sodium hydroxide was added to the solution to a final
concentration of 200 mM. Subsequently, 1.7 mL of 40% MG solution (Sigma Aldrich)
was added to the metformin solution and stirred at 4°C for one hour followed by four
hours at 20°C. The resulting precipitate was filtered through Whatman 1 paper, dried, and
stored under desiccation. Fresh solutions prepared in MeOH were used for subsequent
analysis.

4.2.3. Characterization of metformin-MG product
The melting point of the metformin-MG product was determined on a TA Q1000
differential scanning calorimeter. Tandem mass spectrometry was performed using an
Agilent 6490 triple-quadrupole instrument. The maximal UV absorbance for the
compound was determined with a BioSpec-mini (Shimadzu Biotech, Kyoto, Japan).
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4.2.4. Nuclear magnetic resonance of product:
The sample was dissolved in 0.7 mL of DMSO-d6 and data were acquired on a
Bruker DRX-600 spectrometer at 25oC using a Nalorac 5mm inverse HCN probe.

1

chemical shifts are referenced to residual solvent (DMSO-d5) at 2.49 ppm, and

13

H
C

chemical shifts are referenced to solvent (DMSO-d6) at 39.5 ppm. The 2D gradient
heteronuclear multiple-bond correlation spectroscopy (HMBC) (Summers et al., 1986)
spectrum was acquired in magnitude mode with 2048 real data points in t2 and 540 points
in t1, using 8 scans per FID.

4.2.5. Structure and chemical shift calculations
Using Gaussian03, geometry optimization in the gas phase was performed with
B3LYP/6-31G(d), followed by GIAO NMR parameter calculation using B3LYP/631+G(d,p) with implicit solvent. The chemical shifts of 13C nuclei were calculated from
computed isotropic shielding using a linear model with parameters of slope -0.96 and
intercept 190.0155 (Lodewyk et al., 2012).

4.2.6. Crystallization and X-ray diffraction
The synthesized product (16 µg) was dissolved at room temp in 2:1
dimethylformamide:acetonitrile. The solvent was allowed to slowly evaporate over a
period of weeks and a clear, crystalline precipitate was formed. The clear colorless
crystals were characterized by XRD analysis. Single crystals of C7H13N5O were
analyzed. A suitable crystal was selected and analyzed on a Bruker APEX-II CCD
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diffractometer. The crystals were elongated plates, and diffracted well, but diffraction
was streaky. The molecule crystallizes in the centrosymmetric, monoclinic space group
P21/n with one molecule in the asymmetric unit, four in the unit cell. The structure
refined well (final R1 = 0.0471). The crystal was kept at 150.0 K during data collection.
Using Olex2 (Dolomanov et al., 2009), the structure was solved with the XT (Sheldrick,
2008) structure solution program using Direct Methods and refined with the ShelXL
(Sheldrick, 2008) refinement package, using Least Squares minimization. Crystal data
and structure refinement can be found in Table 4-1. Additional data regarding the crystal
structure can be found in Appendix B.
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Empirical formula
Formula weight
Temperature/K
Crystal system
Space group
a/Å
b/Å
c/Å
α/°
β/°
γ/°
Volume/Å3
Z
ρcalcmg/mm3
m/mm-1
F(000)
Crystal size/mm3
Radiation
2Θ range for data collection
Index ranges
Reflections collected
Independent reflections
Data/restraints/parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indexes [I>=2σ (I)]
Final R indexes [all data]
Largest diff. peak/hole / e Å-3

C7H13N5O
183.22
150.0
monoclinic
P21/n
5.7866(3)
18.5273(11)
8.2892(5)
90
93.8470(17)
90
886.68(9)
4
1.373
0.099
392.0
0.4 × 0.1 × 0.1
MoKα (λ = 0.71073)
4.396 to 52.734°
-7 ≤ h ≤ 7, -23 ≤ k ≤ 23, -10 ≤ l ≤ 10
12109
1814 [Rint = 0.0353, Rsigma = 0.0237]
1814/0/133
1.066
R1 = 0.0471, wR2 = 0.1209
R1 = 0.0567, wR2 = 0.1271
0.30/-0.31

Table 4-1. Crystal data and structure refinement for metformin-MG IMZ
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4.3. RESULTS
4.3.1. Synthesis and characterization of the metformin-MG product
The synthesized product matched the description from (Ruggiero-Lopez et al.,
1999). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) revealed an initial melting point of
246.50°C and a maximal melting point of 248.65°C. Maximal UV absorbance was
observed at 256.5 nm. MS/MS indicated fragmentation from a parent ion of 184.0 MH+
to products of 166.7, 138.9, 113.1, 85.9, 70.9, 56.0, and 44.0 (Figure 4-2). Fragment
assignment was more complex than expected due to delocalization of double bonds in the
structure.
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Figure 4-2. Mass spectrometry fragmentation of the imidazolinone product.
The imidazolinone product was analyzed on an Agilent 6490 triple quadrupole to
establish its fragmentation pattern. The parent ion peak is easily observable in the full
scan, present at and m/z of 183.9. At a CE of 25 electron volts, multiple fragments were
observed, with the most prevalent m/z of the products being 113.1, 70.9, and 44.0.
Fragments were assigned in the primary IMZ (top) and that of the delocalization structure
(bottom).
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4.3.2. NMR analysis and interpretation
A

13

C spectrum consistent with the previously reported data was observed

(Figure 4-3). The 1H spectrum in DMSO-d6 shows a CH-CH3 spin system with chemical
shifts consistent with an alanine fragment (Figure 4-4). A broadened N-CH3 singlet with
integral 6H corresponds to an N,N-dimethyl fragment with a barrier to rotation. A broad
singlet at 7.83 ppm is typical of an amide HN proton, and two very broad singlets at 7.35
and 9.40 ppm suggest an NH2 group with hindered rotation (slow exchange broadening).
The reaction of metformin and MG was expected to give either a five-membered ring
product (1) or a seven-membered ring product (2) (Figure 4-5).
The 2D-HMBC spectrum of the reaction product in DMSO-d6 (Figure 4-6 and
Figure 4-7) shows correlation of the N-CH3 proton singlet (H11/H12) with the
quaternary

13

C peak at 159.73 ppm, corresponding to C7 in structure (1).

corresponding position in structure (2) is given the same number, C7.

The

No HMBC

correlation is observed between the quartet at 3.600 ppm in the 1H spectrum (H2) and the
C7 carbon shift (arrow marked with “X” in Figure 4-5). Such a correlation is expected
for structure 2 (3 bonds), but not for structure 1 (5 bonds). The other two quaternary
carbon peaks (C1 and C4) are correlated to H2, a distance of 3 bonds (C4) and 2 bonds
(C1) in structure (1), but a distance of 4 bonds (C4) and 2 bonds (C1) in structure (2).
HMBC correlations are commonly observed only for 2 and 3 bond distances, so structure
(2) is ruled out. All NMR data and assignments for structure (1) are shown in Table 4-2.
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Figure 4-3. 13C spectrum of imidazolinone compound in DMSO-d6 at 25°C.
13

C spectrum of the compound matched the spectrum from the (Ruggiero-Lopez et al.,
1999) work. 17.629 (CH3), 36.862 ((CH3)2-N), 53.193 (CH), 159.73 (>C = 4), 173.92
(>C = 2), 190.231 (>C=O). Interpretation of this spectrum gives no absolute
determination of structure.
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Figure 4-4. 1H spectrum of imidazolinone compound in DMSO-d6 at 25°C.
1

H spectrum of the compound matched the spectrum from the (Ruggiero-Lopez et al.,
1999) work. At 1.1 ppm, the doublet is consistent with the protons of the methyl group on
the ring, at 2.96 ppm a singlet for the protons of the two N-methyl groups, and the CH
proton quartet (the hydrogen on the ring) is observed at 3.6 ppm. Interpretation of this
spectrum gives no absolute determination of structure.
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Figure 4-6. Full HMBC spectrum of metformin-MG product.
Full HMBC spectrum in DMSO-d6 at 25C with number of scans 8 and t1 points 540. A
more detailed analysis of the pertinent portion of this spectrum is provided in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7. HMBC analysis rules out the possibility of a seven-membered
triazepinone.
2D-HMBC of the metformin-MG product indicates a non-triazepinone based compound.
Lower (F1 downfield) region of 2D-HMBC spectrum of the metformin-MG reaction
product in DMSO-d6. In the inset (upper left) the contour threshold is reduced to show
the noise floor. The signal-to-noise ratio of the H11/12 peak in an F2 trace at C7 is
greater than 1000:1, with no detectable peak at H2.
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position

1

1
2
3
4
7
9a
9b
10
11/12

----3.600
7.830
--------7.35
9.40
1.121
2.964

H ppm

mult

J

integral

13

----q
br. s
--------very br. s
very br. s
d
s

----7.0

----1H
1H
--------1H
1H
3H
6H

190.23
53.19
----173.92
159.73
--------17.63
36.86

--------7.0

C ppm

HMBC
----c1,4,10
--------c1,2
c7,12/11

Table 4-2. HMBC NMR of the metformin-MG reaction product.
Chemical shifts, multiplicity, J couplings and HMBC correlations for the metformin-MG
reaction product. Positions correspond to the structure diagram in Figure 4-5. 1H ppm
assignments are from Figure 4-4. 13C ppm assignments are from Figure 4-3.
Abbreviations: mult, multiplet; s, singlet; d, doublet; q, quartet; br., broad.
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The quaternary carbon peak at 190.23 ppm is assigned to C1, the carbonyl carbon
connected to the CH-CH3 fragment, based on HMBC correlation to the H10 (methyl
doublet) peak in the 1H spectrum. This chemical shift is more typical of a ketone
carbonyl (190-220 ppm) than an amide carbonyl (170-180 ppm). Quantum-chemical
calculations of

13

C chemical shifts were performed on structures (1) and (2) using

Guassian03, resulting in a prediction of 190.60 ppm for C1 in structure (1) and 173.42
ppm for C1 in structure (2) (Table 4-3). The reason for this unusual 13C chemical shift
for an amide carbonyl is very likely conjugation with the extended π system (N-C4-NC7) in structure (1), which is not present in structure (2). The predictions closely match
the observed chemical shifts at all positions for structure (1), but show significant
differences for structure (2), especially at C1 and C4.
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Position

13

1
2
4
7
10
11,12

190.23
53.19
173.92
159.73
17.63
36.86

C observed (ppm)

Calc. (structure 1)

Calc. (structure 2)

190.60
57.33
173.75
159.02
17.27
33.60

173.42
62.19
145.36
155.72
13.94
37.00

Table 4-3. Differences in chemical shifts expected for metformin-MG possible
products.
Observed 13C chemical shifts compared to calculated values for structures 1 and 2 of
Figure 4-5.
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4.3.3. Structural determination by XRD
Analysis of the clear colorless crystal determined the structure of the metforminMG reaction as being a five-membered imidazole compound, of the empirical formula
C7H13N5O, with a molecular weight of 183.22 (Figure 4-1C). Placement of double bonds
by the software Mercury ultimately led to the conclusive determination of the structure as
(E)-1,1-dimethyl-2-(5-methyl-4-oxo-4,5-dihydro-1H-imidazol-2-yl)guanidine (Figure 48). Additional data regarding X-ray diffraction can be found in Appendix B.
An extensive network of hydrogen bonding was observed connecting the
molecules. As a result, the double bonds observed between C1/N3 and C2/N5 are slightly
longer than would have been expected, and the single bonds between C1/N2 and C2/N3
are shorter than expected. These data imply some delocalization is probably in the
molecule, which may account for some of the difficulty in peak assignment of the initial
1

H and 13C NMR spectra.
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Figure 4-8. X-ray diffraction resolved imidazolinone structure of the metformin-MG
reaction.
The metformin-MG reaction product as determined by x-ray diffraction. The molecular
structure was determined with displacement ellipsoids at the 50% probability level.
Double bonds were later assigned using the program Mercury.
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4.4. DISCUSSION
Pharmacological inhibition of MG, and other reactive dicarbonyls, remains
elusive, but still presents an admirable therapeutic target for reducing diabetic
complications. While drugs such as aminoguanidine have been developed as scavengers
of dicarbonyls, no drug for reducing reactive dicarbonyls has been developed exclusively
for that purpose. However, it appears that the widely used first-line anti-hyperglycemic
drug metformin scavenges MG, and presumably other similar dicarbonyl structures, thus
reducing overall dicarbonyl toxicant load. Identification of a metformin-MG scavenged
product reveals that metformin has a secondary mechanism in reducing AGEs and MG
burden. While it is likely that the primary route of AGE reduction observed in the past
due to metformin treatment is from improved glycemic control, the unique structure of
metformin also allows for this direct scavenging mechanism to directly eliminate MG
from the body. Though the rate of this scavenging reaction may be slow (Battah et al.,
2002), the constant presence of metformin at concentrations as high as 15 µM in patients
in compliance, and at levels above plasma [MG], could indicate that it still plays a role in
reducing MG levels in humans.
Previous work exploring the role of metformin in reducing MG concentrations
identified the primary product as a triazepinone-based structure (Ruggiero-Lopez et al.,
1999) (Figure 4-1D). While this structure does likely exist and is consistent with much of
the data obtained, it is not the predominant reaction product. Stability of the sevenmembered ring compound, and discord with other similar types of reactions, raised
concern. In particular, one of the primary products resulting from the reaction of MG and
R is MG-H1, a hydroimidazolone five-membered ring structure (Ahmed et al., 2003).
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The similarity in structure between metformin and R led us to infer that it was more
likely that a five-membered ring was forming as a result of this reaction. Analysis of the
previous data that was interpreted as a TZP-based structure did not conclusively disprove
a five-membered ring, and further studies were conducted to definitively elucidate the
structure.
The analysis put forth unequivocally identifies the primary metformin-MG
product as a five-membered IMZ with the chemical name (E)-1,1-dimethyl-2-(5-methyl4-oxo-4,5-dihydro-1H-imidazol-2-yl)guanidine. While the MS/MS data, 1H and

13

C

NMR data (data not shown) are consistent with that of the previous study, 2D-HMBC
NMR data provided the first insight that the structure may not in fact be a sevenmembered ring. Analysis of the HMBC spectrum displayed the absence of an expected
correlation based on the TZP structure outlined (Figure 4-7). Crystallization followed by
XRD revealed the structure of the primary product of the metformin-MG reaction as the
IMZ compound identified in this work.
The definitive identification of the 183 Da metformin-MG product as a fivemembered ring IMZ rather than a TZP structure may appear as a slight distinction on the
surface, but in fact may have significant implications. Recent work revealed that ligand
activation of the imidazoline receptor (I1R) enhances insulin action in PC12 cells (Tesfai
et al., 2011). The novel I1R agonists, S43126 and moxonidine, are capable of inducing
this phenomenon, with moxonidine capable of normalizing plasma insulin levels and
improving glucose uptake in peripheral cells in animal models (Edwards et al., 2012).
The metformin-MG IMZ identified herein bears further study as to whether it has any
ligand activity at the I1R, and whether insulin sensitivity may be enhanced as a result.
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While it is possible that the role of metformin in direct scavenging of dicarbonyls,
such as MG, is only one component in its overall reduction of AGEs and diabetic
complications (Kender et al., 2014, Beisswenger and Ruggiero-Lopez, 2003,
Beisswenger, 2014), the reaction and resulting product cannot and should not be ignored.
A method for the rapid, high throughput detection of IMZ in patient urine would help to
elucidate the possible effect this scavenging may play in metformin drug efficacy.
Currently, the metformin-MG compound has been detected in human urine and plasma although incorrectly referred to as TZP (Beisswenger and Ruggiero-Lopez, 2003,
Beisswenger, 2014)- but no fully described method for detection of the IMZ in
metformin-treated patients exists in the literature. Further work to clarify the significance
of this IMZ product in the overall scheme of metformin efficacy remains to be conducted,
both in regards to reducing plasma MG burden and any possible pharmacologic
properties.
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CHAPTER 5: MULTIPLE REACTION MONITORING DETECTION OF
METFORMIN-MG IMIDAZOLINONE IN URINE FROM METFORMINTREATED T2DM PATIENTS
5.1. INTRODUCTION
Substantial data exists suggesting that a large number of diabetic complications
may arise, in part, due to elevated levels of MG and other dicarbonyls (Brownlee, 2001).
Reactive dicarbonyls react with arginine and lysine residues on proteins causing AGEs,
altering protein function and thereby contributing to diabetic complications due to their
elevated levels in patients with T2DM. To date, there are no approved therapies for the
prevention of AGE formation, nor the removal of adducts from residues once they have
formed. Such a therapy could be of use in lowering overall risk of diabetic complications,
such as retinopathy, nephropathy, and neuropathy.
The antihyperglycemic drug metformin is unique among anti-hyperglycemic
drugs in its ability to reduce diabetic complications. The most dramatic example of this
ability was the UKPDS study, in which coronary events were reduced by 40-50% among
those on metformin treatment, compared to a 16% reduction observed with other
therapies (UKPDS, 1998). Additionally, metformin is beneficial in decreasing vascular
risk from diabetes (Bailey, 1992, Wiernsperger, 2000). Metformin is a known scavenger
of MG (Ruggiero-Lopez et al., 1999), forming a metformin-MG IMZ cyclized product as
revealed in Chapter 4. This scavenging mechanism is believed to, at least in part,
contribute to the ability of metformin to reduce overall levels of MG in plasma and tissue,
and AGE levels in lens, kidney and nerves (Beisswenger and Ruggiero-Lopez, 2003,
Beisswenger et al., 1999, Tanaka et al., 1999).
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One reason that the MG-scavenging mechanism of metformin has not been
studied more thoroughly is that a high-throughput method for rapid detection of the
resulting IMZ product does not currently exist. An assay was described in a conference
abstract in 2000, identifying the “TZP” product in human patients (Ruggiero-Lopez et al.,
2000). The assay required derivatization and used gas chromatography MS for detection
of the compound. With this method, the compound was detected in the urine, plasma, and
red blood cells of metformin treated patients at nM levels. The method described is
incomplete, and in the absence of further publication of the method, a more thorough,
high-throughput method with minimal sample preparation is desired.
The IMZ small molecule described in Chapter 4 is ionizable, and detectable via
LC-MS, and fragments into a few readily detectable ion fragments. This makes an MRMbased mass spectrometry assay for quantification of the IMZ a strong candidate for a
clinical detection method. The primary difficulties with an MRM method are the limits of
detection, separation of the compound (traditional C18 chromatography does not bind the
IMZ nor metformin), and interference of other compounds within human samples.
Within Chapter 5, we describe the use of hydrophilic interaction chromatography
coupled to triple quadrupole mass spectrometry in the development of an MRM-based
quantitation method for the IMZ product. This optimized method was used in the analysis
of nearly 100 samples of T2DM patients on metformin treatment to determine urinary
IMZ levels, while simultaneously measuring metformin levels. The MRM assay, with an
extremely sensitive level of detection, necessitating only a small amount of sample, fills a
substantial gap in the field, and will allow for rapid detection of this product in larger
cohorts, enabling more in depth cohort analyses to be performed.
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5.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
5.2.1. Chemicals
Metformin hydrochloride [1,1-dimethylbiguanide hydrochloride] and d-6
metformin hydrochloride were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz,
CA). The IMZ product was synthesized as described in section 4.2.2.

5.2.2. Multiple reaction monitoring method development for imidazolinone
detection
An Agilent (Palo Alto, CA) 1260 liquid chromatograph was utilized for achieving
gradient separation using an Agilent ZORBAX Hilic Plus (2.1x50 mm) column with a
1.8 µm packing size held at 30˚C throughout the separation. A binary gradient consisting
of 15 mM ammonium acetate in water (A) and acetonitrile (B) at a flow rate of 300
µL/min was used. The initial gradient consisted of 95%B which was held for 1 minute,
followed by a linear gradient to achieve 35%B at 9 min which was held for a further
minute. At 10 min, another linear change was applied, to return to the initial condition of
95%B at 11 min. A post-time of three min was used to re-equilibriate the column before
the next analysis. The total analysis time was 14 min per sample.
Mass spectrometry was performed using an Agilent 6490 triple-quadrupole mass
spectrometer with an ESI source. Two kinds of optimization were performed for the mass
spectrometer: (i) Compound specific optimization (ii) Source-dependent optimization.
Compound parameters were optimized by first preparing the standards
(metformin and IMZ compound) at 500 µg/mL in methanol and diluting to approximately
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1 µg/mL in water. This standard was directly infused into the mass spectrometer in MS
scan mode to identify the precursor mass in both positive and negative ionization modes.
After this was determined, the mass spectrometer was operated in product ion scan mode
and the most abundant product ions were selected. Five product ions for metformin were
identified and used in the method (Table 5-1) while four product ions were monitored for
the metformin-MG reaction product. This is higher than usual, but added to the
specificity of identification of both compounds, which was the goal. Once the product
ions were determined, the CE and cell accelerator voltage (CAV) were optimized for
each transition. The analyte transitions, optimized compound parameters and retention
times are shown in Table 5-1. Subsequently, the mass spectrometer parameters were
optimized by using the Agilent Source Optimizer software to obtain optimal conditions.
Details of the mass spectrometer operating conditions are presented in Table 5-2.
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Compound
Metformin

Cell
Accelerator
Voltage (V)
7

Retention
Time (min)
7.55

Polarity
Positive

Precursor
Ion Mass
130.2

IMZ

7

2.45

Positive

184

Metformin- 7
d6

7.60

Positive

136.2

Product
Ion
Mass
113.2
85.0
71.2
60.0
43.1
113.0
71.2
68.2
44.1
77.2
59.9

Collision
Energy (V)
13
10
20
13
65
16
28
44
36
24
8

Table 5-1. Optimized parameters for MRM of metformin, IMZ, and metformin-d6.
The developed MRM transitions, optimized for the assay run on an Agilent 6490 triple
quadrupole, are listed. Five product ions were monitored for metformin, four for the IMZ
product, and 2 for metformin-d6. As expected, all product ions arising from the same
parent precursor ion mass were detected at identical retention times, which are also listed
in the table.
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Parameter
Gas Temperature (˚C)
Gas Flow (L/min)
Nebulizer (psi)
Sheath Gas Temperature (˚C)
Sheath Gas Flow (L/min)
Capillary (V)
Nozzle Voltage (V)
Electron Multiplier Voltage (V)

Value
275
18
45
300
11
3500
1500
+400

Table 5-2. Optimized mass spectrometer conditions
Optimized mass spectrometer conditions for the MRM method developed for detection of
IMZ on the Agilent 6490.
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5.2.3. Human sample collection, handling, and storage
All subjects provided informed consent (Appendix A). Human Subjects
Protection Program at The University of Arizona granted study approval under the
project title: Proteomic and Metabolomic Biomarker Investigation of Type 2 Diabetes.
Subjects were recruited from the University Medical Center, Southern Arizona VA
Health System, UPH-Kino, and El Rio diabetes and primary care clinics. We collected
urine samples from subjects who were instructed to fast overnight. The majority of the
urine samples were single time point spot collections and were aliquoted and stored at 80˚C in 1 mL aliquots. The total time between urine collection and sample storage was
less than one hour. For 24 hour urine collection, samples were pooled over the 24-hr
period, and were stored at -80C in 25 mL tubes.

5.2.4. Human sample selection and preparation
Urine samples from patients treated with metformin were selected from our
cohort. These samples were snap thawed in a water bath and diluted from between 1:50
and 1:5000 in 25 nM d6-metformin in H2O. Samples were snap-filtered with a 0.2 µm
PVDF filter prior to analysis (SINGLE StEP eXtreme Filter Vial, Thomson Instrument
Company) Samples were run on the developed MRM method in triplicate. During the
analysis, samples were held in the autosampler at 4°C. An aliquot of each sample (1 mL)
was sent to an outside laboratory for determination of urinary creatinine and specific
gravity levels.
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5.3. RESULTS
5.3.1. LC-MS/MS MRM analysis
The method detection limits for metformin, based on lowest standard, was 0.38
ng/mL, while linear range was determined between 1.5 ng/mL to 1600 ng/mL,
determined by linear regression with an r2 fit of 0.9986. A smaller calibration curve for
IMZ of 39 pg/mL-10 ng/mL was used, as concentrations were not found to be higher in
1:50 dilutions of urine samples. A detection limit of 39 pg/mL for IMZ (213 pM), based
on a signal to noise (S/N) of greater than three was determined. Isotope-dilution method
was used for quantification of metformin using metformin-d6. Matrix spike recovery with
the synthetic compound was used to verify quantification of the IMZ. This spike method
indicated no loss of detection of IMZ due to matrix or instrument. A representative
parent to daughter transition for each of the three compounds monitored is displayed in
Figure 5-1. All of the MRM transitions developed and monitored are provided in Table
5-1.
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Figure 5-1. LC-MS/MS MRM identification of the IMZ product.
Three parent compounds – metformin-MG IMZ (A), metformin (B), and metformin-D6
(C) – are monitored in a metformin-treated T2DM patient urine sample. Multiple
fragment peaks, as detailed in Table 5-1, are monitored, although only one representative
peak is displayed for each compound in the figure. The retention time is indicated at the
top of each peak.
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5.3.2. Human Samples
The developed method was used in the analysis of 92 metformin-treated T2DM
urine samples. In certain instances, a sample was a replicate from the same patient
collected at a follow-up visit, while in other cases, a sample represented a 24-hr
collection from the same patient rather than a spot collection. In total, 71 different
patients were analyzed (Table 5-3).
In order to best maintain the reliability of the assay, a large dilution factor (1:501:5000) and snap filtering of urine samples was utilized in an effort to minimize
introduction of “junk” – both small molecules and proteins - from the urine both to the
column and the instrument. The high sensitivity of the instrument allowed for this large
dilution factor, while maintaining the presence of sample, detecting as little as 213 pM
concentrations of IMZ.
Urine can be highly variable in its composition, varying greatly based on patient’s
hydration the day of sample collection. With this in mind, samples had two different
normalization factors measured – creatinine and specific gravity. Creatinine is eliminated
from the body entirely through the kidneys, and urine creatinine is a traditional measure
utilized to normalize urine to account for differences in dilution between patients.
Urinary specific gravity is the relative density of urine compared to the density of water.
Normal levels are expected to be within the range of 1.003-1.035 (Dugle and Hager,
1978). Both normalization factors have been used to normalize urine levels; however
there is evidence that creatinine excretion may be altered in patients with diabetes
(Yassine et al., 2012). This led to the decision to use specific gravity as the method of
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normalization of samples. In many cases, elevated specific gravity numbers did not
correlate with elevations in creatinine, so normalization was highly variable between the
two.
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Average
[IMZ]
(nM)

[IMZ]/
Specific
Gravity
(nM)

[IMZ]/
Creatinine
(nmol/mg)

Collection

Patient
ID

Specific
Gravity

Creatinine
(mg/dL)

Average
[Metformin]
(µM)

24

AM84

1.008

37

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

24

CL74

1.0357

28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

24

IR68

1.0092

33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

24

JV57

1.0055

32

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

24

NB49

1.0168

102

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

24

MS36

1.0174

68

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

24

FC6-2

1.0027

16

76.74

0.00

0.00

0.00

24

NP96

1.0213

79

592.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

24

SS110

1.0199

117

0.88

34.14

33.47

2.92

24

DS79

1.0159

116

1970.53

170.79

168.11

14.72

24

MB83

1.0306

79

2187.40

197.48

191.61

25.00

24

RR134

1.0267

215

4020.63

235.47

229.34

10.95

24

CS45-2

1.02

93

2679.49

251.64

246.70

27.06

24

JA73

1.0177

106

2821.04

255.92

251.47

24.14

24

PC82

1.0175

88

1926.40

257.69

253.26

29.28

24

FS46-2

1.0317

42

1855.13

346.37

335.73

82.47

24

SH88

1.0196

110

3367.96

597.62

586.13

54.33

24

AD50-2

1.018

91

3878.61

745.06

731.88

81.87

Single

BQ85

1.0286

49

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

BV86

1.0183

122

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

CS100

1.0313

183

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

SK193

1.0352

51

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

YL93

1.016

124

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

RB52

1.0099

42

0.17

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

KK180

1.027

130

0.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

MO87

1.0123

46

0.45

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

SK193

1.039

87

0.81

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

RR134

1.0324

300

1.19

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

JH128

1.0186

118

1.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

FS46

1.045

76

2.19

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

SM39-2

1.0276

323

5.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

WM105

1.0253

54

6.26

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

KT220-2

1.0189

102

11.85

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

WC182

1.023

156

34.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

RH187

1.0198

151

1087.77

0.00

0.00

0.00

Single

SS110

1.0305

70

56.76

19.34

18.77

2.76

Single

RB52-2

1.0204

91

89.21

35.39

34.68

3.89

Single

CL74

1.0418

72

24.17

35.61

34.18

4.95
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Average
[IMZ]
(nM)

[IMZ]/
Specific
Gravity
(nM)

[IMZ]/
Creatinine
(nmol/mg)

Collection

Patient
ID

Specific
Gravity

Creatinine
(mg/dL)

Average
[Metformin]
(µM)

Single

IR68

1.0034

11

8883.99

46.76

46.60

42.51

Single

MS36

1.0197

113

36.51

49.27

48.32

4.36

Single

LS42

1.0243

111

70.38

78.79

76.92

7.10

Single

CS127

1.0115

40

405.60

83.78

82.82

20.94

Single

KE249

1.0164

354

1626.55

87.37

85.96

2.47

Single

FH203

1.0112

76

4509.45

94.80

93.75

12.47

Single

NY141

1.0287

227

1726.42

103.80

100.90

4.57

Single

FS205

1.0156

57

2334.79

127.43

125.47

22.36

Single

JV173

1.0049

34

2088.25

135.01

134.35

39.71

Single

LC226

1.0246

140

1083.17

170.44

166.35

12.17

Single

IL241

1.0122

54

1087.48

176.05

173.92

32.60

Single

MS170

1.0345

167

6127.53

176.86

170.96

10.59

Single

RD258

1.0177

82

3969.22

194.94

191.55

23.77

Single

MF225

1.0222

73

2314.29

205.74

201.27

28.18

Single

SS192

1.0228

163

5378.28

223.27

218.29

13.70

Single

AH50

1.0166

52

1926.81

229.92

226.16

44.22

Single

JM63

1.0154

123

800.24

242.72

239.04

19.73

Single

FS46-2

1.0304

41

2058.67

258.17

250.56

62.97

Single

AH204

1.0049

46

3446.46

265.59

264.30

57.74

Single

JL121

1.022

53

8245.79

324.04

317.06

61.14

Single

JA73

1.0204

132

4408.25

324.15

317.67

24.56

Single

JC181

1.0148

99

3777.03

352.61

347.47

35.62

Single

TW178

1.016

77

2204.83

359.64

353.98

46.71

Single

AS188

1.0154

72

3894.45

388.53

382.64

53.96

Single

MV222

1.0319

51

2188.29

424.30

411.18

83.20

Single

SH88

1.0181

98

3646.64

427.07

419.48

43.58

Single

CF230

1.0261

146

1468.44

511.75

498.74

35.05

Single

PB144

1.023

130

3819.81

552.90

540.47

42.53

Single

SM39

1.0268

186

606.53

554.89

540.41

29.83

Single

AM252

1.0204

69

14533.05

572.54

561.09

82.98

Single

CT150

1.0204

150

10142.88

659.36

646.18

43.96

Single

HS72

1.0069

37

5783.84

668.29

663.71

180.62

Single

RB97

1.016

119

2227.51

701.28

690.23

58.93

Single

MC207

1.0303

255

11595.76

718.04

696.93

28.16

Single

NW147

1.0167

141

9288.83

811.92

798.59

57.58

Single

JP113

1.0187

96

2392.88

825.25

810.10

85.96

Single

DC221

1.0181

183

8665.19

874.44

858.90

47.78

Single

JC196

1.0167

82

5334.72

1032.49

1015.53

125.91
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[IMZ]
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[IMZ]/
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Average
[Metformin]
(µM)

Single

AR250

1.0234

151

2995.12

1113.30

1087.85

73.73

Single

KT220

1.0235

112

11458.90

1122.30

1096.53

100.21

Single

RM94

1.0232

144

4217.71

1131.18

1105.54

78.55

Single

LB103

1.0156

65

4274.41

1180.56

1162.43

181.62

Single

AH156

1.006

45

4.24

1227.05

1219.73

272.68

Single

RS104

1.0205

161

9809.03

1236.79

1211.94

76.82

Single

PC82

1.02

105

4124.39

1260.18

1235.47

120.02

Single

MB83

1.028

162

7417.94

1339.07

1302.60

82.66

Single

RR217

1.0279

143

7842.20

1341.59

1305.17

93.82

Single

LE212

1.0244

245

7892.70

1452.94

1418.33

59.30

Single

LG81

1.0355

58

9640.44

1505.18

1453.58

259.51

Single

SG218

1.0264

344

23010.07

1914.93

1865.68

55.67

Single

PB144

1.0231

71

17671.04

2359.39

2306.12

332.31

Single

JV57

1.0145

109

12204.25

2562.99

2526.36

235.14

Single

LC195

1.0243

202

16633.75

4129.09

4031.13

204.41

Single

CV37

1.0182

110

11940.98

4400.48

4321.83

400.04

Table 5-3. Concentrations of IMZ using MRM assay.
24 hour or single time-point urine samples of T2DM patients noted to be on metformin
were analyzed using the developed assay to determine metformin and IMZ levels. The 92
samples studied were also analyzed by an outside laboratory for determination of specific
gravity and creatinine levels for potential normalization. Levels above the accepted
threshold (red) and below the accepted threshold (blue) are noted on the table.
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One of the greatest faults with human studies involving the delivery of a drug is
patient compliance. In the case of the initial patient recruitment for this cohort, patients
were instructed to temporarily cease metformin therapy prior to sample collection. When
it was determined that multiple patients had never ceased taking their medication,
metformin was looked at as a variable. What remained were 72 patients listed as taking
metformin, but in the early stages of sample collection some of these patients may have
been holding their medications. In order to ensure the validity of our assay detecting
IMZ, we monitored for the presence of metformin. Without metformin present, we would
not expect a signal for IMZ. Monitoring for both IMZ and metformin allowed for the
elimination of patient compliance as a confounding factor in these studies. Additionally,
patients were on varying levels of metformin treatment, and therefore would have
different levels of expected urinary metformin. Overall, ten of the samples indicated the
presence of no metformin, and concordantly no IMZ. In ten other samples, the amount of
metformin detected was so low that no IMZ levels would be expected to be observed.
In the dataset, concentrations between 0 and 23 mM concentrations of metformin
were detected in the urine. These numbers represent what would be the entirety of the
eliminated metformin, as it is removed from the body unmetabolized through kidney
excretion (Sirtori et al., 1978).
The determined IMZ values, for those patients in which IMZ was detected, ranged
from 18.77 nM IMZ/specific gravity up to 4.32 µM IMZ/specific gravity (Figure 5-2).
Normalized to creatinine, the low end was 2.47 nmol IMZ/mg creatinine to 400.04 nmol
IMZ/ mg creatinine. As expected, IMZ was never detected when metformin was not
found to be present.
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The assay revealed a statistically significant linear correlation between metformin
and IMZ levels within the samples, as expected. The positive correlation, an r2=0.5463,
had a significance of p<0.0001, indicating that levels of IMZ are tied to overall
metformin levels (Figure 5-3). While we would have preferred a stronger positive
regression fit, the variability of dosing regimens, patient compliance, and expected
differences in plasma concentrations of MG all contribute to IMZ levels, and are not
controlled for in this study.
Of the two collection techniques, it is clear that pooling urine samples over 24
hours provides a stronger linear trend of IMZ levels relative to metformin. Spot urine
collection at a single time point may complicate interpretation of the results, as recent
administration of the drug would provide higher levels of urinary metformin, without
giving the drug time to form the IMZ product. 24-hour collection is an obvious solution
to this problem, and seems to yield better metformin:IMZ linearity, as indicated by a
statistically significant (P<0.0001) positive trend, an r2=0.7348 (Figure 5-4)
Average metformin concentrations detected were 4.05 ± 4.67 mM, with all of the
non-detected samples removed. The average IMZ concentration was 693.94 ± 842.64
nM. Levels of the IMZ are at concentrations ~6000 times lower than the measured
metformin concentrations, indicating that only 0.167% of the metformin is used in the
trapping of the IMZ compound. However, the rate-limiting reactant is more likely MG
levels than that of metformin, as circulating plasma [metformin] is as high as 15 µM,
roughly 100 times higher than calculated plasma [MG].
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Figure 5-2. Range of IMZ concentrations measured.
Detected IMZ concentrations relative to specific gravity ranged from 0.018 µM to 4.32
µM, as determined by the developed MRM assay. The average concentration detected of
IMZ was 634.41 ± 849.36 µM/specific gravity.
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Figure 5-3. IMZ levels correlate significantly with metformin concentrations.
MRM analysis of 92 metformin-treated T2DM human urine samples demonstrates that
average IMZ concentrations have a statistically significant positive linear correlation
(r2=0.5463; p<0.0001) with metformin concentrations. Samples were run in triplicate and
the average value was utilized.
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Figure 5-4. 24 hr sample collection indicates better IMZ linearity with metformin.
MRM analysis of 18 24-hr collections from metformin-treated T2DM human urine
samples demonstrates that average IMZ concentrations have a statistically significant
positive linear correlation (r2=0.7348; p<0.0001) with metformin concentrations. This
linear correlation was closer to a 1:1 linearity than the overall cohort, and indicates that
24-hr pooled samples may yield better IMZ results. Samples were run in triplicate and the
average value was utilized.
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5.3.3 IMZ concentrations versus MG adducts
In order to determine a possible link between IMZ concentrations and lowered
AGEs within human samples, a subset of the population analyzed was compared to
values of MG modifications on albumin that were measured from the plasma of the same
patients in the dissertation work of Dr. Michael Kimzey. Only 27 of the samples of the 92
analyzed with our MRM method overlapped with samples run by Dr. Kimzey in his
examination of these adducts, and we were limited to this comparison.
No clear trend was observed in the data, positive or negative, correlating IMZ
concentrations and normalized MG adducts on HSA within individual samples (Figure
5-5). Normalized MG levels were compared with raw IMZ concentrations, as well as
concentrations normalized to specific gravity or creatinine. Also examined was whether
the ratio of metformin to IMZ correlated with normalized MG levels. None of the values
compared indicated any data trends.
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Figure 5-5. IMZ concentrations do not correlate with normalized MG adduct levels.
IMZ concentrations, as determined by MRM analysis, were compared with normalized
MG adduction levels on HSA as recorded by Dr. Michael Kimzey in his dissertation
work. There appeared to be little correlation between MG adduct levels and IMZ
concentrations, as indicated by the non-significant (p-value of 0.4329) linear correlation
(r2=0.02382). It was hypothesized that increased levels of IMZ would result in lower MG
adducts on HSA, but that trend does not appear in the data.
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5.4. DISCUSSION
This work outlines for the first time a comprehensive method for detecting the
metformin-MG scavenged product in urine from metformin-treated patients. Previous
work has identified the presence of “TZP” in human plasma and urine (Beisswenger and
Ruggiero-Lopez, 2003, Beisswenger, 2014), but the method for generating these results
has not been fully described (Ruggiero-Lopez et al., 2000). The developed MRM assay
has a limit of detection of 213 pM of the metformin-MG metabolite IMZ, and requires
only dilution and snap filtering in order to detect the compound in human urine samples.
The work was performed with urine, and this decision was made due to the
reduced complexity of the matrix and presumed higher concentrations of metabolite. As
predicted, the IMZ metabolite was readily detectable in patients with elevated metformin
levels. This confirms previous work indicating that the “TZP”, established in Chapter 4 to
be the IMZ metabolite, is detectable in patient urine (Beisswenger and Ruggiero-Lopez,
2003). A plasma sample (sample CV37, the sample with the highest IMZ concentration
within the urine) was also analyzed at a 1:1000 dilution, and IMZ was detected. This is
promising, as the developed method can be expanded to not only examine urine, but
plasma and other biological specimen.
The current human study was not designed for the examination of metformin
scavenging effects, and variability in amount of metformin prescribed, patient
compliance, and spot collection of urine all presented obstacles in the analysis of the data.
Patient compliance was addressed by analyzing for metformin concentrations within the
MRM assay, while an examination of 24-hour pooled urine vs spot urine collection
indicated that pooled samples were much better in terms of linearity between metformin
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and IMZ concentrations (Figure 5-4). While attempts were made to control these
variables, a future study controlling all of these variables at the front end would be
beneficial in regards to further mechanistic examination.
It remains to be established whether IMZ is eliminated unmetabolized similar to
metformin (Sirtori et al., 1978) or whether it undergoes further biotransformation. IMZ
accounts for only 0.167% of the determined metformin concentrations. It is possible that
the amount of metformin scavenging MG is considerably higher than this. One possible
explanation for this is that the IMZ is further metabolized into undetermined
compound(s), and we are not accounting for this metabolized fraction within the urine.
Altered metabolism could also mean altered elimination, and perhaps there is elimination
of IMZ occurring in the feces. Another possibility would be the formation of other
similar, stable metformin-MG products. A linear adduct is known to form first, with a
molecular weight of 201 Da, which dehydrates into the 183 Da product we monitor for in
the MRM assay (Ruggiero-Lopez et al., 1999). Other stable metabolites, as well as
metformin reacting with 3DG, glucosone, glyoxal, and other dicarbonyls, are also
possible. However, we maintain that the primary product formed in the plasma as a result
of MG-metformin reaction is the IMZ metabolite.
Although it is thought that the mechanisms behind metformin’s efficacy in
reducing diabetic complications are multifaceted, the detection of IMZ within metformintreated diabetic patient urine indicates that formation of IMZ plays a role in the
therapeutic effects of metformin (Beisswenger and Ruggiero-Lopez, 2003, Beisswenger,
2014, Battah et al., 2002). The formation of IMZ appears to be metformin concentration
dependent, as evidenced by the significantly positive linear correlation, and better
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controlled future studies will aid in determining how much of a role IMZ plays in
reducing AGEs. Vital to the interpretation of these future studies is accurate MG
measurements within the plasma and urine, in order to the extent of MG concentration
change and how much can be attributed to IMZ formation.
Additionally, recapitulating this work in an animal model would allow for a
control group and an intervention group. One of the drawbacks with the current study is
the lack of a non-diabetic control group taking metformin, as the original study was not
designed to examine metformin effects. Although we know IMZ is forming in T2DM
patients on metformin, we do not know whether IMZ formation is elevated, decreased, or
unchanged compared to the amount formed in a non-diabetic taking the same amount of
drug.
What is clear from the work presented in Chapter 5 is that metformin is reacting
within humans to form IMZ, detectable at µM concentrations within patient urine. There
is a significant positive linear trend between IMZ and metformin concentrations, and this
trend is even stronger when 24-hour urine is examined. The assay we developed provides
a strong platform for the study of the IMZ metabolite in biological specimens. IMZ
requires further study, in regards to distribution, metabolism, elimination, and
pharmacological effects, to best determine how large of a role metformin and IMZ play
in reduction of diabetic complications.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
6.1. CONCLUSIONS
6.1.1. Alteration of plasminogen function by MG
It is well understood that the toxic effects of methylglyoxal are due to adduction
to residues on proteins. Elevations in MG have been associated with T2DM, and are
heavily associated with progression of diabetic complications. Vital to combating
diabetic complications and MG-related deleterious effects is furthering what is known
about protein targets of glycation as well as specific sites of adduction. Identification of
new sites of modification not only could serve as biomarkers in the future, but also may
represent a mechanism for altered protein function.
Previous work by Dr. Michael Kimzey primarily examined the plasma protein
albumin, both for site-specific modifications in the hopes of identifying a novel
biomarker, but also associated functional changes due to MG. Albumin was an
appropriate starting point for the study of plasma protein glycation, as it is by far the most
abundant plasma protein. Any modifications of the protein would be detectable due to the
large pool of available albumin in the plasma, and consequently elevations in MG
adduction of HSA were identified and associated with T2DM. However, plasma proteins
other than HSA presented a much greater likelihood of association with functional
effects.
The identification of Pg as a target of MG glycation offers a mechanism by which
the risk of CVD is elevated in T2DM. Though plasminogen is a medium abundant
plasma protein, it plays a vital role in clot lysis, a process known to be disrupted in
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T2DM. This work clearly identifies MG as a compound capable of inhibiting Pg
function, and I ultimately expect that site-specific modification of the protein will be
proven to be the cause of this. The studies presented identify both R504 and R561 as sites
of modification that would yield likely functional effects.
Modification of R561 on Pg by MG represents the most likely site to cause
functional changes, yet also was seldom identified at low doses of MG in vitro and was
only identified in one patient in vivo. Our initial hypothesis in this work was that R561
adduction would be the primary cause of Pg functional changes, and throughout the
course of the studies performed, we had to revise that hypothesis. It still remains possible
that adduction at R561 can be a cause of Pg functional changes, as even a small portion
of the Pg protein pool modified at this site would likely reduce the total amount of Pg
with a cleavage site intact. However, the overall difficulty in isolating Pg within human
plasma makes it difficult to identify MG-adducted Pg peptides, especially low abundance
modifications.
As the hypothesis shifted away from R561, it shifted equally towards R504. The
site was identified as a sensitive, functional modification. Though it is not directly a
functional arginine within Pg, its proximity to the lysine binding region in KR5 of the
protein makes adduction at this site of interest. R504 is readily modified by MG, with
both MG-DH and MG-H1 modifications detectable. It was the primary site of
modification in high-dose and low-dose studies, and at this point should be the primary
focus of future study into site-specific MG adduction of Pg and associated functional
changes. Modeling strongly indicated altered kringle function due to R504 modification,
and modification of this site was readily detected in multiple human patients. Ultimately,
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MG modification at R504 would prevent Pg incorporation into a clot, and the conclusion
of this work is that R504 represents the most likely explanation for MG-induced
dysfunction of plasminogen.
Modification at R504 was the primary reason that we hesitated to use lysinesepharose to purify plasminogen from human samples, opting instead to use an inclusive
protocol that did not differentiate between Pg isoforms. Our expectation was that the
accepted protocols for plasminogen isolation – antibody pulldown and lysine
chromatography – would both preferentially isolate properly folded plasminogen, and
would exclude isoforms of the protein that were improperly folded, perhaps due to
glycation. Work in Chapter 3 indicated that this was indeed the case with the lysine
sepharose column, and the modeling from Chapter 2 suggest that antibody recognition
may be affected as well, as tertiary structure was drastically altered due to a single
modification. Previous studies by other groups examining glycation of Pg failed to
identify site-specific modifications of Pg (Ajjan et al., 2013). The work contained herein
points to use of lysine sepharose chromatography as the primary culprit behind failed
identification. Future studies into the glycation of plasminogen in humans must ensure
that modified isoforms of the protein are not being excluded to due isolation techniques.
This work was successful at identifying sites of glycation of Pg primarily due to the
developed protocol for Pg isolation, as well as the utilization of an inclusion list on the
LTQ Orbitrap Velos.
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6.1.2. Metformin as a scavenging therapeutic
It has been known for over a decade that metformin offers a unique benefit to type
2 diabetic patients in regards to lowering risk of diabetic complications (UKPDS, 1998).
The reduction in MG is not entirely tied to reductions in overall glucose burden, as other
glucose lowering medications such as insulin and sulfonylureas would show similar
effects. However, this reduction is exclusive to metformin among anti-hyperglycemic
therapies, and is perhaps the primary mechanism by which metformin also is the best
diabetic therapy for reducing the risk of diabetic complications.
While other mechanisms of action cannot be discounted, the direct scavenging to
form the IMZ appears to be the major mechanism by which metformin reduces MG
levels. This direct reaction occurs readily in patients taking metformin, observable in
every patient with high levels of metformin present. Due to the high levels of metformin
present in many patients, formation of IMZ would be expected to be a constant process.
Additionally, since it is a non-enzymatic chemical reaction, it is not subject to
compensatory mechanisms by the body which would result in a reduction in formation. It
would be expected to form at a constant rate entirely based on the concentration of both
circulating MG and metformin.
In patients without IMZ present, but metformin signal present, patient compliance
cannot be ruled out as a reason for this observation. This study was not designed for
analysis of metformin effect, and compliance was not verified. In many cases, patients
listed as being on metformin therapy indicated no presence of the drug in the urine.
Recent administration of metformin without adequate time to form IMZ is the likely
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explanation for patients with high metformin signal without tandem IMZ signal. Many of
these complex results can be further elucidated with a more controlled study or animal
work with controlled metformin dosing.
Upon determining that the IMZ was the primary product resulting from the
reaction between MG and metformin, the primary goal of the work became determining
levels of IMZ in patients. Previous methods studying the “TZP” (now known to actually
be IMZ) were incomplete and detailed only in conference abstracts, and were neither
high-throughput nor sensitive. The expectation is that the newly developed MRM method
for IMZ detection will allow for future analysis of varied cohorts, allowing for an
increased understanding of the role metformin scavenging plays in reduction of MG
levels. Though this method was used in our work in the study of urine samples, future
work exploring plasma, bile, and cellular concentrations could all use the same method.
This newly established method will aid in the exploration of metformin and its effects
dramatically, as it offers a method that can be adapted for other instruments and samples,
as long as the primary factors – the chromatography and MRM transitions – remain the
same.
While the identification of the IMZ was performed entirely in urine samples, it is
highly likely that formation of this product occurs in the plasma prior to elimination. Pilot
work using the developed MRM method to explore IMZ levels in plasma identified both
high metformin as well as low IMZ, as expected. Further work exploring the ratio of
metformin to IMZ in plasma as compared to urine would aid in determining whether
formation of IMZ is spurred by bioconcentration of metformin and MG prior to
elimination.
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The IMZ, while extremely important in the reduction of MG levels in patients,
possesses unique chemical characteristics that need to be further explored. The
assumption was made in this work that the IMZ is eliminated in the urine, and at least in
part that is the case. No studies were performed to test whether this compound is
eliminated by other routes or metabolized further. Additionally, other less stable products
than IMZ could be forming between MG and metformin that are not captured by the
developed method. Although this work identified IMZ as the primary product of the
reaction between MG and metformin, much work remains in determining many of the
other characteristics of the compound. Until more is discovered regarding IMZ, the levels
of IMZ detected in this work should be treated as partial levels of the compound, as other
routes of elimination were not explored and it is unknown whether we have the full
picture of how fully metformin is reacting with MG to form IMZ.
Ultimately, the formation of IMZ is indicative of a novel non-enzymatic
mechanism of drug efficacy that would be expected to occur at similar rates in every
patient on metformin therapy. This mechanism provides an explanation for the
improvements observed in regards to prevention of diabetic complications by metformin.
As this mechanism is separate from metformin’s antihyperglycemic effects, IMZ
formation provides an additional reason for a patient to be prescribed the drug. Patients
who are unresponsive to metformin therapy, as assessed by plasma glucose levels, are
taken off of the drug. Utilization of metformin to reduce MG levels by IMZ formation,
even in patients unresponsive to the glucose lowering effects of the drug, may improve
patient outcome with respect to development of diabetic complications, and should be
considered in the future.
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6.2. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
6.2.1. Improving Pg identification
One of the principal current obstacles with identification of MG-modifications on
moderate to low abundant plasma proteins is overall protein concentration.
Approximately 0.1% of arginines on plasma proteins are MG-H1 modified (DuranJimenez et al., 2009), and if overall protein concentration is low, the likelihood of
identifying modifications on tryptic peptides is also extremely low. Peptide signal can be
weak due to low overall abundance, or due to the presence of more prevalent proteins and
their resulting tryptic peptides, inhibiting the ability to detect peptides from lower
abundant proteins.
A number of steps were taken to combat this issue. First, and most notably, LTQ
Orbitrap Velos LC-MS/MS analysis allowed for high resolution analysis of peptides and
fragment ions, allowing for more certainty in the identification in the face of lower
protein abundance. Additionally, utilizing an inclusion list to preferentially isolate and
fragment ions matching m/z of known MG-modified peptides overcame the obstacle of
more prevalent peptides preventing identification. If the modified peptides were too far
down on the list of ions within the quadruple, they normally would not be selected for
fragmentation.
Second, and just as importantly, samples were immunodepleted with an IgY-14
column and subsequently run on a gel to further isolate Pg. While the Orbitrap techniques
are sustainable and usable on a large sample set, this process is untenable in the face of a
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large cohort. It takes a large amount of time and materials to prepare these samples for
analysis.
Future advancements in immunodepletion columns may make the gel separation
step unnecessary. While this work was ongoing, the industry standard moved from an
IgY-12 column to an IgY-14. Advancements could push this to the 20 or 30 most
abundant proteins, and still most likely would not include Pg, as it is around the 36th most
abundant plasma protein, and therefore IgY>14 could still be used to amplify Pg protein
levels. The less complex the sample, the better for identification of Pg modifications (and
modifications on other low abundant proteins) through increased overall protein
abundance. In addition, future advances in chromatography in tandem with the orbitrap
technology could allow for better separation of a more complex protein mixture, allowing
for better identification of MG-modified peptides within human samples.

6.2.2. Site-directed mutagenesis of Pg
Site-directed mutagenesis is a technique that has been used sparingly in past
studies of site-specific MG modifications. Previously, it was used to study site-specific
MG adduction on alphaA-crystallin, and examining how removal of positive charge due
to MG-H1 formation at R residues affected protein function; in their case enhancing
chaperone function of the protein (Biswas et al, 2006). There were three sites of known
modification that were tested, with single R to neutral valine mutations, and also in
tandem.
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Similar studies could be of interest in determining the effect of site-specific
arginine modification on Pg. Based on the results contained in Chapters 2 and 3, there are
no shortage of sites to test in regards to functionality. Of most interest would be R504
and R530. Performing site-directed mutagenesis at both sites to a neutral amino acid like
valine would allow for a determination of the necessity of positive charge to KR5
function. What may be missed using valine is the steric change generated from the larger
size that MG-H1 modification causes, which may be just as much of an explanation for
functional changes as the loss of positive charge. Mutating from an R to a phenylalanine
residue may provide both the steric and charge alteration to better mimic MG-H1
adduction. These studies could provide valuable answers to the role of site-specific MG
modifications on Pg function.

6.2.3. Animal study of metformin effect on MG and AGEs
The biggest disadvantages with the study performed in Chapter 5 were the lack of
control over metformin administration, as well as a lack of a non-diabetic control cohort.
In order to better address these issues, moving into a T2DM mouse model could prove
valuable.
C57Bl/6 mice, along with their diabetic counterpart, db/db (leptin receptor
deficient), would be administered metformin in their drinking water ad libitum over a
period of 2-4 weeks. High glucose and low glucose effect, as well as metformin
intervention, could be studied using the same models. Urine and plasma would be
collected and analyzed on the developed MRM method, and IMZ levels determined.
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The benefit to the IMZ MRM detection method developed is that it will work
equally well in mouse biological specimens as humans. Because the IMZ product is
formed through a direct, non-enzymatic reaction between metformin and MG, its
formation should not be altered in the mouse model, and any information gleaned from
these studies should translate well to humans.
The analysis of urine and plasma from a strictly controlled mouse model will aid
in determining whether IMZ formation is higher in T2DM than in non-diabetic subjects,
it will give insight into how quickly IMZ can form and by varying the concentration of
metformin, we can determine how much effect increasing levels of metformin play on
IMZ. It is expected that MG levels would be the limiting reactant, but a mouse study
would be able to determine this fully.

6.2.4. Human study of metformin effect on MG and AGEs
Although animal studies offer more control over metformin dosing, it could be
viewed as a step backwards, as we have already examined IMZ concentrations in human
urine. Alternatively, designing a tightly controlled human study would allow for
examination of IMZ formation similar to that of the animal study, while having the added
benefit of being directly applicable to patients.
The various cohorts that could explore aspects of IMZ formation include T2DM
and non-T2DM patients, obese and non-obese patients, well controlled glucose versus
poorly controlled glucose, proper or poor kidney function, as well as intervention with
metformin or removal of metformin from patients taking the drug. All of these
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examinations would aid in elucidating the role of IMZ formation in metformin efficacy,
as well as determining how these factors affect formation. Additionally, exploring a
cohort of patients removed from metformin therapy previously due to non-effect on
hyperglycemia could offer interesting insight.
Paramount to the understanding of the role IMZ plays in both this human study as
well as the previous proposed animal study is the ability to measure MG levels. Although
measuring IMZ and metformin is important, without knowing the effect on MG, little can
be gleaned from these studies. Although MG is not ionizable or UV absorbant, through
derivatization with o-phenyldiamine to form 2-methylquinoxaline allows for MG to be
determined in biological specimen. The method currently under development would use
MRM to examine transitions from the resulting 2-methylquinoxaline in order to
determine MG levels. The development of this method is a primary focus, as its uses
extend far beyond simply understanding how metformin reduces MG levels via IMZ.

6.2.5. IMZ pharmacology, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics
The x-ray diffraction work in Chapter 4 fully determined the structure of the
primary product resulting from the reaction between metformin and MG, an
imidazolinone product. This IMZ was identified in the urine of diabetic patients (Chapter
5) using the newly developed MRM assay. However, while it is known to be present,
little is known about IMZ itself.
The IMZ differs in structure drastically from both metformin and MG, and it
would be reasonable to presume that it has entirely different pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics than either of its reactants. The Seahorse instrument is a valuable tool
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recently made available to the University of Arizona. It can be adjusted to determine
alterations in glycolysis as well as cell metabolism that may be elicited through
administration of IMZ to cells. This could be valuable in determining the global effect of
IMZ on cells. In addition, determination of the route of elimination for IMZ is important
to understanding precisely how much IMZ is being produced. It is eliminated at least
partially through the urine, but whether there are other routes of elimination is unknown.
Importantly, determination of IMZ activation of the I1R receptor could be
beneficial in understanding pharmacological properties of this compound. Recently,
activation of the imidazoline receptor was found to enhance insulin action in rat adrenal
medulla cells (Tesfai et al., 2011). Based on the structure of the IMZ compound that
forms, it is of interest to determine whether IMZ has any agonistic activity at this
receptor, and if so, whether insulin action is enhanced as well.
In addition, metformin is known to have activity in the AMPK pathway. Due to
the obvious structural similarity, experiments to determine effect of IMZ on activation of
AMPK are a reasonable starting place for determining whether IMZ has pharmacological
function.

6.2.6. Metformin effect on Pg function
Ultimately, a primary goal of future studies would be to determine whether
metformin treatment is able to reduce overall MG glycation, and in particular, at Pg. As it
has been shown in this work, glycation of Pg has deleterious effects, and metformin
formation of IMZ should have protective effects. Using metformin as a preventative
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therapy and assessing Pg function as a result would aid in furthering the goals of both
aspects of this work. First, it would indicate that Pg dysfunction is tied directly to MG,
though those links are currently in place. Additionally, and more importantly, it would
show that metformin is capable of preventing MG-related damage to a critical plasma
protein in Pg, thereby offering another mechanism by which metformin may afford
protection from diabetic complications. A number of studies need to be performed before
reaching these experiments, including developing an assay for quantitation of Pg
glycation and developing the animal model that would allow for metformin dosing to test
such a hypothesis. However, once these are in place, testing metformin effect on
plasminogen function in vivo would exponentially further the understanding of both
processes and their relation to MG.
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APPENDIX B: IMZ X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Table B-1. IMZ Fractional Atomic Coordinates (×104) and Equivalent Isotropic
Displacement Parameters (Å2×103).
Ueq is defined as 1/3 of of the trace of the orthogonalised UIJ tensor.
Atom
x
y
z
U(eq)
O1
-2661(3)
3479.9(7)
-1560.5(17)
32.6(4)
N3
3503(3)
3729.1(8)
2305.6(18)
20.6(4)
N5
339(3)
3842.9(8)
230.0(18)
21.1(4)
N1
6048(3)
4630.4(8)
3116.8(19)
24.0(4)
N4
1107(3)
2779.2(8)
1478(2)
24.8(4)
N2
2762(3)
4947.7(9)
1564(2)
27.8(4)
C1
4071(3)
4436.9(9)
2291(2)
18.7(4)
C2
1713(3)
3477.4(9)
1371(2)
19.7(4)
C3
-1161(3)
3357.2(10)
-452(2)
23.2(4)
C4
-795(3)
2615.3(10)
320(2)
22.3(4)
C5
6872(3)
5375.8(10)
3153(3)
27.6(5)
C7
7569(3)
4108.8(11)
3975(3)
29.7(5)
C8
-2936(4)
2322.9(11)
1056(3)
31.2(5)
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Table B-2. IMZ Anisotropic Displacement Parameters (Å2×103).
The Anisotropic displacement factor exponent takes the
2π2[h2a*2U11+2hka*b*U12+…].
Atom
U11
U22
U33
U23
U13
O1
39.3(9)
17.7(7)
37.3(8)
0.6(6)
-23.3(7)
N3
19.2(8)
16.7(7)
24.9(8)
2.0(6)
-7.1(6)
N5
23.5(8)
15.0(7)
23.4(8)
0.5(6)
-8.4(6)
N1
21.2(8)
19.6(8)
29.8(8)
1.5(6)
-8.3(7)
N4
25.1(9)
15.3(8)
32.1(9)
5.2(7)
-11.9(7)
N2
27.9(9)
14.7(8)
38.4(10)
0.8(7)
-14.8(8)
C1
17.3(9)
19.3(9)
19.0(8)
-1.3(7)
-1.4(7)
C2
19.2(9)
16.6(8)
22.7(9)
0.2(7)
-2.3(7)
C3
25.9(10)
16.8(9)
25.7(9)
-1.1(7)
-6.8(8)
C4
23.6(10)
16.5(9)
26.0(9)
-1.8(7)
-4.7(7)
C5
22.9(10)
22.7(10)
36.1(11)
-0.9(8)
-6.1(8)
C7
21.9(10)
29.4(11)
36.0(11)
1.6(9)
-11.4(8)
C8
27.9(11)
23.3(10)
42.1(12)
1.6(9)
0.3(9)

form:
U12
-1.3(6)
-0.5(6)
-0.5(6)
-3.5(6)
-1.4(6)
-2.9(7)
0.6(7)
2.6(7)
0.4(7)
1.2(7)
-5.8(8)
-0.6(8)
-2.6(8)

-
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Table B-3. IMZ Bond Lengths.
Atom
Atom
Length/Å
O1
C3
1.242(2)
N3
C1
1.352(2)
N3
C2
1.335(2)
N5
C2
1.373(2)
N5
C3
1.348(2)
N1
C1
1.342(2)
N1
C5
1.461(2)

Atom
N1
N4
N4
N2
C3
C4

Atom
C7
C2
C4
C1
C4
C8

Length/Å
1.460(2)
1.345(2)
1.443(2)
1.331(2)
1.525(2)
1.517(3)
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Table B-4. IMZ Bond Angles.
Atom Atom Atom Angle/˚
C2
N3
C1
120.87(15)
C3
N5
C2
106.65(15)
C1
N1
C5
121.92(15)
C1
N1
C7
122.50(16)
C7
N1
C5
115.52(15)
C2
N4
C4
110.43(15)
N1
C1
N3
116.99(15)
N2
C1
N3
124.23(16)
N2
C1
N1
118.74(16)

Atom
N3
N3
N4
O1
O1
N5
N4
N4
C8

Atom
C2
C2
C2
C3
C3
C3
C4
C4
C4

Atom
N5
N4
N5
N5
C4
C4
C3
C8
C3

Angle/˚
128.21(16)
119.55(16)
112.23(15)
125.90(17)
123.08(16)
111.01(15)
99.64(14)
114.48(16)
113.37(16)
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Table B-5. IMZ Hydrogen Bonds.
D H
A
d(D-H)/Å
N2 H2A N5 0.91(2)
N2 H2B O11 0.88(3)
N4 H4
O12 0.89(2)
1

-X,1-Y,-Z; 21/2+X,1/2-Y,1/2+Z

d(H-A)/Å
1.91(2)
2.08(3)
2.05(2)

d(D-A)/Å
2.678(2)
2.914(2)
2.905(2)

D-H-A/°
140(2)
159(2)
162(2)
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Table B-6. IMZ Torsion Angles.
A
B
C D
Angle/˚
O1 C3 C4 N4 179.45(19)
O1 C3 C4 C8 -58.5(3)
N5 C3 C4 N4 -0.6(2)
N5 C3 C4 C8 121.48(18)
C1 N3 C2 N5 5.0(3)
C1 N3 C2 N4 -176.22(17)
C2 N3 C1 N1 -172.29(17)
C2 N3 C1 N2 10.1(3)
C2 N5 C3 O1 -178.6(2)
C2 N5 C3 C4 1.4(2)

A
C2
C2
C3
C3
C4
C4
C5
C5
C7
C7

B
N4
N4
N5
N5
N4
N4
N1
N1
N1
N1

C
C4
C4
C2
C2
C2
C2
C1
C1
C1
C1

D
C3
C8
N3
N4
N3
N5
N3
N2
N3
N2

Angle/˚
-0.5(2)
-121.77(18)
177.11(19)
-1.8(2)
-177.57(16)
1.4(2)
178.32(17)
-4.0(3)
1.2(3)
178.90(18)
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Table B-7. IMZ Hydrogen Atom Coordinates (Å×104) and Isotropic
Displacement Parameters (Å2×103).
Atom
x
y
z
U(eq)
H4A
-272
2267
-501
27
H5A
6180
5637
4028
41
H5B
6426
5609
2117
41
H5C
8562
5381
3336
41
H7A
7017
3619
3726
45
H7B
7563
4193
5142
45
H7C
9148
4164
3633
45
H8A
-3549
2689
1767
47
H8B
-2527
1888
1685
47
H8C
-4113
2203
193
47
H2A
1560(40)
4758(13)
940(30)
33(6)
H4
1690(40)
2464(13)
2200(30)
31(6)
H2B
3120(40)
5408(15)
1640(30)
39(7)
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